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A S_JDY OF TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING THE NOISE TEMPERATURE OF -
' , PASSIVE _AP_A_OM)ISIALREFLECTORS "_
ABSTRACT ) Z _ / _/ "
I Results Of this study include presentation and analysis of the basic physical :
factors influencing the effective noise temperature of passive paraboloidal reflec-
tor antenmas ; descri_ion of a novel shaped beam "fluted feed" surface wave structure ....
capable of improving oonventional paraboloidal antenna low noise performance by a
factor _-_etween:tve _ f.ive; and presentation of design information and experi-
mental results for a completel_ new Cassegrainian sectoral horn-reflector antenna
which is physicall_ c_ct, attains an equivalent antenna noise temperature of less
than five degrees" _vin,_and,_ a_ears in nearl_ all respects to be superior to all
other low noise'an_ennae currently available.
i
IA discussion of external noise sources is p_esented including contributions due
to galactic radiation, atmospheric absorption, ground radiation and various other
influences. The dependence upon internal noise sources such as transmission line
losses, mismatch iosses, reflector surface error, and aperture blocking are dis-
cussed. An analysis of various feed shaping techniques for optimizing the ratio
of gain .to effective antenna temperature is presented and experimental results of
vari_as feeds employing these techniques are presented. I Primary and secondary
A
pattern evaluation techniques are also developed_providing a means by which the low
noise characteristics of existing and developmental feeds or antenna systems may be
evalua_eC. IC_aracterlstlcs fern novel surface wave feed structure designated the
fluted feed are presented. _ The fluted feed is shown to have several significant
advantages over conventional feeds resulting in a substantial noise temperature per-
formance improvement for conventional paraboloidal reflector antennas. The fluted
_..f :_ ....
-ii"
feed design is shown to have nearly uniform reflector illumination maximizing gain
_nd efficiency, low spillov_r at the aperture edges minimiv.ing minor-lobe energy,
equal beamwidths in the E and H-planes, complete polarization flexibility, negli-
gible aperture blocking in high gain applications and to be adaptable to monopulse
trackir_.
The Cassegrainian sectoral horn-reflector antenna, designated the KSK Antenna,
is a Cassegrainian adaptation of the sectoral horn-reflector "sugar scoop" antenna.
The latter antenna has obtained excellent low noise performance, but is mechanically
oor.plex and of large physical size. The KSK Antenna overcomes these mechanical dis-
advantages by the use of a hyperboloidal reflector at the mouth of the horn trans-
forming the antenna into a Cassegralnian system, Advantage8 gained by the KSK
Antenna are exceptional low noise characteristicB with high efficiency, ph_slcal
co_pactness, mechanical simplicity, negligible aperture blocking, operation without
•=_,,,e, =c=p,abi_y to _nopulse operation and economic feasibility.
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I I_¢rRODUCTION
i.I Lcw Noise Antenna Recuir<ment
, m
The development of low noise solid state amplifier systems, such as maser
and "oar&v,etric _mplifiers has caused a re-evaluation of the robe which the antenna
plays in _" " _ -_,mmlt_ng the performance of a communications system. The extreme sensitivities
|
attainable by the solid state "cooled" amplifiers, corresponding to equivalent mmpli-
fier noise temperatures of but a few degrees Kelvin; indicates that the noise contri-
butions entering the receiving syatem from envirommental sources external to the
an_erma and from t_he losses occurring _&thin the antenna may place mn Lm_ort_
iL_Atation on system sensitivity. The noise received by a radio or radar system
from external radiatir_ sources has become of increasing importance as the effective
apertures of antennas have become _ -
.a_ge_, and as receiver systems have become more
se:;si _ive.
***_ _v_,,a±_. system _u_._v_uy is ge_eraily _v,_ted by _ne noise con%ributions
generated either _ _ _l.._er,m_ or external to the system which have a tendency to mask
q
_;e received sigr_l energy. The problem is hence one basically of ob_*._.nb the
op_i_;'_n, or highest, output signal-_o-noise ratio (S_) for a given set of input
_on_z_.ons. **.,s ir_ers dlrec _y that the solution may involve a minimizazion of
the total s_"s_em noise source "_evel, including bo_h interr_l and external sotu-ces.
....en,,a system dosign in _he pas_ has bee_ prLmarily concerned _ *_
_ _,, achieving
a s:2ecified directive gain from a give:-,anter_a corn_iguration. Factors such as
aperture _-_: : _
iosJes, _.=..s.._.on line losses, and aperture blocking effects have often been con-
sidered _.... *
_,._o_ _an_ only in the manner in which they effect gain or side-lobe character-
_.-_c_ Howover, the influence which these and other antenna par&meters have __
_:?2 '
_g=._.i7¸ _." o •
u_ ....n_._ the noise characteristics fo the antenna system must be anazyzea and
evaluated in order to obtain the opti_,al relations for these factors in the low ,
noise antenna application.
_o_ system sensitivity, expressed as a signal power density level at
a given signal-to-noise ratio (S_) is directly influenced by the backgrotund noise
level with &_,ich the desired signal must be interpreted. The ability of _icrowave
receiver syszems to _ * _Ge_ec_ sma_ signal power levels at a given SNR relates directly
_o the _ _ _
_n_e_na_ noise generated within the receiver system. For this reason, the
sensitivity of a receiver system may be expressed in te_,s of its equivalent noise
_u.,je_tue. The i_v@rovement in receiver system sensitivities)which has occurred
Curing -_he _s_ _ t_hree decades I is in certain resoects qui_e mv_azing. Dur_'ng_ this
...._ _=_)an overall sensitivity improvement of about t_hree orders of magnitude has
been realized. Xaser systems in particular have ...... ope_ _ u_,.,, o Le_,Ler&Z_res
in the order of a few degrees Kelvin and it appears questionable whether ar_f /_7,-
prover onL in _heir _ _-orera_, s noise temperatu2e characteristics causes an appreciable
i::::'ove;-.:enL in the * *_
_o_ system signal-so-noise ratio. The more advanced maser
systems presently operate at noise temperatures in the order of the min_::um exter-
nally ..... _
_e,,_a_a noise, it is _ * _=_u_o_l•,o_ surprising that conventional passive y .... -_ _
.e__e_u. a_nterana systems %;nich generally have not been designed specifically lot
LAe _u^ noise _ _: co .....outo_s to the degradation_p_cat_on should become significa_nt
of the _ __
_ot_ system sensitivity.
_'ij_e i-_ , _inich is a survey of operational receivers for use in the ;icrowave
region and somewhat below, it is clear from *_
_,,_se plots that effective receiver
noise tezperat,ures in _ue order of 30 ° Kelvin or less are possible throughout the
y :-:% :-.-.
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entire )_A frequency range of interest. The low receiver noise temperatures avail-
able _ _",_n masers, para_ps, and certain other devices may be compared with 'older
techniques such as receivers utilizing crystal mixers operating in the microwave
region, or conventional detection techniques 'emp_oylng electron tubes, it is ap-
p_,,_ that noise temperatures for the older systems operating in the v_crowave
region of approxi_.mteiy %00 - 20C0° Kelvin were not uncommon. The abscissa on the
receiver low noise capability plot represents operating frequency)and the ordinate
on the plot indicates the noise temperature in degrees Kelvin and is also repre-
sented by the noise figure _-_) in decibels. There is a simple relation converting
noise figure in decibels to noise temperature in degrees Kelvin which is given by
the expression
_here To is t_he reference temperature generally taken as 290° Kelvin. This may
also be written in ter_.._of the noise figure as
= 1 + T/ TO
or in logarithv&c form, the noise figure may be written as
o lo + TA/ "o)'.
It is also interesting to note the relative adva_utages of low noise antenna
systems in terms of overall system ..... - Tosens _v1_y, illustrate this, a hypothetical
i'_nar space probe ex_vple has been devised involving transmission of ir_ozmation
f_m a telemetry tra_us_,[tter in ........... _ _- _........._-^_ _........ _ ........
on _,_e earth. Figaro "-2 shows a plot of the power required at the space probe
......_v_e_ the vicinity of the moon for various low noise receiving anterma
systems. The separation between t2.e anterm.a systems is taken as the mcan lunar dis-
ta_.ce of approximately 2%0,000 miles. It is clear from this plot that if payload
J
,-L i_,
VEHICLE TR_,N$1tIITTER POWER REQUIRED IN WATTS
o
o o
o o
i
o
= L
• ° • I
transmitter power is to be kept at a reasonable level, i. e., in the order of tan
watts or less, and if the information rate and signal-to-noise factors are to be
maintained _thln the specified _" "_
_m_s, a sensitive and therefore low noise antenna
and receiver system must be ezrployed. The conditions for this example are described
in the figure and are believed reasonable design relations for a space _ssion of
this _?e.
_.2 _b_( '_ .... of Stu_ri"v....... the
The general objective of the study progr_ is the investigation of techniques
by _._Ica a reduction in the effective antenna noise temperature of passive para-
boioidai reflector antennas may be achieved. Attainment of this objective is de-
sired "_'_= _ .....
wl ....n the _rame_or_ of the system performance requirements involving an
optimization of the various relations including antenna gain, S}_, and other fac%ors.
Three specific study objectives were considered quite important, and may be
lis_ed as follows:
i. Consolidation of i_ormation describing and establishing relations concern-
_lng _he various physical factors involved which i_luence the noise temperature
ch_. _ _ur_s,.cs of passive paraboloidai reflector antennas.
2. An investigation of means and the determination of general design criteria
by whlch the effective noi6e temperature of passive paraboioidal reflector systems
of t_ree _
_enera_ classes might be minimized or opti_ized with other anter_ua con-
:_idei'ations_ and derivation of evaluation met_ods by which the developmental designs
_._ e_ve_op_nt_ and fabrication of antenna feed designs and an_er_ua _S_J _ez
cor_'lC.rrations which d_v,onstrate the developed design criteria and result in sig_.i-
"_..... L?.provements in the low noise perfe,,m_nce chmracteristics of existing or
future passive paraboloidal reflector antenna systems.
......... _o'_se Tc_:_erature Contempt
The a_tenna noise temperature concept for describing antenna noise temperature
or other cc_._ponentsof circuit noise is based upon the equivalence in the radio
frequency region of the received noise power density spectrum averaged over a specified
b_udwldth and the corresponding black body radiation temperature for a totally emis-
sire source radiating an equivalent noise power density spectrum. The antenna noise
te_@erature is actually an "effective" noise temperature related to an equivalent
power density spectrum for a black body radiator which may replace the antenna sys"*=_e_m
_ud _ill provide an equivalent power in the specified bandwidth. Since this char-
acterization of noise power is fundamental to the low noise antenna field, it appears
%or_h_iuile to aeve_op the "effective noise te_Tperature" concept in sufficient detail
to insure apor_ciat_on of. its _" "_"va_c_ty and iLmitations.
r-r_
_._e effective,r_i_e temperature representation is based on the variation in
radiation intensity per unit band_xidth for black body radiation in the ._aae_gh-
Jea_us a_proxi_v_tion region of _e Pianck radiation law. The Pianck radiation law
expresses ;he intensity of radiation %ithin an enclosure in thermo_fnsx-;c equili-
b2ium ate teaT_perature T as a function of frequency, f, as:
2
c _ ] -1( -kT ) -1
where c is the velocity of propagation, h is Pianck's constant, and k is Boltzmar_'s
c_+_* Since _
........... e peak region of the Pianck radiation law occurs at -'-_ve_e_6--*_s
_o..e_n_ shor%er th_n those generally encountered in the microwave regio_it is
pcssible.to use t_,e approximation for 5h_long wavelength region in describirg the
• %: .T
-7-
I
character of the radiation in the radio frequency range. This region may be
approxi_.ated by setting
hf<< i
kT
for f < < %eak.
UsLug the expansion for the exponential term we have
(T) - _ hfIf (I+--+ • • •
_l_ _l
c_ kT
which simplifies to
If (T)= 2kTf2
c2 =
_is is kmown as the Raleigh-Jeans a_proxlmation to the Planck radiation law. Tale
ex_res slon _--'_._ca_es that the intensity of the radiation, and hence the power received
per tunit bandwidth is directly proportional to the temperature T. The direct relation
existing in the Ralelgh-Jeans region between intensity, or spectral power density, and
temperature enables expression of received noise or s_6n_l energy in terms of an effective
_e.,pe_=_e Lustead of power density• ?he effective noise temperature _ay therefore
be defined as a fictitious absolute temperature (usually in degrees Kelvin) such zha_
the noise power per unit bandwidth, or spectral power density, for a given polarization
is expressed as
Sn --k Tn
wkere k is BolLzr,mmn's constant (1.5o x 10-25 jouies/deg K),
_,.enoise power dens _._yin a bandwidth o is
,'_ = k TnB
Yn
:<,ich is the '_=vailable_'power density of the noise power in watts per square meter,
o:- s:_ilar _Its, and B is the bandwidth over which the noise power is measured.
_.. _._ecase of a generalized bandpass response, such as that of a follow_g receiver,
-8-
the bandwidth _y be defined as
+OO
'l
-O0
where H(f) is the frequency response function of the particular device and fo is
the frequency of maximum response. The noise bandwidth, B, may be considered equi-
valent to the b_udwidth of a filter network of rectangular bandpass characteristics
of height H(fo) and width B.
The total noise of a receiving system may be e_qoressed a_ a system noise tempera-
ture, Ts_;,which is slr,ply the sum of the various effective noise te_eratnre components
as illustrated in Figure 1-3, i.e., of the system,
n
TSN = _ Ti
i=l
_, 12, T3, Tn might be the effective noise te_@erature contributions from
the various exterz_l and internal noise sources. ?nose noise sources may be regarded
as the sum of the contributions from the following general areas:
a) Receiver _uterrml noise contributions
b) ......•zansm_sslon llne, feed or stub-reflector support, and ,_is-_c., losses
c) Anterza noise contributions.
_ue receiver noise and transmission llne loss effects _ay be considered as internal
noise sources; the antenna noise contributions are generally taken as externally gene-
...... _........._,_. 2_gu_e 1-h illustrates _he general manner in which the internal
e_,_ contributions _
_uence an antenna system,
.he e_ec._ve a_ntenna noise temperature is determined principally by the antenna
power gain function s_nd the corresponding environmental noise te_erature distribution
-9-
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The nature of the antenna environmental noise characteristics must be analyzed_
as well as the zarLner in which the antenna operates on the envirorL_ental effective
te_@erature distribution.
Tr.e total antenna noise temperature may be determined by integrating the noise
power spectral density expressed as a noise temperature over all space weighted by
the corresponding antenna gain function over all space. This may be written
Ta -
0
which _y be placed in conventional spherical coordinate form where d_l is the solid
L_
angle given by sin @ dg d_, and _ G (Q) d/_ = hn steradians, assuming a radiation
_c_.uy a_proach_ng tunity. We therefore have for the effective antenr_ noise
teT.Ferature determined essentially from appropriate gain "weightings" of the environ-
,._ .... _,. noise temperature distribution at all angles in _pace:
T a ='_--.= r s (o, _) a (_, ¢) s_ o d _ d _.
L
It is Lmportant to note that the function Ts (@, _) represents the effective space
_e,,_._re as a _nc_on of direction referenced to the anter_m, and is often a
quite complicated function involving _any factors. Certain of these factors are not
f'_nctions of spatial location only_ but are dependent upon time, geographical location,
weather eona_o.,s,'_"- position i.n galactic frame, and _mny other consideratlons.
l.h En_._ronmental Noise Distribution
Tae re_a_io..s have been presented which specify the effective anter,na noise
te..-perature prL_narily as a fu_uction of the antenrm far field power gain response
-lO-
"f_nction and the corresponding enviror_ental noise temperature distribution inte-
grated over all space. This relation may be written as
Ta . __i_f
O'
Q T rill
which neglects heating and reflection losses in the system, generally a valid
asstuuption.
The anterma gain function can generally be determined, hence it becomes necessary
Lo determine the environmental noise temperature distribution in order to interpret
the marmer in _hich the various noise sources and contributing spatial regions in-
fluence the effective antenna noise temperature.
A reasonably complete analysis of the environmental noise factors was believed
dcsirable s_nd is presented in the Analysis section of this report in detail. A brief
I
discussion of the general considerations relating to this phase of the investigation
aooears %o be in order and is presented to assist in furnishing an overall view of
the relations involved in this aspect of the study.
Three principal noise factors contribute to the anLermm noise ter_peraLure
_ich are characteristic of the antem_a_s operating enviror_ent. These th_-ee noise
generating mechanisms are space related in that two constitute "sky noise" sources
e
and =he third refers to radiation from <ue ground, or "ground noise". These princi-
pal noise source_ are:
i Thermal radiation noise associated "_h the ground region.
2. Galactic radiation noise associated with the distribution of stellar sources
i
and certain galactic "continu_m . effects.
-T-_-
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3. Atmospheric absorption losses and re-radiation noise due to the components
of the atmosphere.
The t_hermalnoise associated with the thermal radiation characteristics of the
ground in the vicinity of the antenna system appears as a noise source extending '
over the half-space boundedby the sky region, and of an effective noise temperature
essentially that of the ambient ground temperature. An effective value of about
300o Kelvin is often taken as a reasonable estimate for the noise temperature of the
ground region. The actual noise temperature is actually somewhatless, since the
grou_ndregion is not a perfect black body radiator but has an emissivity factor which
in general differs appreciably from unity. Corrected values Of about 2_0-2_0° Kelvin
are probably more realistic on an average basis.
At microwave frequencies, reasonably high values of noise temperature are asso-
ciated with the ground region relative to the noise temperature values of the sky
region. This factor emphasizes the importance of improving the radiation character-
is_ics of the antenr_ system in the ground region if the influence of the ground
temperature distribution upon the effective antenna noise temperature is to be
_,AnL_i zed.
Noise energy of galactic nature is primarily due to the various radiative
mecharXsms of stellar sources and is therefore unevenly distributed in space and
is frequency dependent. The maximum intensity galactic radiation is)as expected)
from the direction of the galactic center or nucleus. The mi _ni_um intensity of
galactic noise is generally .......... direction of _^ _-_ _*_assoc±a_u w_A _ _,_ _ polo.
There are also a number of reasonably strong discreet source radiators, however,
due to their relatively s_all angular extent in terms of most antenna systev_, these
strong sources will be neglected.
-12-
k_mospheric absorption and're-radiation is principally due to water vapor,
I
oxygen and nitrogen pressure broadened molecular resonances occurring in the milli-
meter wavelength range. This effect is therefore directly proportional to atmos-
pheric conditions) and the exte'nt of the atmosphere through which the argenna beam
must pass. Therefore, in general, the atmospheric absorption and re-radiation
effects are maximum along the horizon corresponding to the longest path through the
atmosphere. The frequencies of maximum loss or noise temperature degradation corres-
• t
pond to the wavelengths at which the pressure broadened molecular line resonances
occur. Noise temperature degradation d_e to atmospheric absorption at frequencies
less than one Gc are extremely small, and rise steadiliy to noise temperatures of
50-300 ° Kelvin at Zenith for the first line resonance, occurring for water vapor
at about 2_ Gc.
1.5 Lo_ _Joise Anter_na Opt_,zation Cri_er_a
The development of opt_,_r_mcriteria for the design of low noise antennas may
be considered as essentially a problem in obtaining the maximum signal-to-noise
ratio (S,N,R)for the antenna system.
it has been indicated that various techniques which result in considerable
i_v,provement in antenna noise temperature are often quite unde'sirable and actually
degrade _he S_ capabilities of the antenna system. A typical example of one of
these tech_uiques is the under-illumination of an aperture. It is possible in this
mariner to obtain considerable improvements in the antenna noise temperature since
a considerably larger fraction of th_ pr_,_y en_r_" may be considerea as contained
_dthin the secondary aperture extent. The disadvantage of this approach is a re-
duced aperture efficiency with resulting loss in gain. The decreased gain reduces
the available signal power but generally does not influence the antenna noise power.
Henc'e, an i_anediate degradation of the antenna system SNRmay occur if the improve-
rent in anter_nanoise temperature does net at least match the loss in gain. The
gain loss which occurs in a particular system is directly described by the ratio of
the _perture efficiencies, before and after improvement of the antenna temperature.
The noise temperature improvement, however, is a function of principally the feed
cha2acteristics, and to someextent the reflector characteristics. For example, an
under-ill'aminated antenna may achieve a factor of two reduction in effective antenna
noise temperature by meansof a factor of four decrease in aperture efficiency. This •
antenna would be more desirable by a factor of two in its noise temperature character-
istics than previously, but would be simultaneously less desirable in its overall
porto ....ance characteristics expressed as a slgnal-te-noise ratio, again by a factor
of t_'o. This apparent inconsistency should stress the fact that antenna temperature
in itself _,ay have small significance in describing certain antenna systems; the re-
suiting anter_nasyste_ Sh]_is ths important factor. For anter_nasystems of co_,s__-_,i_,
_d in particular reasonably high, aperture efficiencies, the defining fadtor becomes
sLv@iy _he antenna noise temperature.
Ar. opti_,ization procedure is therefore required involving gain improvement _th
corresponding high values of aperture efficiency and antenna system noise temperattu_e
i_,,prov_ent _hich is principally a function of the primary feed illumination and the
envirormwntal noise distribution.
An ar_lysis of these considerations was believed to be important and necessary
e._ec_ve design and evaluation of IQw noise antenna systems. The discussion
of t2.ese considerations is presented and includes the relation between the principal
factors involved in determining the optimization criteria. In particular, the signi-
ficance of primary beam-shapinK techniques is discussed as a means for obtaining both
-1L-
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high efficiency and minLmal antenna noise contributions from the environmental noise
distribution providing a means for maximizing the antenna system SNR.
_.6 Aoerture Distribution Factors
It is possible to analyze various aperture distributions and to evaluate their
characteristics in terms of aperture efficiency and equivalent antenna noise tempera-
ture.for a typical temperature distribution. Analysis of a number of aperture distri-
butions was accomplished using this principle# and the results are presented.
Since the antenna gain determines the intensity of the signal power received,
high aperture efficiency appears desirable in order to maximize gain. However, if
an atte_,pt is made to attain high values of aperture efficiency by uniform illu_i-
nation over an aperture, it is found that high levels of spillover generally occur
bccause of the difficulty in realizing the sharp illumination taper required at the
aperture edge. Rapid tapering of the energy distribution in the region of the aperture
edge to a low value is necessary and requires a primary feed aperture sufficient to
o_a_,_ the desired taper. Primary feeds must be _i_ted in physical extent and there-
fore it ir2ers that a compromise, or optimum, condition exists. The amount of feed
blockage which may be accepted in the aperture region is an important factor in estab-
lishi_4 the optimum feed system extent and hence the resulting aperture distribution.
A discussion of the various factors influencing the low noise characteristics
_ud iLmitations of conventional aperture illuminations and the applicability and feasi-
bility of certain optimal aperture illumination techr_iques is included in the report.
_:_
........t
• II I_WESTiGATIONS
2.O i}Y_STIGATIOk_
A considerable a_ount of worthwhile information was obtained during the course
of the study of theoretical, analytical and experimental nature. Information is
presented which relates to the extent and distribution of environmental noise sources
and the means by which they influence a general antenna system. Investigation of
these relations and their dependence upon the various design parameters, such as
frequency, antenna pointing direction, and other factors, forms an important basis
for the ensuing discussion of low noise optimization techniques. The design criteria
necessa_ for the improvement of low noise antenna feeds and antenna systems is a
necessary prerequisite to the intelligent development and evaluation of low noise
anteruna systems. Of considerable practical importance and possibly the most bene-
ficial investigations performed during the study relate to the development of several
practical tec_hniques by which a reduction in the noise temperature of passive para-
B
boloidai reflectors may be attained. Experimental effort enlarging upon and verify-
ing the analytical investigations resulted in a number of fabricated antenna feeds
and antenna systems. These antennas and antenna feed systems demonstrated signi-
ficant i_provement in low noise antenna performance over that available by conven-
tional F_eans.
In order to place the investigations in the proper perspective, it appears
%-orthwhile to discuss individually each of the principal investigative areas. As
indicated previously, it is quite i_portant that a reasonably thorough treatment be
given the basic consider_tlons d_t_mining the low noise performance of general anterma
systems. Consolidation a_d analysis of this information is essential to providing
th_ effective design criteria required for a sound approach to the low noise antenna
design problem. For these reasons, a reasonably complete investigation of the
-i6,
fundamental parameters ir_luencing the effective antenna noise temperature and the
basic relations governing related antenna performance were believed necessary.
Low noise antenna evaluation methods were also believed to deserve attention
since the merit of a particular design or design approach is determined by its low
noise performance characteristics, which generally are quite difficult or at times
impossible to measure. Hence, a reasonable effort was believed desirable in develop-
ing analytical or graphical means by which existing antennas or antenna designs
could be evaluated.
It is important to note the extent and limitations of the program. The anter_na
systems of interest are generically passive paraboloidal reflectors. This includes,
fortur_ately, nearly all present antenna systems Of pr?ven low noise capability in
the frequency range of interest to NASA, i. e., about 136 Mc to _.l Gc. The types
of passive paraboioidal reflectors treated may be separated into the following
general categories. First, the conventional focal point feed-reflector systems
_uich is" the antenna class to which most of the NASA large tracking antennas be-
long. Second, the Cassegrainian antenna systems which have met with considerable
success in many low noise applications. Third is the sectoral horn-reflector, or
"sugar scoop, antenna, which is essentially also a passive paraboloidal reflector
sure'ace coupled to a moderately flared sectoral horn feed system. A fourth antenn_
type is also included as a new system developed under the study program. This
anterma class consists of a Cassegralnian adaptation of the sectoral horn-reflector
paraboloidal surface and appears to have significant advantages over the sectoral
horn-reflector system.
The areas of investigative effort concerning passive parabololdal reflector
-17-
_utennas therefore reduce to the following:
i. Focal point feed-reflector antennas
2. Cassegrainian antennas
3. Sectoral horn-reflector antennas
h. Cassegraini_u sectoral horn-reflector antennas.
The general plan of the investigation was to treat the first and second cate-
gories separately. A comparative evaluation was then planned including th_ known
characteristics of the sectoral horn-reflector antenna with the results obtained
from a fabricated developmental model of the Cassegrainian sectoral horn-reflector
anterma. In this manner, all significant configurations of passive paraboloidal
reflector systems would be included in the investigation.
The i_.portant factor determining the merit of a focal point feed-reflector
ante_a 2ystem is found to concern the energy distribution from the primary feed.
This criteria is found of general importance if low noise antenna characteristics
are to be combined with reasonable gain values for the antenna. For this reason,
a rather detailed section of the investigation is devoted to shapedbeamfeed
approaches. .
The general features of the Cassegrainian cor_igura_ion were found to be of
value in themselves and _re therefore treated in somedetail. The shapedbeam
feed requirement for Cassegrainlan systems was also believed important. To this end
a some_i_t unusual Cassegrainian antenna utilizir_ an ellipsoidal sub-reflector was
inve stigat ed.
The Cassegrainian sectoral horn-reflector system was next investigated and com-
pared •^ _th the sectoral horn-reflector system. An evaluation of the various low
noise designs was considered worthwhile and is included.
-18-
The inportant areas of the investigation maybe outlined in brief detail in
order to present a general outline of the progra m effort.
2.1 Lo._-Noise Antenna Design Criteria
i
The various parameters involved in the effective design of an antenna system
for how noise applications were analytically related and evaluated. Factors found
to play an i_portant part in the antenna temperature determination include two cate-
gories of noise sources. The first of these may be designated as external noise
sources, and the second as internal noise sources. External sources include such
factors as the galactic noise power density distribution, the atmospheric absorption
losses and re-radiation noise and the ground thermal radiation noise. Internal losses
I
occurring within the antenna which degrade the low noise performance of the antenna
include factors such a_ transmission line losses, mismatch losses, reflector sur-
face losses, surface error, and miscellaneous other items. Other Lmportant para-
meters essential to the design of low noise antezma systems include the average
level of the _Inor-lobe radiation, the primary feed beam shape, the aperture effi-
ciency, _ud other factors.
2.2 Evaluation and Performance Prediction Techniques
, ,, , ,
In order to analyze certain low noise feed systems which w_re developed during
the progrmu, a graphical technique was developed for evaluation of the antenr_ feed
iil'_ination. This technique also served as an aid in the prediction ef _utezma
systez noise temperature. The method involves essentially an integration of the
_easured pa_tern characteristics wei&ht_d by an estimated spatial temperature dis-
tribution _T_tch may be accomplished by means of a planimeter on a linear graphed •
pattern plot, or by the use of a digital computer programmed to accomplish in general
the same integration. This technique has been of considerable assistance and has
-19-
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proven quite successful in evlauating feed designs developed during the program.
The evaluation results have been demonstrated to predict val_es in close agreement
_it_h those measured and calculated by others. Methods by which both primary and
secondary patterns m_y be evaluated are presented.
2.3 ShaDed Be_ Feed Approaches
A dielectric lens feed employing a half-pillbox horn fed by a broad beam
wave,aide was designed and tested during the program. Measured patterns for this
feed are presented along with a discussion of its features and difficulties.
A feed design which appeared early in the study to warrant investigation and
subsequently developed into a very satisfactory low noise feed system involves the
surface wave field energy ,,trapping" principle. It was basically desired to broaden
t_,e be_v_width of a pr_ary illtumination by the use of either dielectric or metallic
plates in the shape of possibly a cone fed by a conventional dipole or waveguide
horn. It was felt that if effective trapping of the electromagnetic energy along
the surfaces of the surface wave structure could be maintained, a triple lobed
prLv.ary pattern instead of a single lobed pattern could be achieved. This pattern
offers a good approximation to the uniform illumination primary pattern desired across
She secondary aperture. It would have the additional advantage of a reasonably
rapid taper o__ the energy distribution in the region of the aperture edge. Minor
difficulties _-ere encountered concerning the response of the surface wave structures
to small variations in certain parameters such as illumination horn protrusion depth_
s_-_face wav_ _+_+_ _n_.lllaAaa_nglej and length of the surface wave structure.
The principal difficulty inherent in the surface wave feed structure appears to con-
cezn the.difference in energy trapping efficiency of a given surface wave device
to the polarization of the incident wave. Investigation of this effect and experi_,ehtal
-20-
results are presented including a low noise feed design, designated the fluted feed,
which overcomes this problem in a novel but very successful manner.
2._ Casse_-aiuian S_rstem Considerations
Cassegrainian antenna systems have found increased application as low noise
Antennas due primarily to their favorable spillover placement characteristics. A
large variety of Cassegrainlan configurations are possible; however , the surface
pair conventionally employed is the hyperboloidal sub-reflector imaging the focal
point of the paraboloidal surface to a point near the center region of the para-
boioidai surface, in addition to placing the spillover portion of the antenna radi-
ation pattern in the relatively "cool" sky region in place of the relatively "hot"
ground region, there are certain other inherent advantages to the Cassegrainian
config_aration. Modern low noise receivers such as maser systems are often quite
co_@iex requirirg considerable cooling, st_ble "pump" source power, and various
other services. There is a definite advantage in placing this equipment in the
vicinity of the secondary surface of the Cassegrainian antenna, instead of at the
focal po%nt of the paraboloidal surface. A discussion of typical improvements
brought about by means of the Cassegrainian antenna and other areas of difficulty
principally relating to illumination probl_s are discussed•
b.......... a _r.,_...... zosoidal Sub-Reflector
6
An unusual cor_iguration of the Cassegrainian system employing an ellipsoidal.
sub-.e_ec_o, mn place of the conventional hyperboloidal sub-reflector appears to
vantages and difficulties associated with this configuration are presented. Experi-
r._entalwork which was done in this area illustrates the principal features _nd des-
cribes ce_ _ain desirable &upect8 Of this technique.
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i2.6 Casse_rainian Sect0ral Horn-Reflector Antenna
A quite interesting and practical adaptation of the sectoral horn-reflector
system employing a Cassegrainian approach has been investigated. This antenna sys-
f
tern appears from experimental measurements to have extremely desirable low noise
characteristics coupled with a very compact and practical mechanical configuration.
This completely new paraboloidal reflector system appears capable of replacing the
large sectoral horn-reflector antenna systems of the type used by BTL in the Telstar
co_urAcation satellite program. A model of this unit has been fabricated and experi-
_e.t_y measured. The design has been experimentally verified from the model. The
antenna appears to have essentially the desirable characteristics of the low no_se
_TL antenna system which is generally considered the present state-of-the-art. The
Cassegrainian adaptation of the sectoral horn-reflector unit, designated the KSK horn,
avoids the mechanical difficulties and drawbacks of the extreme size involved in the
_ _._em,a. _ue KSK horn actually appears to h_e more desirable characteristics
than the existing BTL system due to the reduction in the existing diffraction lobe
of approxLmately 30 a'b associated with the ring gear on the large BTL sectoral horns.
The apparen_ practicality of operation of the KSK horn without a large radome avoids
sigrAficant losses associated with operation in this manner. The use of the Casse-
gralrAan approach in the sectoral horn design drastically reduces the horn in size.
It is pcssible to achieve a configuration in which the maximum d_mensions of this
anterma closely approxix,ate the radiating aperture dimensions. It appears t_hat the
compact KSK horn structure provides a significant improvement in practice! low noise
_e_ design and may produce an antenna system establishing a new operatior_l state-
of-_he-art whose cost may closely approximate that of the ,present 8% foot reflectors
for equivalent gain and low noise performance.
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2.7 Ewluation of Low Noise Antenna Desisns
I>aring the study, a n_mber of methods and criteria by which low noise antennas
and anter_na feeds may be evaluated were developed. These criteria and evaluation
techriques form an important basis for low noise antenna selection and operation.
An evaluation is performed of the relative merits and measured performance figures
for various low noise antennas.
-23-
III ANALYSIS
3.0 Analysis
3.1 Low Noise Design Criteria
A significant amount of general background information concerning the
behavior of the various paraz_eters influencing the design of low noise antenna sys-
tems and corresponding analytical results relating to the necessary criteria required
for the _ffective design of low noise feeds and antennas was considered essential
to the study.
A reasonably valid estimate of the environmental noise considerations was
particularly desired due to the great importance of the spatial noise distribution
in deter_Aning the effective antenna noise temperature. Several other factors were
found to be of considerable importance in the establishment of a well-defined set
• of design criteria. Certain of these factors are closely relgtad to the particular
requirez_ents of the NASA large paraboloidal reflector tracking systems; however, the
general features of the analysis are believed to have wide application. Examples
of the areas in _%ich a reasonably thorough analysis was believed essential include
aperture illumination considerations, gain optimizationj monopulse operation, m_ulti-
band operation, prLmary feed design, and polarization considerations.
It is often conver_ient to represent the total antenna noise temperature as a
s_v_ation of several average components, each relating to a particular spatial
region or class of noise source. In this form we may express the effective s_nternua
noise temperature as
where
Ta " ui Tsk_ * a2 _gnd ÷_ S n
n rim3
n-1
n
The _'s represent fractions of the antenna power or radiatio$ pattern extent
integrated over the spatial, or other, region of interest. These fractional re-
lations are determined from the fundamental relatlon governing the magnitude of
an effective antenna noise temperature contribution from any region of space which
may be written as
1
_n " G (fl) T (_) d/l.
n 21.1
The _n'S shown in the series expression represent noise sources of other than the
conventional ground and sky noise contributions. These T's may be used to in-
n
dicate ohmic losses in a transmission llne, feed and reflector surface losses,
feed support losses, antenna side lobes pointing at the sun or other discrete
_a_ac_c noise sources.
In general, the environmental noise considerations warrant the principal effort.
The non-envlronmental noise sources are often important but a reasonably s_mple evalua-
tion of these contributions can generally be zade which can frequently be verified
experimentally. However, the enviror_mental noise distribution and behavior is quite
co_lex but i_portant to proper evaluation of the antenna and to development of op-
timu_ design criteria.
3.1.1 Environmental Noise Temperature Distrlbutlon
_e environmental distribution of noise power is a predom_ant factor
_ufluenc_ug the effective antenna noise temperature. The relation which defines
the effective _utenna temperature may be _ritten as
Ta- I---- T( I)
' i(v) ,
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;_nere O (i'L) is the antenna power gain function which is integrated over the angular
extent of all of space with the corresponding environmental noise temperature distri-
bution, T (/l).
Envirom_,enSal noise may be broadly separated into three components: ground radia-
tion noise, galactic ev,ission noise, and atmospheric absorption and re-radiation noise.
Ground noise is of thermal character and is due to the emlsslve nature of the ground
region at the ambient level. A value of 300° Kelvin is often used for the effective
nose temperature of the ground region; however, this value assumes perfect black body
radiation which is certainly not the case. An assumed emissivity for the ground region
of about 0.8 to 0.9 appears reasonable and results in a corrected average effective
noise tev,perature for the ground region of about 240 ° to 270 ° Kelvin. A value of 250 °
KelvLn appears to be a reasonable estimate and _ay generally be considered as an
isother_a_ component for the spatial region defined by the ground half-space bound
by the sky region.
_;,_ sky noise sources of galactic and atmospheric origin are additional noise
c_.....cu_o,,s of i_portance. Galactic noise is principally due to the power density
spectr_=, received from extensive and rather diffused stellar sources. The radiation
mechanism for these stellar bodies has a characteristic in opposition to the con-
ventional black body radiation, resulting in very large effective noise temperature
values at low frequencies and vanishing values of noise temperature in the microwave
1
region. Figure 3-1 illustrates a plot by K.raus and Ko of the maximum and minimum
_+_ o_- *_o_-'_-_ as A _m_on of frequency, oreoared from various observed
1. _. _. _[raas and H. C. Ko, Celestial Radio Radiations , Technical _ote TN-57-537:
. _2311C Contr. No. AF 19 (604(-1591, Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation,
,. Ohio (Dec. 1958)).
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data. The n_mbered points refer to various investigators and their reported ob-
servaticns. _.
The atmospheric noise is principally due to the absorption and re-radlation
characteristics caused by the broadened molecular resonances of water vapor, oxygen,
and nitrogen in the atmosphere. Accurate information has been obtained for this
2,3
noise source, experimentally by Crawford, Hogg, Mumford and other which are in-
close agreement with theoretical values obtained by Van Vleck 4 which indicate that
a reasonably well defined physical model for this noise contribution mechanism
exists.
hTe have essentially determined the characteristics of the ground region by
stipulating it to be of thermal nature and approximately an extended black-body
radiator at about 250°K. The sky noise principal mechanisms have also been briefly
discussed. It now re_alns to obtain reasonably accurate estimate for the behavior
of the sky noise contributors to the environmental noise. To obtain realistic values
for the effective noise temperature of the sk_ as seen b_ a passive directional an-
ter_ua, several assumptions must be initially made. The principal assumptions may
be briefly stated as follows: /
1. The measurements will be corrected to obtain an "ideal" receiving _nten_na
of infinitesimally narrow beamwidth and zero minor-lobe level.
L
2.
3.
i. B. Crawford and D. C. Hogg, Bur. Standards Tech. Journal, Vol. 35, July 1956
pp. 907.
D. C. Hogg and W. W. Mumford, "The Effective Noise Temperature of the Sky',,
Microwave Journal, Vol. 3, March 1960, pp. 80-84.
_. J.H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev., Vol. 71, 1947, pp. hi3 - 427.
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2. Certain choices of antenna direction measured from the zenith will be
s_lected; .th_ values tentatively selected are for a minimumvalue of 0°, at zenith;
a z Lxi_;&mvalue of 90° at the horizon and an intermediate value of 80°, at bO°
above t_,e horizon. A restricted ntu_berof antenna pointing directions is desirable
to avoid unnecessary complexity in the plots of the several variables involved.
_,e particular values chosen were selected primarily from the atmospheric noise
cor_iderations.
3. Ce_ain choices of galactic enter or galactic "nucleus" orientation will
be selected; the values tentatively selected are for a value of 0°, at Zer_th,
and for 90°, at the horizon. This restriction enables demonstration of the de-
pendence of the galactic center on the effective antenna noise at selected antern_a
pointing orientations.
L. The noise temperature plots obtained will be taken as average plots for
I
the conditions described and soF,e variation about the plotted values is to be
expected. Causes for the variation are mar_; a partial listing of some of the more
_igr_ficant influences includes the following factors. First, for those primarily
influencing the galactic contributions, we have the following:
a) Van Allen radiation belt influences
'b) Solar bursts and storms
c) Lurer intercept effects
d) Effects of ior_zed regions, Aurorae
e) Planetary source con_ributio_
f) High intensity stellar sources
g) Noctilucent "cloud" obstruction.
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And for those primarily influencing the atmospheric contributions, we have the
fo lloyd ng:
h) Variation in atmospheric water vapor content with latitude, nature of
surface region, season
i) At._ospheric changesdue to diurnal solar heating.
J) Atmospheric refractive effects.
k) A_mospheric turbulence.
i) ior_zation discharges occurring in the atmosphere.
F_) Particle precipitation in the lower atmosphere.
The various factors which influence the noise background presented by a
directional receiving antenna may be categorized as follows:
i. The sky noise associated with the galactic noise sources, atmospheric
effects, lightning activity and similar contributions in the main beamsof the
s_uter_.a system.
2. The ground radiation due to the "black body" radiation emitted from the
eart_._s surface which intercepts part of the antenna radiation pattern.
3. Various other noise contributions due to the inclusion in the antenna
pattern of sky noise sources out of the main beam, absorption material in the sky
or on the ground, and various other contributors. If we set _l, a2, ...... an as
_ue r._ultipliers associated with the main beam and side and back lobes of the antenr_
_gstem, we obtain after Hogg and MumfordI a sidle expression for the total effective
_o D. C. Hogg and W.W. Mumford, "The Effective Noise Temperature of the Sky',,
Microwave Journal, Vol. 3, March 1960, pp. 80-84.
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antenna noise temperature for the antenna of:
Tant " al Tsky + _2 Tgnd +
N
_n Tn '
n=3
However, each of the u's and each of the T's represents either an antenna radiation
response distribution or a noise distribution; therefore, for a solution to be ob-
tained the entire expression must be integrated over the spatial and temperature
distributions of interest. The effective noise temperature of an arbitrary noise
temperature distribution included in the solid angle of an antenna which has a gain
function of O (l'L)is given by
N
_ _ (/l) G (i'l) d_l
where we ass_n.e _hat the gain over all of space
G Jl) dn.h_.
Hence, we obtain N
• _ 7.T =
n=l
an _z (_) On (_) dn
.... e series of terms.
T_ we consider an idealized antenna pa_tern in which the mlnor-lobe energy is
zero, the first appear to drop out of the expression. Therefore the effective
noise temperature for an idealized antenna may be wri%ten as
• 51?ant " _ _l Tsk_ (fl) Gl ia) dA'k
which is seen to be simply the noise contribution from the sky region such
as galactic noise and atsnospheric absorption. For this reason, it is apparent
that the minix_l noise temperature attainable from an ideal antenna system
will be the sky noise. Therefore, an accurate measure of the sky nois_ for
various antenna orientations, locations of the galactic plane, and as a function
_e_aen_y, is worthwhile, inaddition to establishing the value of the _Ini-
uu_ attainable noise temperature, it also establishes the range of variation
for the noise temperature under given restrictions.
_own and Hazard I/have analyzed observed data for the noise contribution
frcm-galactic sources and have proposed a model of the galaxy which represents
in reasqnably close agreement the essential aspects of the observed data. The
model separates the "galactic" noise into the following three components:
• I) Localized sources within the galaxy.
2) Ionized interstellar gas.
3) An isotroplc component which may be of extra-galactic origin.
Corrections of the observed data have been made by Br_n and Hazard to idealize
t:.e temperature a_s_bution by constraining the receiving antenna bea_idth to
an i_-Lintesi_-_i angle. The noise temperature distribution with frequency is
then obtained for the case in which the antenna beam is pointed into the galactic
plane, or the galactic "nucleus". The isotropic noise comppnent is tabulated
neglecting the absorption characteristics of certain atmospheric gases and vapors.
_hese two cases give the _x_m and minimum noise distributions and are found
to be in good agreement with Jansky's observations _2/ and with other more recent
I. R. H. Brown and C. Hazard, "A Model of The Radio-Frequency Radiation From the
Galax_ _,,,Phil. Mag., Set 7, Vol. 44, Sept. 1953; pp. 939-963.
2. K. G. Jansky, Proc. IEE., Vol. 25, December, 1957; p. 1517.
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observations. Referring to Figures 3-2 and 3-3 , we utilize these t'_o values
as the average max_.umand _inim'_mvalues for the noise temperature as a function
of frequency. Two additional values are employedj a noise distribution with fre-
quency for the antenna pointed lO° off from the galactic plane and another orienta-
tion 80° off from the galactic plane.
The calculations from the Brown and Hazard model are quite good for the low
frequency region, i. e. from about lO Mc to 1 Gc. In the region of I Gc the ga-
lactic contributions becomequite small and the noise contributions due to oxygen
and water vapor absorption in the atmospherebecomemore significant.
_'" _a_crs_ irlluence the absorption of radio waves by the atmosphere in-
c_udlng the te_.-perature, pressure and oxygen and water vapor content of the at-
_0 _ _'_
_._._e. Ek_resslons for the absorption of radio frequency energy by the oxygen
and water vapor cor_tituents have been worked out by Van Vleck l/ which are in
agreement with t_ueexperimentally measured data of Crawford and Hogg _2/close
and others. The pronotuuced peaking shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 in the 25 Gc
region is caused by a broadened strong absorption line of atmospheric water vapor.
In addition to this K-band absorption region centered at 1.35cm, there is some
background absorption due to the tails of strong water vapor absorption lines
occurri_ in the far infra-red.
The absorption effects due to oxygen are principally form a strong set of
gosorption lines occurring in the 50-75 Gc (h-6mm) range. The broadened skirts
or tails of tb_A _nA_ _r_ _A_ t_ a degree the o_o_+_ ..... _..... _ _.....
_. J.H. Van Vleck, P_hys. Rev., Vol. 71, 19_7, pp. _13 - _27.
2. A. B. Crawford and D. C. Hogg, Bur. Standards Tech. Journal, Vol. 35, July
1956, pp. 907.
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frequencies. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 include the minor influences due to oxygen
abso_qotlonbut principally show the galactic noise and water vapor absorption
effects since t_heplots are terminated at about 50 Gc, well above our region of
oporation.
Referring to Figure 3-2, we have a plot of the average noise temperature with
I
frequency for three antenna orientations. In this set of plots the galactic center
is assumed to be at zenith (_k = O°)" Taking first the antenna orientation for the
antenna pointing at zenith (_A = OO) shown in Plot A, we find that at low frequencies
the effective noise temperature of the antenna indicating the galactic noise con-
tributions, is quite high. This is as expected since the antenna is pointed into
the galactic center. However, for this zenith antenna orientationp the effective
antenna temperature at high frequencies, especially at about 3-10 Gc, is quite low
(about 3-4OK). This is because the galactic contributions in this range become
we_j small and the zenith orientation of the antenna "looks" through a minimum of
at_.osphere allowing _he noise contributions from atmospheric absorption also to
remain small. Next cormidering the antenna orientation along the horizon sho_n in
plot C, we find that the galactic contributions at low frequencies are at a ;ini-
_nur_,as would be expected. At the higher frequencies, the increased length of the
a_._en._abeam path through the atmosphere causes an appreciable increase in the
anter_a r_ise due to atmospheric absorption effects. The 3-10 Gc region for this
plot is at an effective noise temperature of about llO-160°K and the rinim_m noise
region has been lowered in frequency _o the _^ _^_ nc
of" abou_ 35-L0 ° K.
For t_ue t_hlrd antenna orientation shown in plot B, which is ten degrees above
the horizon (_A = 80°), we find that at how frequencies the galactic contributions
-_6-
• or
are very nearly those of the antenna pointed at the horizon, i.e., the minimum
galactic noise condition. At higher frequencies, the ten degree elevation angle
assists in reducing considerably the atmospheric noise contributions. The plot
for _his anter_na orientation reaches a minimum noise temperature of about 10°K
in the 600-800 Mc region. The plot remains reasonably flat throughout the high
frequency rar4_e to about 10 Gc (T = 20°K), at which point it begins to rise due
to water vapor and oxygen absorption in the a_osphere.
Figure 3-3 is a plot similar to the previous plot except that the galactic
center is now oriented at the horizon. For the antenna orientation set to zenith,
_A = 0°, represented by plot A, we find that the galactic noise contributions
at lo'_ frequency are at a minimum, and since the atmospheric noise contributions
_re also at a zinimtu_ for this pointing direction, the high frequency region is
at miniz_v_ noise. For this somewhat optimal condition, the plot reaches a _ini-
_:&_ effective noise temperature at I Gc of about 2°K and remains quite flat over
a _ide rar_e attainir_ a value of h°K at iO Oc and then rising to a maximum of
s
about _o a at 25 Gc. It is interesting to note that an effective noise temperature
of less than I db (75.5°K) is maintained from about 200 Mc to over 50 Gc. An
effective noise temperature of less than 0.5 db (3L.8°K) is maintained from about
300 Mc to 20 Gc; less than 0.25 db (17.h°K) is maintained from about bOO Mc to
lh Gc; and a noise factor of less than 0.1 db (5.8°K) is maintained over a range
from 400 ""
_c to 12 Gc. These values for noise temperature in terms of decibels
are obtained from the relation
Te - (_ - I) TO
Te
To
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and in d_cibels
Te(db) lO lOglo(I÷ -- )
To
where TO is taken as equal to 290°K.
_e_err_no again to Figure 3-3 and considering now the antenna orientation
pointed at _he horizon _A = 90o' shown as plot C, which is directed into the
galactic center, we find as expected a maximum galactic noise distribution at
the lower frequoncies. At the higher frequencies, the atmospheric noise contri-
butions are also at a maximum due to the low angle of the antenna to the horizon.
The inter_,ediate antenna orientation of ten degrees above the horizon, shown as
plot B, is seen to avoid a considerable amount of the galactic noise contribution
at low frequencies and attains a moderately low noise temperature of about 10-20°K "
in the ?_gh fzequency region of from 700 Mc to lO Gc.
Tables !iI-1 and III-2 summarize the results of the effective antenna noise
temperature characteristics from the plots of Figures 3-2 and 3-3 • The fre-
quencies selected are those desired for use with the 85 foot diameter paraboloidal
antenna operating for NASA at Fairbanks, Alaska. Since the frequencies'of h.080
Gc and L.170 Oc are quite close to 4 Go, the latter frequency is used in place of
the for_er two. The noise frequency bandwidth appearing in the tables is defined
here as the frequency range over which no greater than a doubling of the minimum
_ _ Tmi ne_ec_ve anterma noise temperature occurs. The designation is the minimu_
noise tez@erature for a particular set of conditions , and f(tm.in) is the fre-
quency at w?ich that lowest effective noise temperature occurs. In the bandwidth
calculation fL and fH are the low frequency and high frequency values corresponding
to the endpoints of the noise frequency tandwidth (the 2 Tmi n points). The band-
width is therefore simpl_,
BW - fH " fL
of the best data for this phenomenabut unfortunately include both stummerand
_intor measurements. The plots have been corrected in the higher frequency regions
to give better agreament _ith winter conditions. Howsver, since it appears that
the available experir.ental data is possibly not all that might be desired, the
plots _..ayneed somefurther tailoring to the conditions found in the region of
a particular antenna facility, but in any case appear to be realistic estimates.
Relating the plots of Figures 3-2 and 3-3 , and Tables III-1 and III-2 to
the probable operating characteristics of the NASA85 foot paraboloidal antennas
rAo.:appears in order. It should be realized that the information presented in the
plot_ if for _n idealized antenna configuration considering only an infinite sizally
narrow _ain beamand assuming zero minor-lobe contributions.
A plot su_unarizing the determined enviror_nental noise temperature character-
istics is presented in Figure 3-h and illustrates the typical and extreme
characteristics of the environmental noise temperature as a function of frequency.
The effective noise temperature variation due to finite but limited anterma
bea_._idths is qui_e small, especially for the reasonably narrow antenna beamwidth_s
available with the I_SA 8_ foot paraboloids. Since the idealized effective noise
tev,perature generally has a slow variation with antenna "look" angle, the effective
noise te_mperature from the main beam due to integration of the sky temperature dis-
tribution over a solid angle of coverage determined by the finite beam_dth will be
in most cases practically the same value as the idealized values shown in the plot.
ante r_,apointed into the region of the galactic center and second, for the ante_.a
pointed toward the horizon. For the first condition, the broadened antenna beam
integrates a temperature distribution which includes sources of somewhat lower values
and t_hemeanfrequency is conventionally
fmean = (fHfD ½
The values for effective antenna noise temperature presented in the plots of
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 , and in Tables IIl-I and III-2 are believed reasonably
a_c_Lratefor the conditior, s specified. Actual measuredvalues in both the galactic
and at_,,ospheric regions may show somevariations due to certain factors mentioned
pre_-ously, in general, this effective noise temperature variation rosybe somewhat
greater and of a more irregular function of the antenna orientation for lower fre-
quencies corresponding to the galactic region than to the analogous frequencdes
in the atmosphe_ic region. The idealized antenna noise variation at the micro-
wave frequencies will be largely deterv&ned by the "look" angle of the antenna
into the atmosphere and will be influenced only to a slight degree by the location
of _"_ _ "
_,._ gazact_c center.
I_ is apparent from the plots of Figure 3-3 that by orienting the antenna
ten degrees above the horizon, an appreciable decrease in the effective noise
_zperature due to atmospheric absorption is obtained. It appears from simple
_,_goncme_r_c relations, that for antenna pointing angles measttred from the zenith
of abou_ 60o or less, the noise contribution from atmospheric absorption will be
no more th_n about t'_,ce t_he value of the minimum antenna noise temperature attained
for the a_ntenna pointed directly at zerZth. The variation of the effective noise
temperattu-e in the region of primarily atmospheric absorption effects as a f'_nction
of anter.ua "look" a_ugle can be seen to be an easily tabulated and reasonab_ stable
parablet_r.
_T_e water vapor _nd o_/gen absorption of the atmosphere, as shown in FiE_es
3-2 and 3-3 _.ay be somewhat high for certain areas. These plots are a co_iration
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than the maz_Lm_m temperature obtained from the galactic center. The second condi-
_ _,+o,, for which the NASA 8_ foot antenna characteristics may vary somewhat f_om
_L._c_e_,own on the plots is for the case of directing the antenna toward the hori-
I
zoz.. _cr ...._s condition a finite beam width places a portion of the a:f_er_a pattern
in zha g_u_ud, thereby "_llo-_ingterrestial noise contributions to increase the
Cffectlve anterma noise temperature. The degree of this effect will be dependent
upon t_ue temperature and r-f reflectance characteristics of the terrain in the region
and the portion of the antenna radSation pattern which intersects the earth. Direct-
!_+3 the anteruua a few degrees above the horizon wo_ld possibly avoid all but rela-
tively small _,_nor-lobe contributions from terrestial noise• The ground contri-
bution in this case would displace the entire plot by the increased effective
noise _,_e+atu_e due to the ground contribution For the conditions specified,
this incraas_d noise contribution, for an estimated three percent of the anter_a
pattern intersecting the earth, would be about eight or nine degrees i<elvin.
The other importmnt factor which should be considered is the influence of the
r_nor-lobe and feed spillover energy on the effective noise teT_perature. These +:_!
effects are naturally excluded from the plo_s. Evaluation of the degree of their
i_iuer+ce is _(:i_c_it _ _ _h : _ " both antenn& orientation,
f_equehcy of ope_a_ion, ant a_n%era_afeet-- _ lector design, however, cer_a&n g_s&r.O-
tior_ can be made which enable reasonable estimates to be made for their effects.
We can deter_tine from the form of the feed pattern and the aperture distribution
the fraction of the radiation pattern which appears as spiiiover and _^_-_,_+r_-_-..-+
lobe ener_/. From these considerations and a knowledge of the temperature distri-
bution, the "excess" noise temperature of these minor-lobe contributions can be
detezw,_zad. For instance, a typical antenna system having a cosine squared aperture
distribution such as the NASAlarge paraboloidal antennas may have a combined
spillover a_nd_minor-lobe content of approximately lO-15 percent. The corres-
pondin_ value of effective antenna noise temperature due to spillover and minor-
lobes would then be this fraction times the ground noise temperature, or about
25"- J80K. T,hls value may easily be as high as 30 - _OOK and it _r,ay range at
certain a_utenr_ positions to less than 15OK. However, values of approximately
30°K appear reasonable for the contribution to the effective antenna noise
temperature for the NASA 85 foot paraboloidal reflectors.
Figure 3-5 illustrates noise temperature profile plots indicating the be-
havior of the environmental noise at the particular NASA frequency ranges of
interest. _nese plots essentially represent elevation plane cuts through the
anterma location and are arranged to include the regions of maximal noise tempera-
ture variation. A space weighted mean of the noise temperature is presented
for the ground region and separately for the sky region at each of the frequency
ra_-_es. Also shown on the profile plots is the typical variation in effective
enviror_,ental noise tamperatttre as a f_unction of antenna pointing angle. The
galactic center contributions shown in the 136 Mc and 400 Mc noise profiles are
sho_m_ displaced from the Zenith to indicate the fact that these maxima are not
!
related to the s_utenna coordinate system.
A significant noise factor which influences considerably at particular t_es
the effective anterw_ noise temperature is the solar radiation energy which may
be in_6rcepted or reflected into a minor-lobe. This effect is not considered of
great overall Lmportance, however, large antenna noise degradation m_y occur for
reasor_b_v extended periods due to this factor. Figures 3-6 and J-7 illust-
rate the variation in power flux density per unit bandwidth for various temperatures
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Figure 3-6. Solar and Black Body Radiation Power
Flux Density As A Function of Frequency.
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of black-body radiation and the character of the solar radiation as a function of
frequency. The somewhat surprising increase in the effective noise temperature
characteristics of solar radiation to the order of several million degrees in the
io'_er radio frequency ranges may be noted in the figures.
ml-
,,,e an_alar extent of the described noise component is reasonably uniform
over the O.5 ° visible angular extent of the solar disc. The indicated ter_perature
would therefore be observed with antennas of comparable beamwidth, corresponding
to gains of about 50 db or greater. The effective solar noise contribution is
refaced in proportion to the antenna gain characteristic, i. e. a 20 db gain
antenna poin_ed at the solar disc would receive an effective solar noise tempera-
ture co_ponsnt of about 30 db less than indicated.
-LSI
3.1.2 Transmission Line Loss and Mismatch Effects
The power loss effects of the transmission line are of considerable
Lv.portmnce in low noise systems. This loss degrades the amount of signal power
transferred thmough the system and contributes an effective noise temperature
component of its own to the system noise determined by its loss factor and oper-
ating temperature. The power loss factor, or loss ratio, is defined as the ratio
of power input to power output for the device or network, and may be written as
L - Pin/Pout
Hence, the expression for determining the loss factor for a transmission line
fyom its attenuation characteristic, a, in decibels ma_ be written as simply
o antiioglo
It is apparent that the transmission llne loss factor modifies the antenna
tenperature contribution to the system noise temperature by 1/IT. _T,e system
.o_se temperature, Tn, for 1_e _stem under consideration may therefore be written
as
Tn = Ta/Lr + TI + Tr
wke'_'eTI is the effective noise temperature of the transmission line and T
r
is the receiver noise temperature. The transmission line effective noise tempera-
ture is dependent upon the tervml equilibrium characteristics of its dissipative
Th__s relation may be written as
-1,9-
This relation may be also conveniently expressed by the use of a fractional
change in the exchangeable power available, or
"_ = Pin - Pout
Pout
The available, or exchaqgeable power loss or gain is specified by the relation
Pavail. = IZI + Z2)2
Pdeliv. LRI R2
The effective noise temperature of the transmission line becomes simply
T1 _m- lot
And the excess noise figure of the transmission line for an exchangeable gain
ratio of I_'_ - 7) becomes,
_I- 1-- _ Tot
TO
where To is a reference temperature usually taken as 290°Kelvin.. The equivalent
expression in terms of the loss ratio is
Tot
_F1 - 1
To
The derivation of the preceding results expressing the noise temperature of
a linear passive four terminal network, such as a transmission line or waveguide,
was originally given by Dicke' for the case of a matched load impedance. Dicke's
argument; however, may be employed without the matched load restriction and some
4 _ &4
_n_eres_ng results are obtained.
For a two port transducer terminated by a source and load, all of which are
a_sumed to he linear passive elements at specified thermodynamic equilibrium
_emperatures, a noise power is generated by each component. The noise power
-50-
_r
generated has a value determined by Nyqulst's theorem which states that a re-
sistance R at equilibrium temperature T produces a noise power density which
may be expressed as an RMS noise voltage proportional to the bandwidth B, and of
magr_itude
Hence,
of the t_Dport,
P2 " B = kTsB " kTsB/Lr •
T2 = Ts (l- I
r
-51-
en
where k is Boltzmmnn's constant.
The source noise temperature must therefore be equivalent to its thermal
equilibrium temperature since the noise power density available from ar_ linear
passive source is simply kTs watts per cycle per second. The networks following
the source may be assumed to be at zerotemperature and hence generate zero noise
power. For this condition, the available or exchangeable noise power at the in-
put of the twoport is k Ts B/Lr, where Lr is the loss of the twoport.
Let us now assume that the thermal equilibrium temperature of the twoport
is made equal to the source noise temperature, Ts. Both the source termination
and the twopor_ may now be considered as a linear passive network at noise tempera-
ture Ts. Hence, the available noise power at the load must be k T B, by Nyquist's
S
_%e o re_.
The contribution of the zource to the available power at the load input
must be _ne s_me as before, the contribution of the two port network, designated
_2,° must be the difference. Therefore, we may write for the available power boss
i
I
....h is the result which was to be verified.
It _ay seem strange that a mismatch at the source affects the noise tempera-
tu_-e of the network measured at the load. Since Nyquist's theorem expresses
noi_ voltage and power in relation to dissipative circuit elements, it might seem
that the noise temperature of a circuit should depend only upon the dissipative
l_sses of t_he circuit. For a four-terminal network, it should be realized that
the internally generated noise pow6r is delivered to the equivalent of two ex-
ternal loads which are effectively in series. Hence, the source impedance charac-
teristic should be expected to ir£1uence the power available at the load. The
definition of Lr as the available or exchangeable loss indicates the dependence
discussed.
In discussing the character of the effective noise temperature degradation
......._ occurs in a general antenna aystem due to the impedance mismatch which may
exist £ollowir_ the antenna, we may consider the antenna as a general two-port
net_ork. Th_ effective input noise temperature for a two-port transducer such
a_ _,u a:',tezmais defined l_/ as the noise temperature of an input termination which
wcuid result in _
_.,esame output noise power as that of the actual transducer (antenna)
cor-nected to a noise free input termination. The conditions are specified such
that t_ue equivalent input termination is to be connected to a noise-free equi-
v_e.,_ of the transducer. The precautions regarding the input impedance re%a-
_ions are neccssa_ I because the effective input noise temperature depends directly
upon the _p_d_ncA of the input te.T_.__nation. The v_on in noise factor of a
"IP,E Standards on Methods of Measuring Noise in Linear Two-ports, 1959".
'59 I_ 20.S1, Prec. IRE, Vol. 48, No. l, pp 60-68; January, 1960.
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linear t_-port transducer such as an antenna system characterized by its output
a&-uittance_ Ya' as a function of source admittance, Ys, is given by
_ "_a + (Rn/Gs) .1Ys -Ya I2
a_nd since we may relate noise factor s or excess noise factor, to effective noise
tem_perature by
Te = TO _ - I), where To--250°K
we find t_at the achnlttance relation in terms of noise temperature is
1 12Te = Ta + To (_/Gs) Ys - Ya
The ter_s _ and _a are the optimtun noise values for a given antenna obtaineda
_._._ of the source admittance, Ys" The optimum source admittance,
Ys = Cs + jBs, is the particular value of Ys for which the optimum value of
noise factor or noise t_mperature is realized. The parameter Rn is a positive
_e_o ....e _ud represents the rapidity with which Te increases above Ta and Ys
departs from Ya- The relations here are important to note since the necessity
for uslr_ more than or_ parameter to specify the noise properties of linear
tr_usducers has not been generally recogr_zed.
It is usually necessary to calculate Ta, Ya and Rn from the theory of the
_ ansc_er, in t_hls case an antenna, or to determine the values empirically from
experL_6ntal data. For the general antenna case in which i% i_ ...... _ _
cood match exists between the radiation resistance of the antenna and the following
input network, _%e latter miamatch dependent term is negligible. Hence, the prob-
lem is one of determinirg the inherent optimal characteristics of the antenna,
-53-
specifically Ta. The values for Ya and Rn must also be determined if accurate
ir_o_ation is desired cencerning the performance degradation of the antenna
as a f'_u_tion of mismatch.
15L 
3.1.3 - General Low Noise Antenna Relations
A brief but reasonably comprehensive discussion is included of the more
significant antenna relations with particular emphasis given to the development
of _
_.,e describing performance parameters for low noise antennas, following in
part the work of Barrett _I/ and others.
in all radio observations, an antenna is needed to serve as a coupling
between the receiver and the field of incident radiation. In this regard, an
antenna is characterized by its effective area, frequency response, and polar-
ization. _nen used as a transmitting antenna, either the power gain or direct-
ivity is _ referred to instead of its effective area. However, as will be
shown, tlne power gain, directivity, and effective area are related and ray be used
i.u_erchangeably with the appropriate modifications.
• Consider an antenna used for purposes of transmitting power and let 9 and
be polar angles with the antenna at the origin. If PTR is the total power
radiated by the antenna, and P(9,_,) is the power radiated per unit solid
angle in the direction @,_, then the antenna directive gain function or
directlvity function, D(9,_), is defined as
PTR/L_ PTR
For an isotropic antenna, _e which radiates equally in all directions, P(9,_)
equals PTR/Lu and the directivity function is unity for all directions.
Thus the directivity function, as defined by represents the increase in power
radiated per unit solid angle in a given direction over that of an isotropic antenna.
1. A. H. Barrett, "Concepts on the Specification and Detection of Thermal
Radiation", unFablished notes from Radio Astronomy Special Program; _T, 1962.
Since we must have
c
.) P(9,¢) d.C_.= P TR
it follows immediately from the definition of the directivity function that
y D(9,_) d_- - hn.
Frequently antenna performance is specified in terms of the power
function, O(@,_), defined in a manner similar to the dlrectivity function.
If PT is the total power supplied to the antenna terminals, then the power gain
function is defined as
PT/& _.
if the a::_enna radiation efficiency, NR_ is defined as the fraction of the
total power supplied to an antenna that is radiated by the antenna, then we have
and it foll_s that
PTR = _d_PT
The antenna radiation efficiency accounts for the ohmic losses in the antenna, has
a value between zero and one, and is very difficult to determine in practice, The
losses in the transmission lines between the antenna terminals and the receiver
input terminals can generally be easily determined and are not included in the
radi_tlon'efficiency.
For mos_ antennas there will be a particular value of @ and _ for which the
az%ezna functions (D(@,_) and G(_,_) will have maximlmvalues. These are usually
spoken of as the "directivit_" and "gain", respectively, and Will be denoted by Do
and Go. Another _erm frequently used is that of the "antenna pattern" defined
simply as the d_-ectivlty function, or the power gain function, normalized to unity.
-%-
If f (@,_) is the antenna pattern, then
DO, Go
The ecaation r = f(Q,_) is an equation for a surface of unit maximum radius
and any cross section of this surface which includes the axis of the coordinate
system.is known as a "polar diagram." Note that it follows from Eq. l_ that
the directivlty Do may be written as
D - D_ _o
dA'_
?_en considering an antenna for varposes of receiving signal or noise energy,
e_.ec_zve area is perhaps more useful than that of gain or direct-the concept of -
ivity. Consider an antenna exposed to an incident power flux density d S(f) arriving
from an incremental solid angle d z_ specified by the polar angles Q and _ with
respect to the antenna. Then the incremental power dP(f) absorbed by the antenna
in the frequency range between f and f + Af and delivered to the input of the
receiver is given by
i •
d P(f) = _ Af A(Q,_) dS(f)
The factor I,/2 is inserted in the expression because in general the antenna will be
capable of absorbing only radiation of one polarization, and hence, for randomly
polarized radiation, will absorb only one-half of the incident radiation. The
total power absorbed by the antenna P(f) is given by
p <f) I(f)A
in general when observing radiation from a source in space, the power
detected will be a maximum for a particular orientation of the antenna. For
_,._s orientation the effective area will have a maxim_um value A o. As with the
directivlty function or the gain function, it is possible to define an antenna
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pattern f(O,_) from the concept of effective area. Thus,
f(9,¢).
A
o
It r.ay be shown that the directional characteristics of an antenna are the same
whether it is used for transmitting or for reception of radiation.
Zhe received power P(f) can be related to the effective noise temperature,
.TB, of a source by the following relation
PPf2Af /P(f) - _ TBA(9,_)dY"-
:low it can be shown that for an antenna surrounded by an enclosure at a uniform
temperature T _he power absorbed by the antenna in bandwidth Af will be kTAf.
Thus for an antenna exposed to any type of radiation field it is customary to
define she antenna temperature TA by the relation
P(f) = kTAAf = kTAB
Cor,blzing the preceding two expressions, we have
TA .=l _ TBA(@,_) df_.
...._ =q._o_on is one of the most fundamental equations of radio astronomy for
iD relates the experimentally determined antenna temperature TA to the noise
temperature TB of a source in space in terms of the physical characteristics of
the antenna.
..-_..the equations derived above, it is now possible to obtain a relation
be%_._ee:_the gain function G(@,_) and the e±:_c_v_....... area A I_,_j of an _..,_+..........- _'r._. .
is a general relationship derived from thermodynamlcal considerations. Consider
an antenna and a black body subtending a solid angle r_ when viewed from the antenna in
an enclosure in thermodynamic equilibrium. Assume that the black body is at a
uniform, temperature T and that/% is small so that A(@,@) may be considered constant
e
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over -(I-. Then the power per unit bandwidth from the black body absorbed by the
antenna will be kTA 5iX -2 . On the other hand, the power radiated by the antenna.
and absorbed by the black body is kTOJl/hu as follows from the gain function.
Since the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium, the power radiated from the black
body to the antenna wast equal the power radiated inthe opposite direction. Thus
these two expressions may be equated. Furthermore, since the argument did not
depend on specifying the angles @ and _, it musthold for all angles. Hence,
G(_,_) . _ A(Q,_)
in general, and in particular
4_
GO - k-_ Ao
Combining these expressions with the normalized gain or directivity "pattern"
functions, expressions is obvious.
It follows, that
j-
.._ A(@,_) d.O-= k 2 _R
which allows the expression for the antenna noise temperature to be written as
_u A(9,_) d_-
Alterzatlve forr,s of sever&l of these expressions often appear in the literature
and are included here for completeness. The mean effective area, _ , is dafized as
- i f
A - _ _ A(_,_) d_
L_
from which the followir_g expressions may be .derived.
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=_ k2
A° J
h_
i S
L_
A useful quantity is the effective solid angle /l B defined as
• jl"J- B = f(Q,_) dfL
which can be related directly to the directivity by
O
Suppose that TB has a value greater than zero over the solid angle,'subtended
a_ the antenna by the source,/IS, and is zero outside this solid angle. In
addition.assume that the source may be considered as essentially a point source.
T?_s we _ay equate G(@,_) to Go over the solid angle lkS.
°° S rB (_,¢) d_zm
TA au _S
Thus Eq. 32 may be
This v_y be written as
TA ,,
,"N
_:hich illustrates _hat the flux density is the more appropriate way to refer to a
point source.
if it is assumed that TB (@,_) is constant over the solid angle_s, then there
are alternate expressions for the antenna temperature TA obtained from a point source.
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cr
TA - AoTB_I S
k2
B
_o_h equations serve to illustrate important results. From the first equation we
see that as long as TB is independent of frequency, as it is for purely thermal
radiation from an opaque body, then the received power, and hence TA, will be
proportional to k-2, thus favoring observation at the shorter wavelengths. We see
_hat aside from the power loss represen'ted by the radiation efficiency_ we may
resard T_ as equal to TB weighted by the ratio of the solid angle of the source A'Is
to that of the antennafl B. This same result might have been obtained by intuitive
re_oo........_g and is a spec_fic case of the more general weighting process which has
been described. Note also, as expected, that the more directive an antenrm is, the
_he greater will be the received power from a point source. This is only valid
re._ point sources and does not hold true in general.
.,,e interpretation of the obser_Jatlons el" the extended intensity distribution,
such as the environmental noise distribution are considerably more complicated
_.._. _cr a point source. The basic reason for this is that _he antenna is
_neraily responsive to radiation incident upon it from all directions. It is
_rue _ha_ the antenna power gain (or directivity) is very much smaller over most
directions t_-anlt is in the rain beam; however, the integrated effect of the side
arc Sack-lobes can be an appreciable fraction of the integral over only the _mln
_:_. _n_, _o deal with the interpretation of the observations occurring within
_:<_euded intensity distributions, further definition8 are needed and special
caution is often necessary in their application.
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is is desired to be able to evaluate the antenna temperature due to the
_._ens_ _s_.ibu_lon in the main beam only, to relate this to the noise
_e..oe.a_u_e distribution of the extended region, and to exclude the effects of
sLde and back-lobes of the antenna. In this effort we shall follow the terminology
and procedures introduced by the Dutch workers as closely as it is feasible with
our previous terminology. The term "main beam" will be taken to include all portions
of the antenna pattern within the solid angle defined by some multiple of the main
lcbe halY-power width, i.e., some multiple of antenna beam width. The multiple to
be chosen depends entirely on the characteristics of the problem, such as the
variations in the i_tensity distribution: the sensitivity of the receiver, _he
........... _ -_ etc., but it is normally taken sufficient]_v large as to enzlose
all _he rain lobe and perhaps the near side lobes. Having chosen the _aln beam,
one can define a stray factor, _, which is related to the radiation which is
received _ -. o_ solid angles not included in the main beam. The stray factor is
fedined as
/ f (O,_)d._
...._c_s _o the directivity, we define the beam directivit_, D_, as
MB
it follows tha_
Do
One can al_o define a beam solid angle, _l
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• t
MB o
in these equations the notation MB under the integral sign implies integration over
the solid angle including only the main beam.
To evaluate the antenna temperature TA due to an extended intensity distribu-
tion, we obtain
T^ = C'O
6x
f TB f(@,_) d_k. + f TBf(@,_) d_
MB A_-iMB
which can be ..... as
where _'_ _ by
_:,e _emperatures T' and TB are defined
f
:.:3 TB'f (@'¢) dl'D"
ff(o"O)d. 
MB
7_ _y be zeferred to as the main beam brightness temperature, familiar in radio
"B
a_trono%, wcrk, and is clearly the average of TB over the main beam, as T' is the
average cf _3 over _he balance of the antenna pattern.
"it _hould be o_,ious from the discussion of both the point source and extended
_ource cases _,._ a detailed knowledge of the antenna pattern and the antenna
losses is izpor_an_ to the proper interpretation of the resulting antenna
temperature. These factors should prove even more important with the trend toward
larger and more _.ec_se antennas and the resulting improvement in resolving power
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A discussion may be in order of certain of the basic considerations of antenna
doslgn and antenna measurements, pointing out the principal areas of difficulty
in [,he design and measure_,entof low noise antennas.
A_ :_e have discassed, the antenna pattern and power gain are characterized by
the beav._idth, beamsolid angle, effective solid angle, stray radiation factor,
a,,_em_aradiation efficiency, and other quantities. Many of these quantities
are interrelated, and we will consider the factors that determine these quantities
for a paraboloidal reflector with either a microwave horn or a dipole at the focus.
The antenna pattern of a receiving antenna will be identical With the pattern
of the sameantenna whenused as a transmitter. Thus, when it is convenient, we
_ill dlscass _-_.,Qtransr_itting pattern of the antenna, but the results will be
applicable to use of the antenna for reception.
In general, the power distribution in the field of a transmitting antenna
:;ill d6pend on the distribution of currents in the conductors of the system.
_,_s_ is possible by a suitable choice of currents (amplitude and phase) and of
geometrical arrangement of conductors to produce manydifferent antenra patterns.
_. _n_ ._.e, zany applications of this principle, particularly in interferozetry,
involva the superposition of the field patterns (not power patterns) of two or
more si:nple antennas.
Xany of the large antennas utilized in space applications have paraboloidal
reflectors of one kind or another. Often these reflectors are limited to sectors
of a o_a_,_,_•__ for reasons of mechanical design or economlcs. The reason for the
popularity of these reflectors is that the antenna pattern is nearly sy_uetrical
about the axis of the paraboloid, and gives rise to the so-called "pencil beam".
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The reflector, when used as a receiving antenna, collects energy from the incident
radiation field and concentrates it at the focus of the paraboloid where it is fed
_ the receiver _
_._pu_. }/hen used as a transmitting antenna, the reflector
i_tercepts energy from the active element at its focus and concentrates it into a
preferred direction. Thus, in either case, a principal part of the antenna is a
device at the focus whose electrical properties are matched to those of the reflector.
This can be a dipole, a microwave horn, or possibly other configurations,
deoending on the,. ._ave_ength to be used and, to a lesser extent, on the ratio of
the focal length to the diameter of the reflector, the f/D ratio. For purposes of
.... s_.o_., we shall consider a microwave horn, but it is to be understood that
i_ could just as well be a dipole feed, although the latter would not be the siv@le
dipole discussed above.
The unit at the foe as is often spoken of as the "feed" a term carried over
fzon r_dar }:here the horn is used to feed energy to the reflector. It should be
recognized -'-_._ the horn itself is actually an antenna, but without the directivity
possible when used in conjunction with a reflector, and the pattern of the feed
_ ._-_ea zo as _he pri_er Z pattern The pattern of the reflector is called
Lh6 t_a_rv _ .... The secondary pattern is a property of both the reflecDor
ana _n_ prlz_ry _tern. A change in the primary pattern will affect the secondary
_tDern. in Lhe pr6vious discussions of directivity, beamwidth, and other antenna
factors, _:e have been referring to the secondary pat%ern.
_.._e oa_'aboloidai reflector defines a beamwldth unambiguously, and this
san be r_iaD6d Do the properties of the reflector, the wavelength, and the
_r Lv.ary ........ .:_e.. It can be shown that if the primary pattern is uniform in amplitude
._._ o._r "_he aperture of the reflector, and if the reflector surface is of
s.a______n_zecnanlca_ precision so as not to introduce any distortion into the
secondary -'_*__.n, the bea_idth @B, i.e., the half-power width of the main lobe,
is give_ bV
where k is the wavelength and D is the diameter of the reflector, assumed to have
a circular ape-_'ture. The beamwidth given by this expression, may be regarded as
of little more than academic interest since it requires an aperture illumination,
i.e., pri=.ary patCern, which is uniform in amplitude and phase. Such an
.... .-u._._n _ generally considered impossible with present techniques With a
-" _'_ ...... _ the peak of the first side lobe is only 17.6 db less than
che peak of ¢he :_in lobe, and this is considered to be quite high by current
standards. A more realistic value for the beamwidth, @B' is
@-_-_ 1"2 D ,
_ this expression should not be considered rigorous as it depends on the
priz..ary lee& _e_,.
in general, it is not possible to have the primary pattern uniform in
am31itule a:td "phase over the entire aperture of the antenna, but great care is
usual_ taken zo keep the phase variation s_ll, i.e., the phase at the peri-
phery o£ 'Lhe aperture should not differ from that at the center by more than about
!
_/~_,, of a w_veiength. Fnase variations over the aperture can arise from
devla_ion_ of the reflector from a paraboloid, displacement of the feed horn
£ro_. the focus of the reflector, and departures of the wavefronts from the feed
horn fron spherical waves, it is these considerations which make the construction
cf large paraboloids for use at short wavelengths such a difficult engineering
_6_
p--oblate. Th_ inability to have uniform amplitude illumination across the
surface of the aperture results in reduced directivity and an increased beazwidth;
?o_:cver, there is an advantage in that the slde-lobe level will be lower than in
the case of uniform illumination. This effect is often important and the
prlrary pattern is tapered so the illumination at the edge is a small fraction of
_na_ aL the center. Generally, tapers of at least lO db are employed; i.e., the
illu_!natlon at the edge is at least 1/lO as small as at the center, and frequently
...._ _ ,'J_edlessto say, considerations such as these dictage the design of the
feed sys_ez.
!_ can he seen _hat not all the energy radiated by the feed horn will be
_.._=rc_e_ _y the reflector and concentrated into the main beam. The power that
is no% .... •
....e.cepted by the reflector Is referred to as "spill-over" In the case
of a _'eceiving antenna, it implies that the feed horn will receive radiation from
hevcnd the edge of the reflector, such as ground radiation. This source of power
loss is one of the _._Jor contributions to _he stray radiation factor _, as previously
au._r.ca. 0trier sources are radiatio._;scattered by the supports for the feed
horn, slde-lobes outside _he _._in beam_ and, if the reflector is _ade of a wire or
.._.=_ nest:, radiation lost _hrough the holes in the reflector. A reduction in
spill-over is another _ _,.B_or advantage in _apering the illumination of the aperture.
Co._sLaerao:e e_zcr_ has _een expended in designir,g feed systems that will ill'_,_-
i_.atc _he aperture in a desired fashion, but sharply taper the illumination at the
We ...._°"e_i_cussed _,._ee sources of power loss which affect the power gain of
_:.e azte:.._.a.These are: (1) the oh,_!c losses in the feed horn and reflector,
re presc;,_ed hy _heantenna radiation efflciencY_R, (2) the side lobe, spill-over,
a._,dscattered power, represented by the stray factor _, and (3) the p_er gain
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_e_ericration due to phase effects, which we shall represent by _D' called the
dSff=-active efficienc$_. These tezms can be combined into the antenna efficienc[
_, which _y be defined as
L
Ao X2G o
g g
where A is the geometrical area of the aperture and Ao is the maximum effective
g
area defined previously as related to the power gain. The diffractive efficiency
is defined by the relation
k2
DI= Do
a,,_ _o value would be unity if all the power reflected from the paraboloid
were concentrated in the main beam. Th_s, in a sense, it represents the "con-
cen_razion efficiency" of the reflector. We have therefore
xhich _e,a_es__ _ the over-all antenna efficiency _ to the three sources of power
loss from the z_n beam. Typical values of _ range between O.hO and 0.6>, of which
Lhe z_in contribution comes from the stray radiation factor _, in mos_ cases.
it see_ possibly worthwhile to mention certain of the difficulties associated
_:i_h _he experir,ental measurezen_ of the directivity and power gain of large
_arahc!oids. The procedure is difficult, at best, and the accuracy obtained is
zenerally cf _he order of five or ten per cent. The uncertainties in large antenna
,,._s_ e,,._,,_susually result aLv,ost entirely from the inability to deterr_ne the
a._enna pa_tern with precision.
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Antenna measurements generally involve a distant transmitter which illuminates
the antenna under test with a nearby plane wave and the relative power received by
the -_est antenna is recorded as it is moved in various positions. One of
the _,ajot difficulties in performing these measurements for large reflectors is
_n_ _he distance between the tranm_itter and the receiving antenna must be
sufficiently large so that _he received wave is a reasonable approximation to a
plane wave; i.e., the transmitter must be in the Fraunhofer region of the test
a._tenna. The -_ _
......mum acceptable distance can be easily worked out from geometrical
considerations from the r_quirement that _he phase difference of the incident wave
betwc_r, the center and the edge of the rea_elctor should not exceed k/16. The
distance is given by
2b2
A
wn_re.L k_ _.,_ diameter of the reflector. For example, the distance is'
c_;cen ._ and 12 miles for a lO0' paraboioid used at lO cm wavelength. The
...._n_ tn_s distance can present a problem to proper antenna measurements
b_cau_e i% is desi_'ed _'"_-
_.._ the path be free from nearby obstructions which
...._ cause unwanted reflections of the transmitted power.
i_ _"_ c._r _na_ the antenna pa_tern f(@,_) can be obtained by relative p_er
measure_aen_ _-_ "_w ....o_ the necessity of an absolute calibration; however, it is
asa_.y impos_ille to make these measurements over all solid angles. Generally,
m_a_u='e_.en_s a=_ taken in the E-plane and H-plane, and perhaps at an intermediate
position, and values at other positions are inferred from these. The dlrectivity
LO follows from %he pattern measurements.
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if the ohmic losses in the antenna can be determined, then the power gain
follc:Js fro,::the directivity. However, as has been mentioned, this is usually
____ to determine so that the power gain mnst be measured directly. The
p_ _c_p_--zdifference between the directivity and power gain measurements is that
the latter require an absolute power calibration. The characteristics of r!cro-
wave horns can be calculated fairly accurately, and this fact is often employed in
raking absolute gain measurements. If the microwave horn is considered as a stan-
dard, whose gain Gs is known, then the gain of the test antenna can be determined
by _'._:_.o_.........._ o_the relaLive power received by the test antenna Pt and by the
_._ horn Ps- _..egain of the test antenna then follows from the equation
P+
O = Ps _s"
ka.L:.p:-ecautions mus_ be taken in performing these measurements. The field at the
_es'_ a_:te::nashould be uniform, the sane detection equipment should be used for
I
..... Dower zeaJurements, .he power output of _he distant transmitter should be
zonicored a_ the _ _
_e_ antenna, and the received powers should be corrected for the
la._ of the detector _ it does not follow the square law.
_. a_,. ect-v_y and pG_er gain data are available, then one can determine
i
_:.e oyez-all antenna efficiency, _, and the stray factor, _. However, measurements
are ._.e_y carried out which m_ke this feasible. Usually the antenna o._ic losses,
:_presen_ed by _R, are estimated or considered to be negligible, and the diffractive
e_:_c:ezcy D and the stray fact_Jr _ are .......... =_ .,.,.v,,_ obserw-ation_,
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3.1._ Lo:: ;,;elseAntenna ?erfor_ance OlDtimization
The principal justification for the attainment of low noise antenna
s_stems is to enable an improvement in the system sensitivity for a specified
output signal-Lo-noise ratio (SNR). The _vrportance of syste_ SNR has been briefly
described previously. The possibility of confusion which may result if the low
nois3 characteristics of a system are interpreted as being generally equivalent to
_,,_ maxi_.u_, output _,_ characteristics of the system. An example was presented
of a low noise antenna of poor aperture efficiency which was found to be a factor
of two _prove_ent in low noise characteristics relative to a reference antenna,
but :va_ a factor of two less desirable in its SNR characteristics. In this case,
the _=]>rovement in low noise characteristics achieved by under-illuminating a
reflector did not coz_pensate for tf,e loss in gain duo to the considerably decreased
a!_er_ure efficiency. An optimization process appeared necessary to achieve the
d_sired _cc:inum outpu_ S):?,available from the antenna far-field response resulLing
fret, a given prima_y illu_f_nation and the antenna noise temperature enviror_ent.
in Lhe output S_ optimization process_ it is important to determine +/he signi-
fica::ce of the cpt_r,ization criteria in terms of the antenna par_v, eters. To this
end, _;e maj ass"_.e an ow ....ally matched receiver cormected to the antenna by means
of a linear passive twoport which -_ill be assumed of loss ratio, L 1. We m%y also
a_s'_r.e a receiver noise temperature of Tn. The antenna may also be viewed as a
_e........ device in :_hich the source i_pedance is essentially the antenna
.................... _ or =__ao_e noise power spectral density
c_ve.op_a at the input which ±s assumed to be principally a function of the en-
_-_o ...._._ no=se distribution, Tn, and appears as an extended source, i. e. in-
_._c.:c_n_ of antenna bemm_&dth, may be "_rltten as simply Sn k T n watts per cycle
-[2-
_cr second. _ 10-23
. ...e factor k is Boltzmann's constant which has a value of 1.38 x
watt-sec/._. The signal power density entering the antenna m_y be expressed as an
equivalen% noise temperature of Ts °Kelvin which indicates an available spectral
power density, Ss = k Ts watts per cps. Again the available, or exchangeable
power is the power which could be delivered to a matched load, or specified more
precisely for an arbitrary network as
I I
avail. = a • Z S ,
Pdeliv. LRa Rs
m',.
_,.e signal power captured by the receiving antenna effective aperture, Ac, is
PRA = SR AC
and _he effective aperture "capture" area may be written
Ac = Or_ 2
,
therafore we have for the signal power available at the antenna terminals,
S_l_riy _he system inpu_ noise temperature, Tn, for the configuration we have
taken of a receiving systrm consisting of an antenna, a passive linear twoport
._,._,_-.._ a transmission line of available loss ratio Lt, and a receiver of
noise te_.pera_ure Te, as
_AO roceiver noise -_ _ m •' t_.,pera ure, _e, =s defined by IRE standards to be related to
_ue receiver noise factor, or noise figure, _-_, by
Te = (_ - I) TO
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:...e_e To is a standard reference temperature, usually taken (by IRE standards,
again) Lo be 290o Kelvin. The effective %utput noise temperature of the trans-
T is found by the relationnission line, _,
% -- t) T,O '
_9.ere To: is the thermal equilibrium temperature of the transmission line or twoport
device, often set equal to To of 290°K. This assumes antenna performance in which
there are .e6_g_ble ohmic bosses, usually the case for the large passive paraboloidal
ar.tennas under consideration.
For a given noise bandwidth characteristic for the receiver as defined by
i_rth =/ we have
2
Go
-'_'_..._O(£) is the gain-frequency characteristic and GO is the value at the novinal
frequency of _he passband. Using the bandwidth Bn, we may express the system input
noise power as a function of the system input noise power as
Pn = SnB = kTnB"
Referrlng _he system noise temperature to a reference point at the receiver output,
_.e ava_aDie received signal power
PR = SS GR_ 2
_L t
_iu_re L is the overall available loss between the antenna and the reference po_nt_
i. D. O " _.._r_..,"The Absolute Sensivity of Radio Receivers", RCA Review 6:332-3L3
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We may now obtain _.e output signal-to-noise ratio (Sh_) as the available
sigT_al power ....
_a_** divided by the system input noise power, or
PR Ss GR_ 2
PN hTr Lt kTnB
This ea_ression holds for actual powers as well as the available powers since both
signal _nd noise are subjec_ to the s_e mismatch losses.
i
Se_ating_ the _ac_o_s__ _ which are not influenced by the antenna characteristics
from those ..:h_i_are, we may write
s =c a .
TN
__.._.. .. e_ the relative importance, before only intuitively believed reasonable,
of th,_ receiving antenna gain and the system input noise temperature. The receiving
antenna gai.u is a ftunction of the prim_y feed illumination and may be arbitrarily
ex_Sessed as
GR = _G M
_<here _ is _he fraction of the total po-_r radiated by the feed incident on the
.......... _ _e. The efficiency of the aperture in collimating the incident
eneraT;_:aybe represented by GM.
s_zies of n_merical =_ _ *"' _..t_ra_ono of various primary pattern ill_minaticns
c_upzea _£<q _ ic_luence of the correspbndir4_ spiliover and r_nor-lobe ener_J
on _he input noise temperature may be performed to determine the optimum value for
and G;.I. Evaluations of this type were performed durir4 th@ program and as ex-
peered, _v-_.._ fo_ of the pr'Lmary illumiration was found of great importance in
establi_hlng high gain values for corresponding low input noise, or antenna noise
Anai_ical and n_merical integration calculations have been performed by
Liv! ngstcn l/ and others to bbtain opt_um operating relations for feed configura-
tions having conventional or _pecified illumination characteristics.
in ge=cral, the defined relations were employed to obtain the maximum gain
characteristics from the aperture by approximating a uniform illumination over as
great an aperture extent possible consistent _ith obtaining t_e desired aperture
cdo_ ±_l_ination taper available from the pr%mary feed aperture extent. This
a_roach appears to represent near optimum characteristics from the secondary
aperture since _L-mltaneous gain improvement and greatly reduced anterz_ noise
....F ...... were fo'_d practicable through this technique. Both of t_hese factors
,,.a low noise antezn_ figure-of-merit designation, M =
._p_c.,_ea oy _he anter_ua dependent term of the SkR general expression is of
value in ar_lsrzing the relative values of various low noise antennas.
_m ...vL. -_-......._on, "The Effect of Antenna Characteristics on Anter_,a Noise
Te:_oera+ca_ and Syst_r, S?_", IRE Trans. on Space Electronics and Telemetry,
oeo_. 1961; pp. _- 79.
)@
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3.1.5 !_cno}:uise Operation Considerations
The principal difficulties _"generally associated with monopulse operation
7._ to the employment of several primary feed systems in aof an anter,na system re . ..
ii::kted _p_a___'-_ extent, generally limited by the maximum permissable blocking of the
seco:_da_Tj apersure. This limitation of the available primary aperture coupled with
the req'_irement for &xiai sy_muetry of the primary response in the case of conven-
_.._ _ara_oioidai cor_ig_arations place significant constraints on the primary
feed design.
3.1.6 i._u!ti_ie Band Feeds
The requirement for single anterma operation over a co:tsiderable range
cS frequencies, extending for certain present NASA requirements from the Vh7 region
•.._iI in-_o the _icrowave region, compounds to an extent the design constraints
L:e_itred i_ cor_ection _th monopulse operation. Techniques are available, rely-
_ _-eneraiiv u_on either broagoand or frequency selective techniques for satis_y -
ing the design requireme;_ts placed upon the configuration of primary feeds necessary
rcr effective antenna operation.
._.;_.7 _olar[.:_.t-cn Reauire:_ents
• ,, a
i_ is generally iesirable that the antenna perform satisfactorily
_.._or all co_ar.za_mon conditlons. This in general specifies a circular polari-
_a_-on zeouiroment _nich is generally co_rpatible with the antenna sy_etry considera-
__o.,o. =._e_ are a ntuwber of inherent difficulties in the a_tair_e_t of desirable
circular p_ .... a_on ch ..... er_t_cs from multi-band feed systems of moderabe
m_char_ical and ei=ctricai complexity. One of these difficul_ies concerns achieve-
:<en_ of consta_u% antenna beam_idth with polarization for an aperture Containing
slgaifican-_ reactive and diffraction influences.
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3.2 A?/,r:.a .....o.....ce Evaluation Techniques
3.2.1 _ .... '_
__-_ Id_ ,Ye:_r-FieldRelations
A reasonably detailed discussion has been presented concerning the
_ena: or ,_ the far-field radiation characteristics of an aperture as a function
of the near-field ener_ distribution in the region of the aperture. The important
l'&c_or _ _ "'_ _"-_uo.._ur..... _ _.._s relation is to realize that the form of the near-field, or
Fr_s::e! region, ener_ distribution as determined by a particular feed configuratien
sceclfics -_ith certain phase constraints the characteristics of the far field, or
Frau_i.ofer region, characteristics. Mathematically the far-field response may be
e:,:::r_sse2as she Fourier transform of the field distribution at the region of
the apert_e surface. This fact allows analysis, and under certain conditions
symthesis, of she desired antenna characteristics either in general form or by
ir::::ricaiinsegration techniques applied to the appropriate radiation field
3 o 2 2b::olu:.e_ -'_
•_. Ja ....; Effic.iency Considerations
The relation presented in the section on Low Noise Perfor_,ar;ce OptL?_-
::mS/on govern the general antenna perfo_,ance opti_.ization criteria. The deter_,_ned
overall reia_ic_, indicating the optimal S}_ performance of an antenna was designated
_he Ic:. :-:oLseantenna figure of merit, which is
M = iA ,
wLere _A :s _ne antenna gain and TA ms the effective noise temperature of the antenna.
-_ -_ _ncr relation _y be described relating the gain of an antenna system for a
sDecifi_d aoert'are area to the maxLmum gain attainable for the aperture area as
GA = T_GO
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_here Oo is th_ _mx_&_ gain obtainable, which corresponds to a uniform illumi-
is the aperture efficiency. Hence, we may rewritenation ever the aperture, and
_,;-e ,:.:,._m.u_eo_ _,erit as
TA
,_nich for a specified aperture area and frequency of operation reduces to simply
MA° T /TA .
it is therefore apparent from these relations that maximal aperture efficiency
ccns__en_ _th low values of degradation inT A due to spillover and minor-lobe
level interactlonwith the environmental temperature distribution appears to be
the principal feed design objective.
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3.2.3 Oain-Ter,.perature, ,Integration Technique
*_ _ of:, ormula_o, a general method for determining the effective antenna noise
temperature appears worthwhile in that quite often it is not possible or feasible
to obtain an accurate far-field pattern for a large or isolated antenna. However,
accurate prLv.ary feed ir_or_ion is generally available. Also, it appears that
an analysis of _his t_pe would serve to establish on a practical basis the desired
characteristics of primary feed systems. A comparison of the calculated results
.... _ne measured experimental data should allow development of a consistent and
accurate means for the de_er,_zLnation of the effective antenna noise temperature.
_e_er,_.._o, of _he effective noise temperature of an antenna from the form
of its prLv.ary pa_tern and the spatial temperature distribution is based upon the
fact _ha_ _he far-field pattern may be synthesized from the primary pattern and
reflector considerations. The far-field power gain function integrated over the
'_5aLial _emperature distribution represents the total effective noise temperature
.... un,,a ,n_s may be expressed as
"a a (n) r (n)
or in spherical coordinates
Ta" (1/L_)//O(¢,9) _(_,_) sin Cdgd# .
Syr,shesis of %he far-field radiation pgttern to a close approximation may be obtained
"zy Fourier _rans£orm techniques applied to the form of the primary illuv_nation
_,,_o,, cor;c,nea w_,, the amount and extent of the spillover energy. By then
r_izlng reasonable simplifying assumptions concerning the spatial temperature
distri'_ation, t,he preceding integration may be accomplished. Initially the'
_.oera_ure ___ .... _on Sic,plifylng assumption is to consider the distribution
-_o have s_rz,e_ry in the azi_,ath plane and to have a _imple "step" form of temperature
variation iu the elevation plane. A further simplification may be accomplished
by -_eferring %hetemperature distribution assumptions back to the primary feed
____.,._..a_,_ _`_patterns which were obtained experimentally.
An analysis of the experimentally obtained primary patterns may be obtained
"_,_.,mear,s of a pattern integration technique of the recorded primary patterns. This
i
f_ed evaluation technique enables a comparison of the measured feed performance with
_ha-_ cb_ained by certain optimum and conventional illuminations.
cnl_
•_e directivity of an antenna is given by:
P(fA) d-f_
P(max)
sin @dgd_
Ass_u-,_izg the radiation pattern is s_,etrical about the X-axis, we m_y write,
and
Or
P
D-
_n_ P(max)r sin @d@d¢
6g
2n Z r sin Gd@
2
D - /rsinGd9
_ _ .............. "_....*"-- -_ Q and i8 expressed as a pure
ratio of *_
_..e normalized power.
v- " ° - °
_o..slaerlng the _ - constant plane in a conventional r, @, _ spherical
_o_a_._e system such as that shcwn in Figure 3-8, we find that the area measured
or "integrated" b_ the p!anim_ter is given by
f
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...earea indicated by the planimeter may be written as
2A = R d @
O
=_ r sin _ d @
Hence ix_ a plot is made for
R = (r sin 9)1/2
and in_eg='ated with a p!animeter, the value of the power density integral is
given "my 2A. For our particular case, referring to Figure 3-8, we have the indicated
idealized primary pattern for a constant pri_mry illuminatlon over the aperture.
Comparison of the primary pQwer pattern obtained experlmental]_y with the idealized
_o::e_'dis_rlbution enables a determination to be made of the relative merit of
Zhe var{ou_ feeds.
in graphical integration we herefore want
and
_R2(Q)d@ -fr (9) sin @dQ - max. for 0 < Q _
f r (_) sin @d@ = wan. for)//< @ < n .
J
_e p. _e_.. e r_.. be modified slightly if the integration is to be done in
carcc31$n form by replacing the polar planimeter integration expression by,
= I yd Q , y -y (@)
_o
::hero / i_ the -"__c_ve power ratio. For this case it is necessary only to plot
y = r oiz C in olace of the square root as required in polar form. The graphical
integration _herefore consists of
r sin @ d 9.
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_:cnce_:._ -L=ypic_ r sin g and integrate with the planimeter.
•_ctually it appears desirable to separate the primary feed patterns into
_ _.__ zeglons =n order to properly evaluate the noise temperature contributions
v . io s region .These eglons as_+ etc.
• _ ....3-8
To evaluate a feed pattern we _y list the following steps :
(1) Convert norr,_lized power measured in decibels to a linear relative power
._io as a f<nc_ion of angle.
.._</ the value obtained in step 1 by the sine of the angular coordinate.
_>_ Iu cartesian form plot r sin @ as a function of @; in polar form plot
o_n _; a_ a function of @.
_) integrate with a planizeter fr6m O to_" and record value.
_n_eg_e with planimeter froz_ to n and record value.
|
<6) The rat:o of the result of step C to step % determines the fixate of merit.
_?) The i_fluence of _he various temperature distributions in the appropriate
rcglons cf space ,_y be ,multiplied by the fraction of the total energy contained
i,. _-._ r_gion to provide an estiv_te of the noise contribution of the primary
_eec. _c _ .... w=l_ have the dLmensiozs of an equivalent temperature.
ine-sccondarv pa_erns ray be treated in a similar manner.
..............s table indicates nom,na± values for the spatial effective
noise Lc;._='_bure distributions as a function of frequency. The selected ,NASA
fr_qu_: cy regions are used as a basis. Zenith pointing of the seconda_ _ pattern
is ass mind in the following table. Mean values of the galactic contributions are
ai_o ........
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t
iO<_<+ _2 ° 62 ° < @ < 90 ° iO0 ° < @ < 180 °90° < 0 < IOO °
1_6 :.:c !3C0°K 290OK 600°K 500OK
LCO :,:c 3O°K 290°K 50OK 308K
O
_,_'_ ._._ 7 K 290°K LOOK 7OK
290°K
 oOK
i 3o K
7°K
TABLEZZZ-3
gffecLi¢e noise temperature spatial distributions for galactic and absorption
noise a_ various selected frequencies.
' _ -" _'_ ._esu_ts
_.2._ _v_,,_c,-...,,.E_a!uat ion _
._ cc..,_.,..;,e evaluation of the prirmry response patterns of the surface-
:,ave feed s_ruc_ure developed during the program and the best available informatiom
on other low noise _ _a,,_e....a feed systems appeared worthwhile. The technique consists
of de_ei:inlng zhe ra_io of the power contained in the spiilover region
anl in the vinor-lobes zo the total power and relating these values to their
aoD:corlaLe noise temperature distributions. This may be done by re-plotting the
-:,at-_e:_ni a linear coo.d_na_e system, and integrating the regions of interest by
__a .... _,,e.,. as described previously, in re-plotting? it is necessary to
_.nke aus_opriate corrections for the geometry of the illuminated surface. This
enerally takes zhe fo_nm of a sin @ factor appearing as a mulSipller of the original
::-_er:. ..,_.._'-.. ." -,. A computer technique has also been progra_Jned for this integration
which enables more rapid evaluation of the patterns and is believed to be of somewhat
gre :set accuracy.
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The ;\=terns which have been evaluated by this technique are:
!. _he i{ and E plane patterns for the surface-wave cone structure with
sleeve-dipole feed.
2. The H and E-plane patterns for the _arface wave cone structure with the
circular polarization horn feed.
3. A conventional horn feed.
L. :% low noise feed recently reported on by JPL l, which is a shaped beam
feed used wlth a large paraboloidal dish.
the JPL feed irx_o_r_ation is presented as an average of the H and E-plane
responses. The surface-wave feed information will be given separately for H and
E-plane responses and also as an average figure for comparison purposes. The JPL
<_a_ure_<en_s wer_ conducted at 960 and 2388 mc, using an 85 foot paraboloidal
reflector with several antenna feed configurations. The published data for the
JPL low noise and comparison feed horns have been analyzed and processed in a
similar m_nner to the surface-wave feed patterns.
_raL.on process for the primary patterns has been divided into
several regions to enable a more effective determirmtion to be made of the
r_ .......-:-_s ecuivalent, noise temperature. Since the sky noise temperature dis
t:-izu_ic - is found to be generally a function of _he pointing angle, especially
:.-6._,=-m=crowave freqaeneies, it is desirable to separate the principal
_. z.:uster, _. _. Stelzried and G. S. Levy, "The determination of Nois9
:_T_e:'a%ures of Large Paraboloidal Antennas", IPJ_ Trans. on Antennas and Propa-
gation, Vol. AP-10, No. 3, May 1962; pp. 286 - 291.
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re_ions of variation. The half-space which the ground represents may'be set
to a fixed equivalent noise temperature, generally about 250-300°K. The remaining
half-space _:hich the antenna "sees" represents the sky noise distribution.
The s_ _ distribution has been arbitrarily divided into two regions of interest ; .
the region within about ten degrees of the horizon and the remaining space. This
separation results from the sky noise temperature attributed to atmospheric
absorption ir_luences and is significantly greater at low pointing angles to the
horizon than in the regions near the zenith. The regions under consideration may
be s_v_v_rized as follows as illustrated in Figure 3-9:
1. The region subtended at the primary feed by the secondary aperture.
For the designated f/D _ 0.h2,thisreglon corresponds to -620<@<+62 °.
The angle @ is _aken with respect to the primary feed and corresponds to
the deviation from the forward axial pointing direction of the primary feed.
2. The region between _he secondary surface aperture edge and the horizon
corresponding to 620 < @ < 90o and -62° > @ > -90 °.
5. The retaining sky region including the zenith at @ - 180 °. This region
corresponds to lO0 ° < @ < 180 ° and -lO0 ° > @ > -180 °.
T_.pcra_ure distributions which are dependent upon the frequency of operation
and certain othez factors _my be established quite readily for the assigned regions.
in this vann_r a reasonably accurate deter_Anation of the theoretical primary feed
p_fcr_nce nay be _de for a given feed pattern. The behavior of the sky tav_per-
atuze a_ a function of frequency and the other factors involved has been reported
on p:cviou_ly in soze dG_ail. The section on Environmental Noise Temperature
ListriZu_ion frecfaency plots which graphically present the fac$ors influencing
noise t_zp_rature and its variation with frequency.
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it a:_oars desirable to evaluate the general performance of the developed feed
structures and Lo compare this irZormation to available informatioh on other state-
of-the-art low noise feed systems. It then appears desirable to set in the appro-
priate temoer_tare distributions for a given operating frequency and compare the
actual Iow-nolse performance of the antenna systems.
A tabulation for the results of the various pattern integrations over the
rcL_ions of interest is presented in Table III-_. It is interesting to note that
both surface-wave cone feed structures indicate average values for the spill-
ever a:_d_nor-lobe energy compared to the total energy of about 2.6 percent or
_o_e,. _o :.....g this fixate to the shaped-beam low-noise feed of JPL w_hich
has a co_olned _ _spz_over and minor-lobe average value of about L.6 percent 3 we
0
find _ i_r_ro_cnt factor for the AGA surface-wave primary feed structtres of
abou_ _wo to one. This performance corresponds to an improvement over a con-
_,_....... o ........feed of about five to one. These values are believed to
re_resent trae, practically attainabl@ Lmprovement factors for the large para-
bGicidal ante:_na _ _ _
_or=_gu_a__on. It is important to note that these Lmprovements
a='e obtai._.edhy more optLv.um prLmary feed design only_ and no changes are required
of -_he s_conda_# _urface.
.... z_,c., cf _;;e antenna equivalent noise temperatures may be accomplished
_o__s, ....c a freouency of operation for which the s_/ noise temperature is
dcslred &<d ___._- the contributions throughou_ all space for the integrated
#
_e_. rcsncnses. Since _he JPL data is established for a frequency of 2388 mc
_Jhich does not differ sigr_ificantly from one of the NASA operating frequencies_
this frequency _ill be u_ilized. This should also allow an accurate comparative
evaluation of _
_•_ various feed systems on an equivalent noise temperature basis.
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ic_uaiiF, _hc equivalent sky noise ter,,perature distribution is reasonably constant
in the regLon frcm, about 2,0 - 2.5 Gc)so the following evaluation should hold for
- __c _e,,_j range.
_ the various spatial regions of interest, the following nominal values2 _J_
for _he _" ........u,_u_ noise temperature are taken. This data is believed to represent
t':e best galactic and atno_pheric noise evaluation sources available. Table Ill-5
_o ....... this ira'ormation in tabular form for the specified spatial regions of
=n_eres_.
Fron the irfor_.ation in the previous two Tables, the antenna noise temperature
values of Table 111-6 are calculated. The average values are used in these cal-
cu_ao.c's_ since it is assumed that a signal sensing system such as circular polari-
zation is employed.
_._ ....... 6 a combined contribution due to the scattering of ground energy by
_hc feea supports and trans_ission line losses equivalent to about 3°K, the values
cbtaLned in _" _
_..u latter Table reconcile quite well with the JPL measured equivalent
no-_e t,:_:a_erature value of about 15°K.
S-_r,_,.arizingthe preceding determinations including consistent feed support
........ ;.o a:_.u_ransmission line losses for all antennas, the results shown in
Table iil-, _are obtained.
_ _e....na__o,, r,,ayalso be obtained of the noise temperature characteristics
cf an antenna from the nature of its secondary pattern. This may be accomplished for
r.ost of ....................._,,_ ,,,_,_v_ :-_g_o:_ with reasonable accuracy by considering the predom..i-
,nan_ dcgradir_ factor, Lhe v_inor-lobe energy intercepting the ground region, and
_h_ corres,oond-'.ng "--" _-
_u,,:per_ure distribution. The temperature distribution for the
o
g:'cu:=d z,,ayb_ generally assumed constant and of a value equal to either 30OOK
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as is often, ass'&r.edin the literature, or about 250°K which includes a ground
e.vi_sivity factor and is probably more realistic. For an isotropic antenna, the
anterLna noise te.-,perature contribution would be the fraction of the antenna
en3r_/ intercepting the ground multiplied by the assumed ground temperature. In
this case, a resulting value of about 125 - 150oK. For decreased average back-
lobe levels, the corresponding antenna noise temperature will also be decreased. '
Fi_are 3-10 is a plot showing the antenna noise temperature contributions due
to an avel'ase back-lobe level, _BL' intercepting the ground region. The two linear
plots reprcsen_ _he two conditions of ground temperature which were noted to be
?
ftunctions of the ground e_Assivity.
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03.2.5 Low _ _.,oAoe Evaluation of _NASA 85 Foot Paraboloidal Reflectors
_e secondary patterns for a typical antenna system of the large para-
boloida! reflector type employed by NASA were not available, therefore an eval_ation
was made based on the reasonably well-defined characteristics of the feed system pri-
ma_ patterns. Assu_,_ng an approximately cosine form of illumination distribution
across _e aperture and a ten db taper level at the aperture edge, we find by pattern
integration techniques _hat the fraction of feed energy •lost as spillover is about
0.22. Co._£olningthis with an average ground temperature, including the ground emissivity
f _" O"
actor, of about 2_0 K, _ find a resulting noise contribution due to spillover in the
grotmd region of about 55OK. We should add to this figure the noise degradation due
i
to energy losses in the feed supports, of nominally ten degrees, for a total reason-
ably frequency independent noise contribution of about 65°K. " .-
The enviror_v,ental contributions from the main beam must also be considered which
for t_ae four principal NASA frequency ranges of interest may be described as follows:
A_ 136 v the galactic noise contribution of about 600°K combines with the
,lC,
previous contribution for an average equivalent antenna noise temperature of about
660°K.
At bOO Mc, the galactic contributions are conslderabl_r reduced to a value of
about 30-50 o Ealvin. Hence, a nominal antenna noise temperature value o£ about
1CCOK may be e_ected.
At "no_a _'_
_,e 1.7 Gc _ud the 4.1 Gc frequency ranges, the environmental noise
contribution is due primarily to atmospheric absorption and, at Zenith, is quite
uaall,_about 3-4 o Kelvin. Therefore, the resulting effective antenna noise tempera-
t'_u_efor these conditions is about 70° Kelvin.
"_ _ .... _7_ %_ i ¸ i _i-_ _ _'!_=_ _-_I_ -_'_-'I_i_'_7_i_
These estimates are al_proximations to the true conditions and neglect certain
factors of varying _mportance. As reasonable approximation to the actual antenna
noise tenp_raturos, the presented estimates are believed to be realistic and generally
valid for the conditior_ specified.
:, • _ v ¸
Q •
IV SHAPED HEAM FEED APPROACHES
_.J. General Consideratipns
Physical considerations which have been elaborated upon previously,
dictate _nat for maximum aperture efficiency corresponding to maximum gain and
mini_r_a!spiilover energy, the se6ondary reflector illumination should appear
ideally as a pie-shaped response on a polar plot. Neglecting the space
at-_enuation effects between feed and reflector, this requires essentially a
pzimary feed system providing uniform illumination over most of the solid angle
intercepted by the secondary surface and a rapid response taper wi_h angle
in the region of the reflector edge. This type of illumination is in
di_inc_ contrast with the gradual energy taper from the aperture center associated
with orimary illuminations w_ich provide low values of side-lobe energy in the
region of Lhe rmin beam.
The minor-lobe energy which is separated considerably from the main beam
provides the principal means for ground radiation to enter the antenna and
_.._=_y results in significan_ noise temperature degradation of the antenna
system. Hence, the "far ou_" minor-lobe levels must be suppressed at the expense
--"increasing _he "near in" side-lobe levels if a minimization of the antenna
noise t_mperature contrihutions due to ground radiation is to be realized. The
e¢...... o_. of a low noise antenna should then be based to a considerable degree,
._o_. a c_e._l examination of the far out slde-lobe response characteristics of _he
_°
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Fixate _-i illustrates the primary pattern beam shaping approach taken.
T_ conventional horn feed in %his illustration may be seen to have a zather
_e
o°_du_ dccrease in energy with angle of departure from the center of the feed
pattern rese..c_.ng a cosine or cosine squared primary response. The shaded
area of the primary pattern indicates the energy contained in the feed illumina-
tion _hich does not intercept the secondary aperture. The energy which is not
e_v_j .... ned in illuminating the secondary aperture results in rather large
_.ove. lobes and in a degradation of the antenna system aperture efficiency and
,v_xi,r,a,_gain. The ideal feed illumination shown in the center plot consists of
a uniIor=, illuz_tnation over the angular extent of the secondary sperture decreasing
to'a value of zero at the aperture edge. The ideal feed illumination results in a
reasonably constant illumination over the secondary aperture surface and hence the
_._l_. uniIorv_ly illuminated circular aperture secondary pattern would be
obtaln_d which corresponds to the maximum gain condition for the antenna.
It may be worthwhile to briefly discuss certain of the important characteristics
of the far field patterns for a constant illumination ideal primary pattern such
_ _ illustrated in the center figure. In particular, the relative levels ofaS _.,,_ ,.,
_hc near in: _ide lobes and the rate of decrease of the minor lobe energy are desired.
The _ccondary pa_ern in the far field for constant illumination of a paraboloidal
_._. _. e circular sy_Jaetry v_y be written as simply the product of the aperture
area _ the _4-_".._ or expressed in terms of the field as... __ order Lazbda function,
_'(-:'_ = n a2
.. l(u)
..... _,. ter.-.s "'_ p_er response _y be written as simply
p(u) - F(a) (u
• ,. . . "_..::,_....
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Th_ a:'yarent, u, represents the departure from the axis of symmetry of the
parabc_oida! surface in terms of the aperture dimension in wavelengths and
_he sine of the angle of departure, 9. This relation is written as
D
u. =_ n sin G .
More conven_ionally this relation is given as the square of twice the product
of the aperture area and the first order Bessel function divided by the argument,
2
_vhlch _,_y bc recognized as a rapidly converging expression in the argument. Pattern
cL_:racteris_ics for the uniformly illuminated circular aperture have been worked
out by * _ >/ . It
_±vc:_ and others is found that the first side-lobe is down about
17 db fro:a the r_in lobe, the second side-lobe about 2_ db below the main lobe, .
and all o_hers over 30 db below the main beam. For space tracking and com_r_unica-
_ious _--'_a ÷_ these • "_*' "
_p_ma_. _.ons_ re_lve_y high minor lobe levels appear to be quite
acceptable.
TL_ ia_al prirary illu_ination characteristic described in the figure results
in IOC perce:_t aper0ure efficiency and r.aximum gain at the expense of an acceptable
increase in the side-lobe levels near the main beam. However, it is apparent that
_he actual .........,_....._pattern obtained by any practical feed shaping approach must have
a _...._e -,]um_na_on taper at the aperture edge, since we are naturally concerned
o...y w:_a fe_ds cf reasonable physicalji_xtent, and are not concerned with the actual
2. _.c SiL:e,., %iicrowave Antenna Theory and Design", McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
inc., New ""_o_k, 19_, pp. 192-195.
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or approxLmate limiting condition of aperture to wavelength ratios approaching
infinity or of even Very large values. With a primary feed of reasonable size a
,
gradual illu_nation taper at the aperture edge will be requfred. The pattern also
will not be uniform but will contain minor deviations from uniformity within the
anzular excen_ of the secondary aperture. The important considerations are to
greatly reduce spillover in the region not containing the secondary aperture and to
provide reasonably uniform illu_Lination over the aperture surface by means of a
moderately sized primary feed. The shaped beam feed objective plot illustrates
these ae___c_e features more realistically presented.
i
)4.2 Dielectric Lens Feed
L.2.1 Acercure - !!!u=ination - Slope Relations
initia!ly the dielectric lens feed deslgn was directed toward obtaining
wedge shaped patterns having a slope of approximately one db per degree at the
aperture edge _.Ji_hbeamwid_hs on the order of approximately i00 - 120 degrees at
the I0 db points. Several different techniques were investigated, all of which
depended upon an increase in the size of the feed structure, in order to obtain
the increased beam slope at the aperture edge. Several general techniques which
appeared app=-opriate _[gh_ be reviewed. These techniques included the following:
!. Entire radiators.
2. Aperture type radiators.
3. Hybrid systems (for example: corner reflectors)
For the aTcr_ure type antenna, the simplest configuration might possibly be a
Luneberg Lens wi_h an extended feed system. A single feed on the lens produces a
good beam slope and a co_ination of several feeds arranged to provide the desired
-i00-
bea._sicpe at the edges and maintain a pattern without nulls over the region of
.... e_es_ appeared to be a feasible approach. Another aperture technique
i_._olves a single feed with a shaped dielectric lens. The purpose of the lens is
to divert energy from the center of the beaminto the regions at either side of
_ reasonably uniform illumination pattern appearedthe hea_. in _h_s manner a
-_..... _ _ A reasonably rapid illumination taper at the aperture edge should be
possible :_ the horn illuminating the lens has desirable characteristics. Hybrid
feed s_jstemswere of interest at the longer wavelengths in particular. It appeared
_hat a simple endfire feed system, possibly a dipole element, might be combined
:_i_h either a reflecting surface or a surface wave structure to obtain the
deslrcd pr_w.ary radla_ion pattern.
_.2.2 _<ceriv.enta! Results
, • m
Several primary feed systems consisting of sectoral horns a_d dielectric
lens ccnfigurations ;were fabricated and experimentally tested. Figure h-2
____ .... e_ a shaped lens feed pattern in which the reflectbr is nearly uniformly
iiiu._inated while the reasonably sharp illumination taper at the edges tend to
.... ce spillover. This horn lens system was designed for a I0 db beamwidth of
about 15C degrees. In order to obtain far-field patterns for this and other
f_eds under investigation, a paraboioidal cylinder reflector was constructed.
Fi_aze _-3 illustrates the paraboloidal cylinder with the H-plane sectoral horn
feed ,_i_h dielectric lens in place. Secondary patterns taken by means of this
a_u_a_:gc_._z_izdlcaze a considerable improvement in the level of the minor lobes
_o...._ by _ze spillover energy for the lens system compared to _he conventional horn
feed.
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it should be mentioned that at all times during the program an a_tempt
_:as -ado to develop feed_ which would ope.rate effectively in a cir cular],V sy_metric
ca.__ ..... o.. _-_valuation of the various linear polarization f_ed system under
e--<o_ri_..en_atlon_-Jascontinually made in order to determine the operational
characteristics of the feed as a function of polarization, loss characteristics,
physical size, and other factors of importance. The early experimental effort
_'-"- " linear polarization feed structures due to the fabrication simplicity ofU_ .... _G
th_e ccr_iQ'ra_ions coupled with the general validity of measurements made on these
feeds at both polarizations in determining their circular polarization characteristics.."i;
Varlou_ o_her dielectric lens feed systems were fabricated and experimental
z_ca_ur_=._n_s _z_n. _ne principal horn lens structure employed in the program
was a n_ .-p_._oox feed with a dielectric lens and a single waveguide input. This
_azc c_%&_r_on was modified for a dual waveguide input in order to simulate
zozopul_e operation of this feed system. Figure L-& illustrates two of the
xcv_guide prlzmrjfeeds employed. One of these waveguides is simpl_an open guide;
_he _--_-_._ tapered at the waveguide exit and contains a beam broadening post in
its aperture The la_er feed _ _ a• ' sys_e,_ has very broad beam energy distribution and
i.Au.._n_es the entire extent of the dielectric lens surface. Figureeffectively '_'-_
ho_ is a pho_ograph showing the ha!f-pillbox primary feed with dielectric lens.
Figure _-6 i!lustra_es the same_ dielectric lens structure fed by means of a dual
_avegu'_&e"sys_e._,s_.,._._t_..g:. ._- _ monopulse operation. The comparison horns to which
the ha!_'-pillbo>_ dlelec_zlc lens and parabololdal cylinder reflector were
cc_._a_cd a'_e shown in Figure _-_.. The primary pattern for the Sperry %6X1
_.,a_'a gain horn is shorn as Figure h-8.
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FiGure 4-6. Half-Pillbox P_imary Feed With Dielectric
Lens In Monopulse Configuration.
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.,,e coo.a_.._e geometry which has been employed in describing the primary
\
-f'_tternz_easur_ments and polarization orientations is given in Figure _-9.. A
_i:;.ilarp_ttern coordinate system geometry illustration but'for secondary patterns
is __'esented as Figure ._-lO. In order to enable operation of the feed
_ystaz with circular polarization, two open circular waveguide primary feeds were
u-_-; ......_ their measured primary patterns are presented as Figures _-ll and 4_12.
Th_ prlz.ary pa_erz f.or the shorter of these two open circular wavegulde feeds is
_hown iz th_ ia_ter figure.
'..ca_ur_.._.._-_-_+_taken for the half-pillbox feed system with the best obtainable
iiiu_ination of _he lens structure by the illuminating waveguide was found to offer
_'o_r._ug r_su_%s _,_l_y. These results are indicated by the primary pattern
" " .._-e._box feed system using dielectric lens shown in Figure 4-13.
vo._a_.o._ m_._c,A_y was encounte_ed _n the experimental attempts to obtain
desirable primary patterns from the same half-pillbox feed system operated in a
zo.._z_~_ cozfi_a'a_ion. Fixate h-li. illustrates a primary pattern for the half-
pil%_c;: feed system simulating a monopulse configuration and it is apparent that there
is coz_id_zable ass_-_.etryis the response.
_-..._prL::ayy pat_erz measurements of _he various feed systems indicate several
...._.__..Q &ea_ur_s. The measurezezts were made initially as H-plane patterns
_. p___.i_a_,on of the feed systmm using the feeds as receiving elements
ihe effec_ of _he pin in the wavegaide aperture for the illumi_ating waveguide
_,;._._j<.c.with _:.e _-"." _"_e_ec_. c lens structure was found to have a very marked influence.
The c_en r_ctangular waveguide does not appear to be very desirable as a feed
_-_ ........_o.. ,.._..u__ince the minor lobe energy level is quite high. The open
_.:aveguiae illuminating feed containing a post in its aperture was found to provide
•-llO-
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:_,.,_, 4-9 Coordinate Geometry For Primary Pattern Measurements.
-Ill-
Pigu_e 4-10. Co_)rdinate Geometry For Se=ondars, Pattern.
• Measurements.
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Jo._.........._ ._o.._.ce_-_ as a broad beam feed in ilhminating the lens structure as
w_ll a.c in other prLmary feed applications. The primary pattern for sectoral horn
fla_ed in the }_-plane, illustrated as Figure &-15, , closely resembles a typical
horn f_ed pattern wlth the exception that the side lobe energy is relatively high.
.._ pzi_ry patterns obtained from open circular waveguide are very similar, as
_," he noted in Figures _-ll,12. The difference between the two feed structures .
appears principally as a bea_idth variation related to the internal dlmensiens of
%he :_aveguid_ e_.ployed which directly relates to the effective illuminating aperture.
_.._ sld_ an/ hack lobe energy from the circular polarization feeds is seen to be
very lo::. Fo_ %his reason some secondary patterns were taken using the circular
po_a_'_z_-*....__-_wavcjalde feed since it is believed that the low values of side and
oac_:-_c.c enc.-gy levels wqald enable a good representation of the far-field
_. ,e..._ _.... n-b_e from a primary feed having approximately a lO db beamwidth at
_he r_ector _e_ _u.e edge. :..
..._pzl;_ry _terns for the half-pillbox feed system with a dielectric lens
-_:aaon_ of _ne ._.s_ a_tempts at obtaining a reasonably constant lllumir_tlon level
ovcz _he :<y_ical aperture involved and of achieving a very rapid taper in the lllum-
in_ion ....
._e:n to::ard the edges of _he reflector. The primary patterns for the
hai_'-_ili_: feed _yatems illustrate that the energy distribution is indeed
z.c.z,_nably .......,,o s,,..,,,, over _he aperture; however, the illumination taper in the
_'_jio.ucf the a_-.ure edge is not as sharply formed as desired. Also, it appears
........ ai_e aria back-lobe energy is a_ a higher level than desired and some
_:.ca.n_a2_c_r necessary for reducing this level. The assymmetry shown in the
:.ozcpulze co._igura_ion for the dielectric lens feed structure appears to be due
m::_z,,_.zLiy _o _he off-axls entrance Into the feed structure of t_m waveguide
.E-.-_._:_= _- _ . -_ _ _ =_. _ _:_:>_ < =:_L_: .7,_-_._¸
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........... t_ng aperture.
_.L.3 Evaluation of Technique
.._e secoudary patterns which were taken for both representative primary feed
hzrz syster.s and the half-pillbox dielectric lens feed systems indicate
slgnLfican_ improvements attainable by the use of dielectric lens configurations.
t
The _ -" ......pe_ _ e angle required to be subtended by the primary feed for the f/D ratio
_" 0.42 established from the NASA 85 foot paraboloidal reflector geometry is
aoor_x/::_tely..__2_) degrees. This is quite a large beamwidth for reasonably uniform
_ ........_., to me required and it certainly appears that the dielectric lens
technique offers some merit in meeting this requirement, especially for linear
po_ar_za__on. _e principal objections which were found to this feed arrangement
i
are in the primary pattern "ears" located approximatel.v 8-10 db below the mid-
beam, average level at each extremity of the m_in beam. This effect was found to
he di_'ficul_ _o correct and is possibly associated with the mode configuration
and the scattering properties of the ha!f-pillbox geometry and dielectric material.
__._o._a_ disaavantage in the measured dielectric lens patterns of a reasonably
n--_..•-_ .-_tnorlobe energy distribution also caused some concern. For this reason the
dielectric tec.hnlques employed within a pillbox were set aside in order to pursue
mo_-o_y more advantageous means for obtaining the desired primary pattern illumination.
-i19-
._%2.L Dielectric Loss'_Noise Considerations
.._ use of dielectric materials as a surface wave mechanism to "trap" or
--_: _-_-'_-,-t_part of _ue radiation field energy appears to be a worthwhile tech-
:2c:_._ 2_:, certain prL_.ary feed applications. A significant improvement in the
:r__-y response pattern characteristics for a class of feed systems for use in low
:.oL_c a.ncenna applications has been experimentally noted. However, the use of die-
lcctric materials in sm antenna feed design for low noise application should be
_,__u_.ua thoroughly to determine the extent of degradation in the effective
antenna" n¢_s_ ......_e _ure due to the loss characteristics of the dielectric
:_'t_r_'C'_i_TO _'" __ _nd, a dete_--m,lnatlcn fc!lows of the ratio of the energy losses
u_ "_o c..._2._'_.i__-_:2e_cf _he _leu_r_ _- employed t9 the _otal ._gnal energy avail-
a_ al the antamna terminals. From this information a reasonably accurate indi-
_ _.ed for ti,e effective noise temperature degradation due to thinca-.icrA r,'.ay "_@ - "'_-"_
dielectric l_ss properties.
C n _ "_ " _v@iitude of the received energy in the neighborhood of the
_.tera_.aas l_vlrg a si_@le periodic form represented by
E " E O cos co t_
_i._2_ Eo is indopendent of time and _/2u is the signal frequency. If a field of
_his natua_ has _xlsted for a long duration compared to the polarization inertia time
_,.. _nc cke_ec_r_c material, then _he _w@litude of the elec_rlc displacement_ D,
,_i!i b_ periodic in ti_w.e. However, in general, D will not necessarily be in phase
"_-_', Z, hut may show a phase shift, _, expressed by
O -OocoS
D - Docos _tccs_ + DO sin _t sin _;
and sat_ing
DI . DO cos _ and D2 - Do sin
-120-
D = Di cos cot + D2sin_t.
__ha ra_io Do/E o usually depends upon frequency, hence for a given dielectric
.....e_==l i- is necessary in general to use two differing dielectric constants
to exprezs its properties, i.e.,
D1 = ¢lEo and D2 = _2Eo
Thcrefpr_ we _ay write:
D2 Do sin
Dl DO cos
h_ce_
- tan
tan _ = E2/_ I
_..e dieiec_ric constant may be written in complex form as ;
= _i + J_2
__z_ e_o-_ ....=l notation for the field, we have:
-J_t Eo(COS_t J sin _ t)E = Eoe = -
_hich _y be used to write the conventional expression for the electric displacement as
D = _E
considering _he zeal part only.
_ .....e...._ a linear isotropic dielectric in the presence of a periodic field,
_:e _y calca!ate, on an average over one period, the amount of electric energy which
i_ _ransformea into heat. For isothermal conditions_1/, we have
E
,, dQ +
and int_ratin_ over one period,
1. .-_. _.roal=c.., "Theory of Dielectrics", Oxford, Clareadon l:_'ass, 1958; p. I0.
'She hea_ produced per second per unit volume, or the rate of loss _ energy, from
the fic!d is therefore,
O
IntGgra_ing _nd reducing, we obtain
L = _2Eo 2_ •
8n_
_i_ich _n terms of the phase angle becomes
L = _IEo 2_ tan 5
8_
Calculating the ratio of the electric losses to the total energy available
or
Ko - klL . kI(61E20 e/8_) tan
-q- / Zo
0
Ko = (klSlf Zo/& ) tan
"_ = (klSo_mf Zo/_ ) tan _,
::n_re kI r_presents _he fraction of the to_al energy influenced by the dielectric
_..oosi..g tsqoical values for the parameters of this expression, we hav_
le _ + --Surface wave pAa_e or cone material p!axiglass of relative dielectric con-
suant Sr = 2.6 resulting in a dielectric constant Zl " 2,6 s° where
_o" 8.85 x lO -12. farads/meter, and loss tangent, tan _ _ _.7 x 10 -3
-122-
.?iith _'__ _,.us_ asstumptions we obtain.
xo =[o_ (_._ _ _.s_ _ lO-z_) (_._ _ lO_) (_oo)A]
=, 8,2? x lO-_
"<o : 0.0_3 percent
Frequency of operation, maximum f = h.2 kMc,
cr f = h.2 x 109 cps.
_.pu_ impedance to antenna at antenza waveg_ide feed, Z0 _ 200
Fraction of total energy influenced by dielectric material, k - 0.30
(5.7 x lO-9)
C ....n_ this fraction of the total energy which appears as aLloss in theonv_ _ _
dieiecLric to an effective noise temperature in terms of TD, the dielectric loss
noise equivalen_ temperature, we may write
TD = ToEo dog. Kelvin
= 290 (8.27) x I0-h
TD = 0.2_ ° K '"
i_ therefore appears apparent from general consideration that the influence of the
atelec_ric in the surface wave structure is quite small.
To verify the previous result by another technique we may consider the loss
caused by an equivalent length of similar dielectric inserted in a waveguide. For
a plane wave propagating through a lossy dielectric', we may write for _he attenuation --
constant, &, in hopers per meter,
where _ = 2=_, _o = permeability of free space (br of dielectric in this case),
-123-
c- _ conductivity of dlelectrie.
o"
_ tan 6
_l
_ich i_ the dielectric loss tangent.
Xeasul_ed values__/ of loss for dielectric-filled waveguides operating in the
TELO _cd_ ±ncludlng certain second order effects verify the basic form of the
expr_ion given. The expression in terms of the dielectric parameters, i.e.,
th_ loss tangent, tan 6, and the relative dielectric constant _l may _e written:
_an 8
cD = 832 _ s1
_2al
._h_r_ a is t'_._H-plane waveguide dimension in centimeters.
_._:_! _ •
7 _ .2
Considering a one inch length of dielectric or relative dielectric constant
_r _ 2.6 and loss tangent tan 6 - 5.7 x lO -3, we obtain from plotted values a figure
of C.28 db/ft. For the one inch section this is equivalent to a loss of about
O.OL6 db, neglecting other factors such as sSandlng wave effects, etc. The
_.=c__ve dielectric loss temperature for this length of dielectric may be
written as
o.oh6 lOloglO
To' - (0.0106)
TD' - 3.07°K per inch
'_hi_ -'al:-.._ _._.-_,._.,,_,,__. . .... f_r a _=.e_._,_ _ 3 cm which is somewhat less t_an the
,_.__::_au,_. wavelength to be actually considered in the low nolae antenna system.
Q G.DX. P_ei_r, "Dielectric Losses", NRL Paper, April, I_53.
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_lso is practical and desirable to use dielectric materials of considerably
lc_<_r loss charactcristics tha_u the material described. Polystyrene or teflon
dlelcctrics arc of essentially equivalent dielectric constant (2.5 and 2.1
r_L_ _.cti_zel._f) but have loss tangents of h x 10"h or better, a full order of
__ oe_er _han plexiglass.
Considering, therefore, the lower frequency of operation and the use of lower
lc_s dielectrics, the improvement in the calculated equivalent loss temperature per
i::ch of dielectric may be obtained. The corrected value under these conditions
-_ found to be
Ts' = O.15°K per inch.
As_._ing an extent of dielectric comparable to the length of the surface
_;a-;cstracl'_'es, we considar a length of approximately ten inches which appears
realistic - or possibly somewhat pessimistic. The resulting value for the effective
noise tezperatu_e degradation due to the dielectric properties of the feed calculated
from _he precedirg approach appears to be
Ts' (total) = 1.5°K.
Zoth approaches _herefore indicate that the extent of noise temperature degrada-
_io:_ due to tic use of dielectric material in the feed structure in the surface wave
ty_ of configu_a_ion is in the order of a degree Kelvin. The actual contribution
_:dc_- ideal conditions is probably considerably less than a degree Kelvin. However,
..... e_. _.._. _he surface 6ontav_nation of the dielectric material including
._o_rp..on possibly degrade the d_electric characteristics to an extent.
Ti.e_ i:_lucncez in_ca_e _ *.,a_ an upper bound upon the dielectric degradation figure
t
of _b_u_ one dc_rca ;Ceivln does not appear unreasonable, This magnitude of temperature
iz _i_ _Tali _-_d does not appear to be a serious problem, The use of dielectric
za_rlals do_s appear feasible _nd practical from this aspect.
_ ._X_ht also be noted that there does not appear to be the need for dielectric
_-u_t'_e_ at the higher _icrowave frequencies. And it is in this higher region
Ln _hlch LA_ boss characteristics of the dielectric are least desirable. In the
¢
lower frequencies, the extent of dielectric necessary becomes large, but the loss
is Lmp_ov_d _th lower frequency operation and in general the noise improvement
possibie in the lower regions is considerably restricted.
-126.
4.3 _':'.rfmce :,,:aveStructureFeeds
L.3.1 ElectromaGnetic Energy Trappin 6 Mechanism
The re-a__rib.t_on of the energy contained in an electromagnetic field existing
in _he vicinity of a reactive surface in such a manner that reinforcement occurs
near the surface boundary is a well known and much employed physical phenomena. The
_c_.=- mechanism at the basis of the surface wave "trapping" effect is in some
conten_ior_-/, however, occurence of the physical phenomena may be easily verified.
it was desired to employ the surface wave "trapping" phenomena to the shaped
bear. feed design by extending energy trapping surfaces along each side of an
___u._na_in_ feed aoerture. For the proper set of conditions involving the
orientation of _-_.._surface wave trapping surfaces, the beamwidth of the illuminating
=_e. _u.e anc various other factors, At appeared that a three lobed pattern should
be _-÷_'_-_-.._._by cnis _echnique. ?he first lobe, located at the center region of
_l.c primary beam wculd be the normal main load of the primary feed energ_ dis-
t=iDatlon; the other lobes would be those formed by the re-distribution of the
feed enc_'_o_Z in the vicinity of the energy trapping surfaces. It was also felt that
_,.__ energy re-dis;ribution should enable attainment of a reasonably good illumina-
tion _apcr fcr the entire structure at the limits of the secondary aperture edge.
_.._ a _echnique of this type may be readily modified to a
lead _,_ez cf circular s_,-_uetryand that electrical characteristics independent of
Q
-"....... .,_o,._ be attainable.
=_
S. _.' Scz_l:canoff, "Anatomy of Surface Waves", IRE Transactions on Antennas
a:._ .._..._on, Dec. 19_9, pP. 133-13_.
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o_;v_ra± surface wave feed designs were constructed and experimentally
e._l-_ea under a variety of conditions. Two classes of linear polarization
........ e_ _.:ereinitially employed ; a flat plate horn configuration using dielectric
_he_ts and a quasl-horn configuration consisting of metallic corrugated surfaces
enclosed top and bottom by metallic plates. Illumination of these primary
f_d_ was provided by an open waveguide feed system employing a pattern broadening
" _ _ and at lower frequencies by sleeve dipole radiators. Con-pos_ in its _pe_ _tue,
sistenL wiLh the effort discussed in the dielectric lens feed system section, a
cozprehezsiva s_udy of single feed techniques employing linear feed polarization was
_.._ course taken initially. Investigations then progressed to both linear and
circular polarizations and finall M circular symmetry was established and the
po-_ ..... _.. and other feed proble_ associated with this mode of operation were
invesbisaL _d.
YL_ dielectric plate surface wave structure was 8xperimental_,y tested with
solid r.._ai plate backing, metallic tape backing, silver paint coating on the back
..... _ and without metallic backing. _"he effects and results were then recorded
for va_'i_tions in the illuminating feed position, feed projection depth into the
ape_ture, length of surface wave structure, polarization condition, included angle,
and cerSaln other factors.
i _ o Pp!arization Dependence
Tha pzincipal feed structures which were tested and evaluated consisted of
..... , a _:avej&ide fed dielectric sheet surface wave structure shown in Figure h-16;
_=cond, a waveguide fed metallic corrugated surface structure consisting of milled
......_n blocks oriented between two metal plates as illustrated in Figure h-17;
and a -_'_._._feed structure which was similar to the previous dielectric sheet
2823
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c_.=face _.:_vestructure except that it was _llumi_ated by a sleeve dipole._
Evaluation of _he dielectric plate surface wave feed structure arranged in a mono-
co.... -._lon was accomplished by menas of two sleeve dipoles. This
configuration is illustrated in Figure _-18..
P:i:mrv patterns for the various feed arrangements were taken with particular
no_e made of _'_
_..evariation in pattern structure due to the various conditions of
illumination, frequency of operation, feed projection distance, included angle,
a.:d ooiarlzatioz. Figure &-19 illustrates some primary patterns taken for a •
dlclect:_ic ola_e surface wave feed showing the dependence upon polarization and
inc!ud_a an_le between the dielectric plates. Figure h-20 shows soze primary
pa_r_,s for a surface wave feed structure showing the influence upon the pattern
of the surface :_ave structure length. It is interesting to note that the rate of
pattern taper in decibels per unit angle increases with the extent of the surface
._avc st='uc_ure, as expected from aperture considerations. Figure 4-21 illustrates
pr:_ry pa_tern obtained for a sleeve dipole feed with a dielectric surface wave
con_our__o.° This surface wave feed pattern and the previous pattern for the
feed structure lllur_tnated with a waveguide horn indicate considerable potential for
sLa_ed boa=. feeds of this type. Excellent patterns were also obtained for the
?_avegu!de lea corrusated surface wave structure. A pattern for this feed system
is y,re_cn_ed _n _=_re _-22.
The pzlna_.y response patterns obtained fo_ the dielectric plate surface wave
feeds ::i_h "_'-_',
......_,..m tape backing utilizing a rectangular waveguide with a post in
the a;e.:u..c illu_natlon wore in general _ery satisfactory. Faiz]_v constant
ilL.=<:iza:_cz ever t,he center portion of _he primary beam was attained with a reason-
ably low :_lue of _nor lobe energy or,either side. The lO db beamwidth for one
af _hc_ p'irazy structures was found to be approximatel_ 122 degrees which is quite
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close _o _}_e desired 12h degree illumination. Metal plates were then added above
and "elo'.:*_,,_plexigLass sheets to enable the formation of a more conventional
0
nzon _jpe _,rrar,gez.ent Again, a reasonably constant illumination over the center of
_hc _cea.-,::_as realized with a lO db beamwidth of about ll9 degrees• The side lobe
_,-e! _ _i_r _.or this feed was found to be of even lower value than the dielectric
p_ame _e_. The illumination hmrn protrusion depth was found to exhibit a marked
irLluenca upon the primary pattern shape and to a degree this was found beneficial
but the pa_tern _-as found to be quite sensitive to minor illumination horn displace-
:,an_. 9rctzusion oa" the waveguide feed into the surface wave structures generally
r_ou__a z a rise or depression in t_e center region of the response pattern which
was formed. I_ appears that somewhat more effective trapping occurs along the sur-
_=ce r_jmons of the structure for the condition.of minimal protrusion depth
I
O_nezally, it was found that minor influences in _he region of the proJectinn of
the _-_,,--..___ .... ......._, horn into the surface wave structure caused appreciable variation
in mhe form c£ the pr_mmry pattern obtained. The maximum values of side-lobe
" :- the order of 20 db below the average center response of the surfacelevel occurrea _,,
_;ave feed.
A primary pattern obtained by the use of a metallic corrugated surface wave
_............._,_. _ is :_'""...._-'_÷=_edin Figure L-22. Two milled aluminum blocks were used placed
_r, included - _ of aboutat - =ng_e 130 degrees relative to each other and sandwiched be-
_:_een t,._o_-'-_..o_=_plates as previously described. This surface wave feed achieved a
L3 dO b_a::-_-id_hcf approximately 121 degrees and maintained side lobes of approx£_ately
l_ db'or less• For comparison purposes, a primary pattern for a smooth metal plate
.... _.... o; the same general c'onfiguration as the corrugated surface wave feed is
pc_cn_cd in _" ....r_. e L-23. These patterns have several significant differences which
_hculd be dls_assea. First, the decrease in the illumination toward the edges of the
-136-
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beam. i_ _Jach more gradual for the smooth plate structure than in the corrugated
S_- _ _Llr e.
_.jav_ ÷..... Corragated surfaces in general are considered to be more
effective surface wave trapping mechanisms and hence the resulhs obtained appear
no ver_y previous irformation. The beamwidth at 10 db points is approximately
125 degrees for the smooth metallic plate surface wave structure which is quite
close to _he 121 degree beamwidth obtained for the corrugated surface. However,
it is interesting to note that the slightly more narrow beam of the corrugated
structure enabled a constant illumination beamwidth considering ± 2 db points of
approxiv_ateLy lli degrees while the smooth plates had a significantly smaller
con_ant illumination region of about 96 degrees.
Fio_ure i-2_ _us_rates the primmry pattern obtained for a dipole fed
iiluz.ination of a surface wave feed structure consisting of a pair of dielectric
plates oriented so as to form an included angle of 130 degrees. This primary feed
sy_L_ _.utilized a sleeve dipole arrangement operating at 2.8 Gc. The general
patterr, obtained appears quite acceptable and the side lobe levels in particular
indicate promise for %his mode of operation in that the side-lobe energy is 20 db or
more below.:_he main-lobe response for this feed system. It appears desirable to
increase the taper rate in the illumdnation region towards the secondary aperture
_dje, hc_'ever, accomplishment of this appears to be quite difficult unless sufficient
_riz_y aperture is available.
Th_ ap_rLure blocking effects of the lower frequency primary feeds may limit
_o a considerable extent the degree of pri_mry pattern shaping desmrable at the
!c_'ez frequencies. Fortunately th_ spillover and minor lobe extent of _he pri_vmry
fc_d a_ _he lo::er frequencies does not influence the overall antenna temperature to
_he extcn_ prevalent in the higher frequency regions , i.e., those operating
f_'equ_ci=$ above about i.Gc. However, the i_@rovement in gain realized by the
pri_,_ry pa_rn shaping even at _he low frequencies appears significant.
Beamwid_hsat the -I0 db power level for the surface wave feeds were obtained
for approxir_mte!y 126 degrees without a grea_ deal of effort. The various com-
oro_ises, as design choices, available in a feed structure of this type include
sure-co ,,:avematerial, included angle, illumination feed type, horn protrusion
_p_, ana _urface wave structure extent. This wide design latitude appears to
plac_ surface wave feeds in a generally desirable aspect. It is also interesting
_o no_e tha_ _
_..edesired steep slope in the primary pattern at the outer extremity
at .the _'_ _ "p....c pa_ illuminating region was generally obtained. A subtended angle
_,._,_ the surface ::ave trapping regions, or simply the i_cluded angle between the
...._ surrounding the illuminating feed of 130-135 degrees appeared to enable the
prcpe:' p_ir,ary beamwid_h of 12h degrees to be achieved. This condition, however,
r.u_ be specLfied as _he angle required for tangential polarization with
r_ferencg zo the trapping surface.
_.... Po__,_z .....on Dependence
Surface _qave structures appear to be quite useful in realizing the desired
f_ed p_-opc_-zles since direct radiation from the launcher may be Judiciously combined
_._ithZhe radiation from the'surface wave structure in order to tailor the composite
_zc_'n. The characteristic which has been noted in the patterns presented previously
conc_rni, S the beaz,.iwdthdependence upon polarization concerns the fact that radiation
Jr- a concuc_i:_g surface occurs a_ a higher angle for tangential polarization than
fo._ polazization oriented norral or perpend-lcula_ to the surface. A simple surface
_'ave _._ctu_'e _x]:ihi_ing axial physical symmetry, for instance a wide angle cone,
,_'_,_,_ oau_e unequal bea_idths in the E and H plane patterns. A symmetrical
.ad_atior. pattern ,may be obtained in the linearly polarized case by flattening the
cone i.@., separately adjusting the flare angles in the two planes, in order to
-I_o-
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Figure L-2J4. Surface Wave Cone Primary Feed
co _,_a_e for this d_ference in the surface polarization characteristics of the
._-__a___o,._-"" energy. For the example, mentioned, a" cone elliptical in cross-section
results. One important feed requirement in the circular polarization feed system
invclves the formation of equal and orthogonal field components in phase quadrature.
For this reason; the elliptical cone arrangement mentioned is consequently restricted
to linear polarization. A complex cone is required for circular polarization,
c:_e _hat has quite an unusual requirement attached to it. The circular polariza-
__on f_cd _ast have one flare angle or surface for tangential polarization and
I
another _urface of smaller flare angle for perpendicular polarization. It is also
desirable _ha_ _he energy for each polarization should not couple with the
surface _.¢i_hthe orthogonally polarized energy.
_.5.3 Liz_r _olarization Elliptical Cone
S_veral experimental cone surfaces were fabricated in order to determine the
c_i :_n.feed placer._nt and the feasibility of distorting the cone surface into the
ell_@_ical coz2iguration. A photograph of a surface wave cone structure is shown
aS T- .... _ .o' .2 ^
--c--e _-_,. Pr_m_ry patterns for the surface wave cone structure with a
2ec%ani&l&r X-hand illuminating feed operating into the 135 degree included angle
co.e ar_ presented as _i6ures h-25 and h-26. The former primary pattern '
i_ fc2 a frec:aency of 12.5 Gc, vertical polarization and is an H-plane pattern.
_he beaz_:id_h of the feed structure at -lO db power level is seen to be approximately
121 d_sree_. _he prLvnry pattern for the surface wave cone structure shown in
_ne _at_er _iIare is for similar conditions of included angle and operating
frequency, bu_ is for horizontal polarization and is presented as an E-plane
_,e feed system -lO db beazwidth in this case is approximatel_ lhO degrees.
The _haoe of the .E-plane pattern appears to indicate that the trapped energy Just
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foff _he surface of the cone appears to be nearly separating from the direct energy
received from the launohing aperture. It is quite apparent that a more narrow
cone _u_face is required in the E-plane.
the u_il±_y of a surf ave wave feed structure designed for circular polarization
may be som__hat limited if constrained to the use of rectangular waveguide
_ilu_ ...._lo.,, a circular polarization horn illumination design was required.
A waw_gulde horn was planned, however, the beamwidth of the circular polarization
horn should be quite wide if it is to illuminate the conical surface wave structure
properly. A conventional circular polarizatimn horn was employed, however, the
ape.'_ure of the horn was tapered in order to broaden the beamwidth far the illumination.
Fi _.e _-2, is _ photograph of a circular polarization horn which was employed in
_hese tests. U_ing this circular polarization horn with the cone surface wave
_uc_u:e ._por_d upon previously an elliptical cone structure was made avail-
abl_ wi_h geometrical syr_ue_ry about the cone axis, allowing accurate evaluation
of polarization influences in both planes.
_...e_.....-_ry_- pa_%ern shown in Figure L-28 illustrates the primary response for
5_.........ca. surface wave cone structure illuminated by the circular polarization
ho n. The operating frequency is ll.5 Gc, the included angle for the cone is 135
d_Lr_es and the pa_tezn is taken for an H-plane cut vertical polarization. The -lOdb
_ ...." _ _ - shown to be approximately 124 degrees The E-plane pattern for
a _m__ar c_._=_o., is shown in Figure4-29 and the perpendicular polarization
._......,_c na_ _ad _he beazwidth at -lO db power points to 147 degrees. This
m_._ed_ demonstrates the formation of three independent energy distributlmns.
Th_ ooiarlzatlon influences noted across the main beam of the pattern and the broadening
_ff_ct c.+'_he eatire beam appear to be in large measure independent of the
=l_um_r.a_ _ng feed.
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Prior to altering the cone structure, it was desired to note the
_ca_ern variations due to several different values of illuminating feed pro-
trusion depth for the 135 degree co_e structure. The slant height for _he
l
cone durlng all of these measurements was constant at 8 inches. Fi_are 4-30
_._s_ra_es the variation in the H-plane patterns for vertical polarization
as a function of the horn protrusion depth indicated on the plots. It might be
nc_cd that _he principal ir_luence is found to be in the region of the center of
the _ -
_e_ pattern. Somewha_ as "expected, more energy ray be placed in the pattern
c_:,_er by greater protrusion into the surface wave cone region. As the ilhmlzating
launch structure is moved back out of the surface wave region, a greater portion
of the ir.cident ezergy is trapped by the cone surface.
Surface wave cone structures were fabricated with included angles of 135 degrees
and _0__ degrees. These structures were illuminated with signals of both polariza-
tlons zy ozoad-oeam waveguide feeds and dipole feeds resulting in some interesting
-_--_. Z,'ig_re4-31 illustrates the primary •patterns for both surface
wave cone s_ructures employing sleeve dipoles as the illuminating feeds. The H-
plane pr%_ary pattern shown in the former figure employed the 135 degree included
angle cone, and as _y be seen in the pattern, attained a beamwidth at -lO db points
of abou_ il2 degrees. The E-plane pattern shown in the latter figure employed the
llO degree cone s_ructure and attained a beamwidth at -lO db points of 126 degrees.
p
onese _e...._,-a_.,_are compatible with the 12_ degree aperture beamwidth requirement
for the pr_rary feeds u_lllzed with the large 'NASA dishes implying an f/D ra_io of
..... ne Z-plane pattern particularly appears to be Quite good and is certaln].7 a
vas_ 2_r_v_;_,en_ from the considerably spread three-lobed patterns obtained
.... _he 135 degree cone The H-plane pattern could be improved somewhat
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._- L['_ouse of possibly grea%er flare angle since the dipole radiation characteristic
.... _ as broad _-n this plane as would be desired. The llO degree and 13_ degree
c-he f_re angles ;:ere selected on the basis of test performed on plane surfaces
p. _:_c-_pa_Jywaveguide feed structures and therefore deviation from
these selected values for other feeds may be required.
_._o .......o_ was also obtained for the two surface wave cone structures utiliz-
_._-_a circularly polarized horn with a tapered apture. Figure h-32 illustrates
R_ _-plane and H-plane primary patterns for the surKace wave cone structures fed by
c.... polarizatior, horn. Tf:efrequency of operation for these measure-
z_:_ was ii.5 Gc, the slant length of the cone structures in both cases was 8
i_._ches,and included angles of 135 degrees for the H-plane pattern and llO '
deir_es for _he E-plane pattern. The H-plane pattern shown in the figure is
r_ac_nahi_,, flaL across the region of the secondary aperture and has reasonably rapid
tilu._ina_ion "_aptr _o:_ards the aperture edge. The -10 db beamwidth for this pattern
_ &bout 120 degrees comparing quite favorably with the desired 12h degree beam
requirement. The S-olane pa_tern does not attain quite the illumination taper at
%he ...... " ......
_._..... _ _dge of _he H-plane plot bu% is quite uniform in response across the
secor_ary aperture e_'_zen_. The beazwidth obtained for this E-plane pattern
.-._asu'.'eda_ the -15 dh points was founm to be 127 degrees consistent with the
..... -'- of 12h degrees. Both beamwidths compared quite
____y w_z _.._ .es_rca 12h degree secondary aperture include dangle. These
-._clns _" _,__e _a_isfactory as primary feed patterns and indicate _he
re__cili_y of considerable improvement in both aperture efficiency and in minivizing
_ne s_ __-_,'er ana _inor lobe energy levels. The minor-lobe energy level for both
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of thcse feed systems appears _o be a reasonably small value. The reasonably
rap__d taper _oward the aperture edge for both primary patterns i.e. in the
.-e_o~o,,_ of + or - 62 degrees, should minimize the spillover energy which is one of
_,.eprincipal causes of the ground temperature degration of an antenna system.
It therefore appears that distortion of the cone surface into an electrical cone
having a maximum flare of 135 degrees in one plane and a minimum flare of about
l__0 d_grees in the perpendicular plane provides a simple, constant beamwidth surface
wave fccd for linear polarization that appears to be quite satisfactory for a
....._6enumber of applications.
• L.3.& Circular Pclarization Fluted Feed
The desirability of the surface wave cone feed structure has been demonstrated
a'._dhas been shown to be a practical solution to the feed shaping requirement for
lln_ar polarization. A solution is required for the circular polarization case
in which a cone of possibly complex configuration might be employed which has one
fla_'c angle or equivalent surface for tangential polarization and another equivalent
su:f_ce of s_zller flare angle for perpendicular polarization. It is also desired
that the enez_y for each polarization condition should not couple with the surface
Yor the oz_hogorml polarization. A novel approach has been devised to satisfy
in,so r_cu_e:uents and consists of an arrangement of vertical conducting fins
placed on the surface of the cone structure. The fins are placed in such a manner
"".....the _urface of the cone so that the Interfin distances are less than half the
w_,_ lizgth of the maxLxam frequency of feed operation. The fins are also tapered
fro_:,the ou_6r edge of the cone to the center illuminating feed system. The ta_er
rat_ corr_zpozd_ to an angle satisfying in the included an_e requirement for the
dcjizGd feed lea._;idth in the perpendicular polarization case. The metallic plate
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co;_e s_ructure has an included angle Corresponding to the required beamwidth
surface wave cone for the tangential polarization condition. For thls physical
com_i_aratlon the vertical fin system appears as a parallel plate multiple wave-
suidB _t_,ucture operating in the TEo1 mode to an electric field normal to the sur-
face cf the wide angle cone. A condition exists in this region of a waveguide below
cutoff _
_hat the separation has been specified as less than half of a wavelength
ac the man,iN.urnfrequency of operation. For this condition the perpendicular polar-
izaclou encr_y _Jill propagate along the reactive surface formed along the top edges
of the t_.pered r.etallic fi,_s. The metallic fins have an almost unnoticeable effect
u?on az e_c_c field tangential to the wide angle cone surface. Therefore,
Cange':,claily pc_a.ized energy will propagate along the boundary determined by the
wide ar,_le co.he surface. The fin configuration thus affords a technique for
independently determining the energy trapping surface boundaries for parallel and
perpendlcul_r po,a._za_ion components of the field energy.
Ylal plate _urface wave structures were then fabricated with tapered metallic
.:-, _._ order _o de,ermine the desired fin _aper and fin extent. These results
::ere in surprisingly good agreement with theory indicating that _he reactive surface
fo_r.ed bj the tapered fin system behaved essentially as a solid metallic cone
deJcr±bed "_-_j_the top edges of the fin structure.
A _urfaca wave cone structure employing the wedge shaped fin elements was
de_i_ned ana _o._c_e_ and is shown in Figure _-33 Due to the channelled
aooearance 0:," "' _
_n_ tapered vertical plates employed i_ the circular polarization
:urface wave cone structure, and to the length of any reasonably descriptive title
for the feed, the device has been termed the fluted feed.
?r_.ary patterns for the fluted feed are presented in Figure 4-34.
It was necessary to compromise somewhat between the E and H-plane patterns in
_electin_ an optimal protrusion depth for the circular polarization illuminating horn.
_.._8.o_e, the optimal independent patterns were not attained in combination from
the fluted feed. However, the form of the H-plane pattern shown in the figure
indicates _he response of the antenna to tangential polarization and the beamwidth
cb_aln_d of llS° appeared satisfactory. The E-plane pattern shown in the figure
corresponds to the perpendicular polarization condition and the beamwidth at -10
db toilets for this pattern is 122 °. The general form of both of the primary
cTtterns for this feed appear very good; the primary distribution of energy is
r_asona_ly flat, _he patSern taper towards the aperture edge is reasonably high and
the v.!nor-lobe energy distribution is small, especially in the case for tangential
polaf izat ion .'
The measured performmnce characteristics of the fluted feed surface wave structure
_na__.e_ that a considerable improvement in aperture efficiency antenna gain and
_.inor-lobe energy level should be attainable by the fluted feed system over con-
J_....o.... feed syste_m. To investigate those advantages of the fluted feed,
c_condary pa_t_rns were taken for the fluted feed structure mounted in a paraboloidal
r_fl_c_c2. Th_ secondary aperture utilized was an 85 inch paraboloidal surface of
r_volu_ion _:ith an f/D ratio of O.h2 simulating the 8_ foot paraboloidals in use
"_y ".L_J.a_)_ev_ral locations. Figures _-35 and h-36 illustrate the E and H-plane
patterns obtained with a conventional horn illumination in the paraboloidal
reflector. I_ is interesting to note that the average back-lobe level in the region
grca_er than 30° removed from the main beam is in the order of minus three
d_cibels - _--
.e__mve _o the isotropic level for both o_ the patterns. This corresponds
o157-
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_o a 3:'ound _a&._-_-':r__. contribution to the antenna effective noise temperature of
......... _ _o. ,_._ which is a considerable degradation in antenna low noise
p_'-onzuce due to this single factor. The secondary patterns taken for the 85
_,,cn :...._o_o_..c_ec.or were 60 db patterns in order to perform an adequate
_,_io. of the noise contributions du_ to the minor-lobe response. The E and
H-plane secondary patterns for the fluted feed illuminating the paraboloidal
raflectoz are pzesented in Fioolzres h-37 and h-38 • An improvement in gain as
_.._,_e_,_-_"_ _ :;as measured for these patterns indicating a definite improvement
in _..__?er_u_'e efficiency. As can be noted on the secondary patterns, the
averaZe hacklobe level was found to be approxi_mtely 12 db below Isotropic level,
nearly an order of magnitude better than the performance obtained by the con-
,_entional horn illumination. The fluted feed system average minor lobe level
cor-_c_poz&_ to an e._ec.-ve antenna noise temperature contribution due to ground
radiation of about 8° Kelvin. Figure h-39 presents the E and H-plane primary
p:_,_;'ns obLalzed for the conventional flared horn utilized with the 85 inch
pazabololdal raflector for which the presented conventional horn illumination secondary
l_a:s :_ze obtained. Figure h-3h shows the E and H-plane primary patterns ob-
%_±n_d for the fluted feed system utilized with the 85" paraboloidal reflector. Tae
.'lu_ed feed stzucture has obtained a rather startling performance advantage'ever a
cczz_zLicnal horn feed in two important respects. First, the measured gain
.,.__..............._ _,_,_n -o_' "_ne _'_ feed structure of about One db over a conventional cir-
_:-_ _Tcy._.: - _n_- _._-'_.... _ feed, _ne fluted feed aperture efficiency appears to be
_;._:'_::::_iy 73 percent over the frequency of about 8.0 to 12._ Oc which may be
co:.:_r_a vi_h a conventional horn efficiency of about 55 percent. Second, and
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"'c!ated bu_ uudoubted!y more significant is the extrmne improvement noted in the
_nor-lobe energy level attained by use of the fluted feed. The improvement in
c__c_.anea ...... effective noise contribution from the ground region is based
on _he _easured minor lobe levels in the region including the ground and assumes
_._ equivalent black body radiation temperature for the ground of 2_0 ° Kelvin
..._a_,.c_ an emissivity correction equal to .83) For these reasonably valid, or
no-!hal conditions, we realize an improvement in the antenna noise temperature con-
_._.___ .... o..ground radiation by use of the fluted feed of nine db, or nearly an
order of r._gnitude over conventional horn illumination.
Yhe fluted feed also appears amenable to monopulse operation. A typical way
in _;..=c:_cnls may be impiemented is illustrated in Figure h-_O. It was not
Do_iz_e _o _aor_cate an additional fluted feed structure in order to investigate
=ur_hez _L._ adaptability of the fluted feed structure to monopulse operation.
r-o_._cvcr..:ith few reservations it does appear to offer a great deal of promise in
_._ .....n_ an efficient low nois_ feed structure which _ay be utilized with
exi_i.]g large paraboioidal reflec%ors in improving to some ex%ent the gain
_ "_'_"--" _ of
....rac_ ..... c_ the antenna_ and improving considerably the low noise character-
i_ic_ of _ne system.
The advantages cf _he fluted feed surface wave antenna in low noise antenna
aystezs _.tghz be reviewed. An antenna feed was desired with which nearly uniform
---u,_t_-naz_oncould be obtained across the secondary aperture with very little spill-
over and relatively low minor-lob_ energy. Also, it was desired that the energy
_e..s._ ac .. secondary aperture edge be reasonably s_ali which requires a rapid
iLlu:_.ina-_ion__°.... of the primary illumination at the aperture edge. It was also
desired to utilize this feed in circular polarization feed _ystems which required
-165- :,
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Figure 4-40. Monopuise Fluted Feed Conflgurat/on.
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=hat *_he E and H-plane patterns be of equal beamwidth. It was also hoped that a
_ :__ would be evolved which could be amenable to use with present paraboloidal
an_cnra <;stems. The fluted feed accomplished all of these requirements. Indeed,
tk_ principal requirements placed upon the desired feed structure are found to be
ins :_in advantages. ?nese advantages _y be listed as follows.
(1) Nearly uniform reflector illumination.
(2) No spillover at reflector edges.
(3) E and H-plane patterns with equal beamwidths.
• (4) Complete polarization flexibility. '
(5) Xegligible aperture blocking in high gain applications.
(6) improved perfor_mnce by retrofit of existing paraboloids.
.... _......._, a cozoarative performance evaluation of the fluted feed structure
wi_h a cc:,ventional horn feed indicates an appreciable improvement in the aperture
efficiency cf the antenna system with a resulting gain increase and an order of
magni:ude i_:p_ovemen_ in the antenna noise temperature performance characteristics
cf the _n_cnna .... e....
L'_ -_s tke physical size of the surface wave structures used as pattern
,_.... :c ,_,__,:,en_z,..,_. _.,e primary "eels, it. appears desirable to determine the '
.......,..- ...__cf _he ir!luences on the far field pattern caused by the physical extent
c_ _hc prir,xry feed s_ructure. The aperture blocking effect is the principal
ca,_,:e....,_-o,_a. T.'.-seffect generally results in a degradation of the side
iJ_c ka':ei_ prcser.t in the secondary response of the antenna.
_:: oraer _o a_ermxne rigorously the perturbation in the secondary field due
to aperture blockizg it is necessary to evaluate the far field response resulting
-167-
_'_'O._° a moiifi_ "_'_. _ _a configuration near the secondary surface. The modified
..___ _o....jura._on is caused by the combined scattering, absorbtion, re-radiatlon
and r_lec_ion of the primary structure. This influence may be approximated for
anai'_-_isas an additional source of field energy which replaces the primary feed
structure ..... :_
_pp_ ....o in this region as a cancellation field; i.e., a field des-
c=%bed in =he region of influence by field compmnents of the same amplitude but of
opposite phase relation to the original field existing in the region,
_o_ _un.... y, it is not necessary to set up or solve the boundary value
p_ob=_, involved _ince a reasonably accurate approximation procedure exista!/.
O /
Silv_zz, and others have also investigated the problem from the fundamental
c_.....___o._ and may be referred to for a justification of the cited approximation
.
procedure. Feed blocking in general increases the minor-lobe level, decreases the
gain a:d sharpens somewha_ the main bear... The latter two effects are negligible
for uos_ orac_ical cases, bu_ the increase in minor-lobe level is significant. A
clo_e apprcxi._tion %o the lobe level obtained with feed horn blocking _ay be
ch_aiued hy first calculating _he far field pattern fro_ a knowledge of the prLvary
feed charac_erlstics and the resulting aperture illumination, neglecting th_ feed
blocking _Sfects. This establishes the normalized _nor-lobe level without feed
horn blocking. The norralized value for the minor-lobes including the effects of
fc_d horn "_.o_.._.._'-_nay be obtained by adding to the minor-lobe level previously
obtained a _erm equal to twice %he ratio of the feed horn area to the total aperture
2_
Xa_tingly, _:Padar Antennas", Chapter 25 in "Antenna Engineering Handbook"
_di_ed by H. Jaslk, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N. Y., 1961, p. 2%-9.
". _.=ve._:__, <:iczcwave Antenna Theory and Design," McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
"- _" p_. 190-192.
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Ci"
Pb io log +2AjA o)
:.h_re Po is the minor-lobe power level neglecting feed blocking, Ab is the
eff=ctlve area of the feed blocking, Ao is the effective area of the total
secondary aperture, and Pb, is the resulting ,minor-lobe power level including the
effeczs cf feed blocking. Pb (db) is the same as Pb but is expressed in decibels.
This .--y also be wri_$en in terms of the diameters involved in the case of
ci_-culaz _5_._r.e_ryfor both feed and aperture as:
:o log lo [Po+2(°f/°a ]FP b
::L_:'eL._ ±_ t-.e feed di_-_c_cr and Ea is the aperture diameter.
.__gaze _-L-_s_" " a plo_ of the degradation of the principal minor-lobe level as a
norr_.zed in ter_ of feed and aperture diameters
_::_re._ed in tcrrm of _.avelength. The plot a_sumes a uniformly illuminated aperture.
..,__._...._:_s g-:re, ar_ o) foot reflector operating at A Gc and 2 Gc and
inaLc_te dcgrada'_ on l_w_is of approxLv_ely O.1 db and 0.5 db for an effective
p:L..ar# fe_d diameter of abou_ 1C wavelengths. This degradation does no_ appear to
...... =._y r,_s_.__.:_ factoz on the use of reasonably large surface wave
_t_'uc_u_'es a_ prL-_ry Seed _ "e emen_s.
-_:_ure L-42 is a plo_ oz a ...... j of curves re&ating the ratio of feed to
a_cz=u--_ diame_cr_ tc :he aperture diameter in feet for selected frequencies
_c_..¢_. o._e _n. _ez Oc. ..._p_o_s assumea primary feed extent of ten wavelengths.
....... o _'_ be used to determine the Df/D D ratio for use with the previous figure
-._:.._.e ....e.....a_ez_ure size and frequency of operation,
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, #
_ _............ Techniq
E_r.:_lc:,:r.-n_of saz'face wave structures to obtain a composite polarization in-
.......feed sys+_em or as single surface elements arranged in an
---"..... - fa£_ion for linear polarization illumination, provides a very powerfule____ .. .
_c_ _......_ue for -'eed _haplzg of _he primary energy distribution. The evohtion of
:he ,_ ....:'cec _ruc_ure for use in circular polarization feed systems from the
Llncc,z ooLarlzatior, surface wave criteria is felt to be a significant contribution
to Lc;< noi._ fecd systems. The device generally meets all of the requirements for
_'_d _..,,_'-_".-_'_placed noon. it initially and appears to have additional potential
il.v_ec c._iy %-,-_he feed aperture considerations.
7.-_'s b_lieved that one of the most significant achievements during the Low
"?ci_ S ....._ zrogram, has been the development of the low noise high efficiency
_u_c _'.-:do_racoure. _ecn,,_q_es which have been used in the fluted feed design
a.:c in uhe ot!:er nazerial presentea in this report are certainly amenable to use
_:--h other lena _.--_.=,-_.,s. Applicazion of certain of these principles should
c:.ucle lo..:noise r.odl/'icaticns zo be performed on _any existing antenna systems
and _hcula influence the design ani system operating capabilities of future
_a_'aZoloida I raflec_or antenna systems'.
-172-
V CASSEGRAIh_iANSYSTEMS
5." ,Cass<_:':L::_angystem Approaches
TI.o Cassegralnic-u approach to the low noise antenna problem has certain inherent
_--........ _ a:.d has g_-,_edconsiderable acceptance for use in low noise receiving sys-
_::t. il:e conventional Cassegraini&u configuration utilizing a hyperboloidal sub-
:-_:__c_,L m:a a paraboioidal reflector has been treated extensively in the literatur$
:L:d i_ is not the intent of the study to re-evaluate the conventional Cassegrainian
<'s<_:::s which are presently in use, However, it was considered desirable to obtain
a r:<..to,:able estimate of the principal advantages and disadvantages of Cassegrainian
,:.... ::r._lons the technique, and to investigate any particular feature
which appcac'eG so offer promise for the improvement of Cassegrainian antenna perfor-
ma:.ce, it ::as also desired to evaluate a Cassegrainian sectoral horn-reflector sys-
t_:.whi_:h had bcen discussed in the early part of th_ program,
_..c ___ .... can_ advantage of the Cassegrainian configuration is the relocation
c: tLe _=llcver energy associated with the primary feed illumination from the reia-
-__._ " ::!gh cfSec_ive noise temperature ground region into the relatively low noise
.;_eorincipal disadvantages of the Cassegrair_ian antenna appear to be
:'-.e_._g;-u.;a_c_;_.. aperture eL.__c.,% due to the difficulty in providing proper
____.._oz_ vo the h)verboloidal sub-reflector, the increased phase error losses
"_ ...... _-_ :-_th a dual -'_ _ *
.... v ........ .ec_or co,_fig_ration, and aperture blocking by the sub-
:'...._bcc .... _ co,;vex confi_aration of the h_qoerboloida! sub-reflector used with
oonv_nti_n_! C,aaejzai.uian sz.termas_results in a divergence of the primary energy
over _,._ seccnda:_/ ap-cztta-e, It _s therefore necessary to _,_,,_o:_"-_--*-+,he ._o_o+_v_v_.____
o.:_ o,_-.___e_o, ,_.... a_n energy distribution sL_ilar to that desired at the secondar-/
su:-facc but o:" v.sual_y _-.,ailer_ugul_r extent, Thes_ considerations umaally dlcaate
-_-o_- "o:'L-_._"fa_£ aperture resultir_ in general in a more complex feed requirement
-173-
thc_unecess___Or for the same illumination of a conventional horn-reflector system.
A la:-ga isr_,_s-_yfeed aperttu_e is often not readily obtainable and primary feeds
a'ze e.:ployed _.ich generally result in high levels of forward spill-over energy
p:',_t_qe _erboioidal sub-reflector and hlgh values of current density at the
edg_,_ of the _econdary reflector. An unusual geometry for the Cassegrainian system
:<:ich appears to overcome certain of the disadvantages inherent in the conventional
_,os_ _.-_a.u co,_igaration is the use of an ellipsoidal sub-reflector as the feed
focu_n_ elcnent for the seconda_, dish. This technique is discussed)and primary
oat_ezn: :or _he eL_pso_aa_ sub-reflector configuration are presented.
Soza quite _u_rlsing _nd very encouraging results were obtained in the
_...___,_on o_ _hc Cassegralnian sectoral horn - reflector system designated the
%_ "_,_-_ ,_ _'_4 S
......_...._......... antenna utilizes zany of the desirable features of the sectoral
h_zn-refiector ......
_y_ _e,_as enpioyed recently by BTL in their Telstar communications
........ _ progr_-, and co,,_,onlyreferred to as the "sugar scoop" antenna. The KSK
an;¢nna u ..... e_ a Cassegrainian approach to avoid most of the inherent mechanical
......z_,._es of the "sugar scoop" antemua and appears possibly to have developed
_,,_......._.. _nte:ua cor_guration which operationally may be considered at present the
._._.e-__-_.._-am_ low noise anterz,a designs.
o _"iirs-',i _ _ -_'"_ ctcr ......
.._ -Refle CO:'n_/
,,, • ,
p,,:,_,o,e of operation of the Cassegrainian antenna as Conventionally
" z....oe t-.e focus of the paraboioidal secondary surface to a poin_ nea__
-_:.e_,,_. cf the _condary surface by _.eans of a sub-reflector providing the appro-
o:'__e re_ec_in$ _'_face for the incident energy. Hyperbololdal reflectors are
...._....c,._ _-,_, however, an eilipsoldal reflector is equally satisfactory.
-17_-
X_-ccrbolclda! sub-reflectors are necessary if the sub-reflector is te be located
i_t::_c:-, the Zosu_ of _he paraboloidal surface and the surface itself; ellipsoidal
uu':z-rcflecLors are necessary if the sub-reflector is to be located at a distance
/:-c._. ti:a center of the surface _*gre_e, than the focal length of the surface.
.,,
The focii of uue ellipsoid are then arranged such that the far focus for the
eLiic,_oi_ co:u'asDoT,ds to the phase center of the primary feed and the near focus
cf C_e cilipsoid is _ _e as the co,iv.onfocus of the paraboloidal s_rface and the
ellipsoid, as illustrated in figure _-l . It should be noted in the figure that
as in _he c._e of a hyperboloidal sub-reflector there is a diverging effect caused
zb- _he eLL--_so!d_l sub-reflector of the energy from the primary feed after reflec-
tlon. T.;£_ is to say _at the angle 9 in the figure relating the ray path leading
-.,_.,._uo-:'e.zcc_r sur:ace to the paraboloidal surface is greater than the angle of
z..c_c:;:°c_o: _._ s_r.a energy measured as angle _ , indicating the ray path from the
p.-.a_cc_nt_z- of the prir___y feed to the sub-reflector surface, The desired con-
fLS_'.-atlcn for _: _lllpsoldal Cassegrair,ian system may be easily determined to
& " " - O.'_ci" ..... "_÷_**-_ _,_z.cxzz,.a_.onby utilizing s_mple ray tracing techniques. In this
z:zr_.cz _.._;_..,___a_ e%_n_ of the sub-reflector and the location of the focii for the
Sclcc_3d _''='--" " "'_
...... o.c_ _urface z.ay be dete_ned in conjunction with the paraboloidal
sur'aca cL_.'ac_cristlcs. As shown in the figure)it appears desirable to use a wave-
(_,...... _- prot;-ading t:-.'.-cugh*C_e secondary surface and well into the region of the
e_._:.,:oL,._ suo-_-ez.c_o.. .n_s ar._.,6e,,.en_mini_zLzes the required pri_,ary aperture
dc_ix._d -or co;;vcn_ional horn illu_,,':r_tionand allows some flexibility in primary
b_-. ,'-_-'_ t_ci,:_cue_ for ___ "_ _
- _**u_,'_,,a_.ng the sub-reflector.
_.2.2 ....... ""- snz:a.. --z':z.lnc_zon Characteristics
_i.e Cassegrair_._.u system has fo_ud considerable _e in the recemt years
- 75-
ELLIPSOIDAL
SURFACE
S 1 = PARABOLOIDAL SURFACE
S = ELLIPSOIDAL SURFACE
2
F 1, = FOCUS OF ELLIPSOID
AND OF PARABOLOID
S 2
F
(Z
= FOCUS OF ELLIPSOID
= HORN ANGLE
= FEED ANGLE
A Low Noise CassegrainAntenna Utilizing
An Ellipsoidal Sub-Reflector.
t
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An a _,/_!e varioty of radar and microwave antennas. Conventional Cassegrainian
_:.scn:-_asarc in use which have beamwldths ranging from about 2° down to small
frac_icn_ cf a degree. The Cassegrain principal utilizing double reflector illum-
_. _n_w asszszs in removal of the spill-over energy from the region behind
_:r =eflec_or and places the spill-over which does occur in the vicinity of the point-
ing ci_:cc:i_n. This is advantageous at high frequencies in optimizing low noise per-
£c_':c_;ce__ince tkc sky noise temperature is considerably less than the ground noise
_:_;c:a-_:cc. A Cassegrainian arrangement also appears to be generally compatible
........._ ......,e,,_=_.._ paraboloidal reflectors such as the many NASA facilities of
:. o='der _m cva_ua_e the eliipsoidal sub-reflector, characteristics in a typical
_.__, ........_.e......system, a ,,et_c plate ellipsoidal cylinder sub-reflector
::as fa'ori_a-_d for use wi_h a line source feed. A slotted waveguide line source
£,._d _c _lso fJoricated and placed a% the focus of the ellipsoidal sub-reflector.
.._ _-_e ..... _. and line source feed are sho_m in Figures 5-2 and 5-3 • This
_.v___ to evaluate primary patterns for the ellipsoldal sub-reflector
c.. sc .)coc-lslv evaluate far field _'*_pa_,,s in u_ilizing this system with the para-
_....._ cy___.i_r iaor-cataa earlier _n _he program. An ellipsoid of revolution
....•......a of ";_a_er }J=t= a _arface of conducting silver paint was completed and.
"_lam.cd fc_) u_c wlu._ the _5 inch paraboloidal reflector utilized with other feed
_W_,; -'_=-field ca_crn measurements. ?rlzary patterns were also obtained for the
"" .... _ " ""'"_ ...... - .... _'_ -_ "_ -+"_-_,_, circu!___ polarization horn si_i!ar
_ _..c,. a_zc_L_cc _n-_vic'asly. Figure >-. is a typical pattern for the general illumi-
.-._ic.. ch_-u_zi_-clcs obtained for the eilipsoidai cylinder sub-reflector employing
.......... _ .... _._..._a. The conditions for this particular primary pattern are
-177-
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_._g_e 2. Ei_psoidal Sub-.it#lector For Use With Cassegrain Antenna
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t:.ct the frequency of operation was i0.0 Gc, vertical polarization was used, and
th_ o_._t_rn _s :'or an H-plane measurement. This technique appears to have merit
-:: :.:n_ th_ j._._o_'-_il!'_ination is reasonably uniform over its extent and decreases
tc ,_.fai:-iv lc_.:_pi!i-over level in the region extending from its beamwidth edge at
_-_rcxl;:.acelv -iOcb points to well beyond 90°. The average side_obe energy due to
the _......_ za_er_ in _his region is seen to be greater than 20 db below the aver-
a_ i_v_l cf _ne main _o. _on of the primary illumination. The measured beamwidth
_:-__: ...._ _-!_&_._nat:on is 101° at the -10 db response points, but this is con-
s_c_-_=d _.-zfac_ory since the illuminating circular polarization horn had a reason-
a:iy n_'rc._ bc_: -_a-_ern in itself.
5.2.3 _: ...._":o _ of Technioue
There is believed to be considerable merit in the use of an ellipsoidal
_ub-reficctor as the primary pattern forming focusing surface in Cassegrainian con-
-'_5_-atlou_:. PrL_,_ry patterns taken for a typical ellipsoidal sub-reflector illumi-
nated :,-itha ci_'cular polarization horn indicate reasonably constant primary illumi-
:u.tic:._oact_rns over _h_ _urface of the secondary aperture> and in.general indicate
a ,:alOe _ro_L_ing feed technique. It _ght be noted that modification of existing
_a:'S_ a:_e:unas by means of an optL_,al Cassegrainian s_b-reflector appears to a feasible
......_a.z__,,o _?,e effect of ground radiation contributions to the antenna
no±at _;::_e_-at._-eand thereby improving the sensitivity of many present antenna
ins_alla_icns.
r.r. _ : ._,&
:::._ :(S.: anter_ i_ basically a Cassegrainian sectoral horn type of reflector
zy_;.:. :d.lcA is a.u adapt_.tion of the sectoral horn-reflector antenna which has achieved
_ ........_ _._,o._ as one of the leading low noise antenna systems available. A sec-
_-_ houn anL:nna, co.:c.onlyreferred to as a "sugar scoop" antenna, of reasonably
• -18_'
_,_r£_ <_'_'ct_e size (about i600 square feet) was recently e_ployed operationally
Ej Lh'c --I i'ci¢.phone Laboratories in their Telstar co_:unication satellite program.
....._c .......horn antenna presently being used in the Telstar syst_ suffers
_.'c;: ___ _ l,-slc oroblez, s. First, a relatively high diffraction lobe of approximately
30 a*b associated with erergy from the reflector aperture exists)which appears to be"
di_;_urb_d by _:e presence of the large ring gear near the aperture. The exact cause
_:" thi_ lob<: is difficult to predict. It is quite possible that some type of mode
cc ....__o__-_'_n___ within the horn is responsible. Previous experience has indicated
tl_-_t_a:2 oL_:t_cles c_n be placed in the vicinity of a collimating beam without
_--_ ....o o..e beam. However, the accepted explanation is that of diffrac-
. r_.._ gear. Another proble_ associated with the existing antenna is that
c2 _o_.,e .......1 _v,plitude distribution across the aperture in the plane containing
C-.a apex of tha scccoral horn. This is a basic problem since it arises out of the
gecz:cc-_y of the horn itself. This assy_etrical distribution results in relatively
hi-h side-lcbea close in to the main beav_. Values of the order of I% db are co,on.
_ -2s a_f .... _ to iz.agine any design techniques capable of eliminating this prob_lem.
_ne considers tha_ _h_s particular antenna has been studied at the Bell Telephone
Lab_zatcrics since 19h8, and if one realizes the capability existing at that Insti-
tution, it i_ doub_:'ui that any solution exists.
....o_.._ oroblem associated ,,:ith the sectoral horn-reflector antenna is that of
_:<ccssive size .co_.:,_o_:_ed_o i_s effective aperture. _e shielded aperture offers
" _ " -"....... back-lobe radiation but in this instance _t is achieved
c..i_, _a" _...._ a corz'ig'_-ation with _axL_um dimensions greater than twice the aperture
di:; :.;it:-.. •Such a structure presents structural problems and windloading problems.
_.a a re_ul-_, it xus_ be housed in a rado_e and the radome itselt must be relatively
-_82-
____ cc-_a:'ca to _'_ available effective aperture. The existence of the radome
i: ::_u_ ::oisc into _he communication system so that a very excellent antenna
__Z_ru 5-5 _" ,_+.... the principle of operation of the Cassegrainian sectoral
[:ozx-r6fiectcc often referred to as the KSK antenna after the innovator of the technique.
?:.e u_c of _url .c_ S2 as the b_vperboloidal sub-reflector imaging the paraboloidal sur-
faco focal _:oin_ back to _he feed point along the surface SI is the basic innovation
:L:ich ccnver-_3 the sectora! horn-reflector horn system to the Cassegrainian mode of
operation. L front three-quarter view of this system is shown in Figure 5-6 . Figure
5-? illust:a_es 5c_h the KSK antenna and the BTL sectoral horn antenna to an equi-
The C:6z, e,-:'a-'_.an adaptation of the sectoral horn-reflector system which has
been i:;ve:_tigated during _l_e program represents a significant improvement in mar_
_-_i_ct_ o-:er the 3TL sectoral horn. A simple analysis shows the areas of improvement.
..... , .....c.... _o.. _se_f as illustrated permits a more conventional antenna
.. s_..c_-_ a_o:_ng removal of" the ring gear presently used in the sect_l horn,
heLc_ no obs_._le exists near the aperture. The KSK horn utilizes two reflecting
• _ _'" _ __ selection of surface pairs are available which may be
e::,_ololed zo achieve the coll_7_ted beam. One is therefore not necessarily restricted
to the paA-a'cololdal geometry but is free to choose from an_ n_mber of s_rface pairs.
.-he opLi:_tun pair would be that which provides symmetrical ill%uninatlon in t he plane
::here %he _ectczal horn is plagued with assymmetry. The development of such an
%
_'__. _z _a_r o2 J_faces requires a great deal of effort. However, a quite valid
co::_arlson of -_..__-__echr/que with the sectoral horn-reflector oonfi&n_ration may be
_:_i_ L/ utiiizir_ _he conventional paraboloidal and hyperboloidal st_rfaces in a
-183-
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....... _ ......_ such as _hat illustrated as the KSK antenna.
_.e use of the Cassegrainian approach in modifying the sectoral horn drastically
:'<duce_ uhe horn size. It is possible to achieve configurations in which the maximum
JL-::e:_ionof thi_ antc_na closely approximates the radiating aperture dimensions.
This single factor provides an impetus for detailed investigations of this new how
::cise antenna, if it were possible to obtain a more compact structure, one _kght
rcadi!y ei_'._inate"_he radoz..ewith its increased r_ise and could conceivably obtain
a:: antenna system where cost closely approximates that of the conventional 8% foot
refiec_or antennas.
5.3." Oecnetricai Optics Design
Figure _-8 illustrates the general principle involved in the KSK
anten:_.a. Surface S! is a parabolic paraboloidai surface, surface $2 is a hyperboloidal
__, and _he sides of the structure are flat plates forming a sectoral horn.
_., _'c.:.:_;.g the a_m _.._e..a from the _-_" "
_.apo_n_ of geometrical optics, it may be seen
th_ <-picai co!ILmated rays entering the aperture from above are reflected by the
_-_,_. _.... e towards its focal poin_. Prior to reaching the focal point for
_:c p_a_'oloi_al surface, the rays are reflected from a hyperboloidal surface and
-oc-'_d a_ "_olnt PI. S'_face $2 provides the transforming surface necessary to
:-:,_:_ -.L_ _'a'ccloidal focus at the aeslred feed point, point PI. The pri_y feed
....... ._-_ ,..... _ _ha_e center a_ point P1 and _&th an illumination _ction
for oh.. hyse_-boioidal surface as desired. ..
_._.2 ".<:_:i Fabrication
. Fabrication of a model of the Cassegrs_inian sectoral horn reflector,
t_ :_'( a:._cr_.a,utilizing a hyperboloid of revolution as a sub-reflector and _u
incli_.cd poa_abololdal s-_face as a second,my surface was completed during the program.
__g_es _-8 and _-_ illustrate the design geometry for this model.
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....._j_-_ 5-10 _.ustra_es_ _ _ the completed operating test model of the KSK antenna.
T_he _-p_r_o_o_d of revolution was for_ed as a swept m_face in a plaster mold.
"_...e._arabo!oidal section was ir/tiall_ formed as a swept surface in a plaster mold_
. and _.ter tr_.nzferrci to a fiberglass selectron impregnated matte which was attached
flrn!y to rib sections to insure structural rigidity of this surface. Final corrections
"_e_-e r,.adeon both _he hyperboloidal and paraboloidal surfaces by means of reasonably
accurate guided t_mplates forming finished piaster surfaces. The surface was further
_moot.he_ by means of sandin_ and application of soft finishing plastic putty which
t
enabled reasor_ble surface tolerances to be maintained. The exposed faces of both
surfaces we"e then given several coats of conductive silver paint. A plywood ho_sir4_
_:a_ constl_acted for the surfaces as shown in the figure which incorporated means for
aa_us ...._ both surfaces to the required orzentatzon. Metallic side plates were not
incc_-pcratgd into the model struct_rej hence the azimuth plane patterns were expected
to he _fo_sibly degraded somew,_t. The estimated surface tolerance to which the model i_
s'_faces _:ere held is app_'ox_mate_ plus or minus one eighth of an •inch. This value
corrc&poniL to about an eighth of a wavelength error at the maxlmtw_ test frequency.
.._ aliG[_,.ent of the KSK antenna was reasonably straight forward. The sur-
,a_ x%re _enerally adjusted for n axis;am received signal level from a medium power
......_, ......_ so_crce located some distance away, Alignment of the original surfaces
_as accozwiish_d by minor corrections applied to themeasured geometric design con-
_':_ .... _ "- Final focusir_ was accomplished by feed horn placement in the aperture,
This ope-a_ion _,&s s-mplified by the fact that the feed was oriented along the hyper-
..... _ ito___. a_:is and was possible to adjust the placement of the feed along this axis _,::..
_o a reasonable extent. The designed beam-_idth for the primary illm_ination required
by a circular polarization horn at the feed point was set as approximately 80 degrees.
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3is-a_'e 5-ii illustrates both E and H-plane patterns for the circular polarization
horn utilized _,_Lththe antenna. The aperture dimensions of the ESK an_nna model
a_e apTJrox_mately 26 inches square. However, due to the surface of revolution con-
....._cn of the hyperboloidal structure, certain portions of the parabolold were
not utilized decreasing the usable aperture by about IO percent to a value of approxi-
mately 600 square inches.
5.3.3 Expe rimental, Measurg_ments
" The seconda_v patterns taken for the KSK antenna were meas%m_d at X-
b_ud and recozded for a 60 db rathe of response. The patterns were taken by means
of the u_ of high power signal source located about 650 feet from the antenna under
:T.eas-_-eF,_nt.... e source signal was generated by a lO watt traveling wave tube Ampli-
fier fed _y a conventloral 10w po'_r stable signal generator. A four .foot parabS-
loldal reflector anze_ua was employed at the source in order to provide a relatively
high enc2,gy density -'vail_le at the antenna measurement site. Power levels of
_s _.,_ensi_ _re req'aired _n or_r to evaluate the important minor-lobe behavior
of the an%enna re_pcn_. An evaluation of the mi_ distance at which the antenna
zay be consldored as in its far field, or Fraunhofer region t m_y be calculated from"
the faml_ar L - 2D2/h criteria. The effective aperture dimension for the KSK
an_erz.a _,Qy be taken as approxi_,ately 26 inches and for the X-band frequency range,
a_-4:_.aybe a_,:med _o be ro'_aly one inch. For t_hese conditions, the expression m_v
be _valuated as a distance of approximately I12 feet for a phase variation ever the
aperture _urfacs of approxiz,,ately 1/20th of a wavelength. The distaace employed of
650 f_et is well in the Fraur_uofer region for the KSK antenna and hence the far field
._.__s presented in the secondary patterns appear to be quite acceptable.
_,.spattern r,.easurezents were made by means of a conventional bolemeter detector
!L
\, ...... ,%
0
I
|@
and a 40 db pattern recorder. The 60 a_ patterns were obtained as composite
patterns fcr the s_.e measurement performed at sensitivity scales altered by 20 db.
_"_, full.,e sensitivity of the recorder _mplifier was utilized to obtain the 40 db
o_.ns contair_n_ the z_inor-lobe information. Employment of an accurate 20 db
attenuator in the line allowed measurements to be performed for the top 20 db of
ua_ern i_o_m, at_on containing the main lobe and at times the first minor-lobes
ior the anterx_ system. An X-band standard gain horn calibrated in the range of fre-
v • -" •quoncle_ in _nACZA ,measurements were obtained was utilized in determining the measured
i_otroplc level values for t_e antenna measurements.
_,._s_.. .....e_,._s* _re initially taken for the KSK antenna for the frequency range
;_oz ,_._ to 12.5 Gc. A final set of secondary pattern measurements were made for the
KSX _utezz.a in all four pattern aspects for the frequency range from lO.O gc to.
iS,_ _. For _he ZSK operating model antenna test configuration illustrated pre-
vlou_ly, patterns were taken at every 0.5 Gc for both E and H-plane polarization
conditions and fcr both az_,,uth and elevation pl_ue antenna operation. A typical
_e_ cf these results is included as Fi_are's 5-12 t_ough 5-15. This set is for
frequency cf li.O gc and presents rather co_lete information on the performance
behavior, cf _'_-__,,__K anter_a.
Yi_ure 5-12 illustrates the secondary response of the KSK antenna at a
_'recf_encyof ll.O Gc for vertical polarization and is shown as an H-plane pattern.
7h_ ._._as'arediso_roplc level was found to be 36.3 db below the maximum level of the
_r.alnbo_._ and is indicated on the pattern. The minor-lobe energy is seen to taper
b_Jf _hs._ply in the region of the main beam and to reach a value approximating 25 db
e:ow _o_._ in a resion greater t_han 90 degrees separated from the center of the
z.-:__nhes._,. Tae" average hack-lobe level was calculated for this response pattern
-19L_-
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cons-d;rLng the region exceeding 30° separation from the main beam and was found
in thi_ case to have an average value of 19 db below the isotropic level.
_.._ average minor-lobe level is important since the noise temperature contri-
"-'_-_._u..from the ground radiation may be easily calculated to a first order approxi-
.._c.. from this average level. An average level of 20 db below isotropic corresponds
_c a noise te_@erat_re contribution from the ground of 1.5 degrees.Kelvin. The
effective grouzd z_diation noise temperature contribution for these various values of
awz_o _inor-lobe level maybe quite sizrply computed by referring to Figure 3-10
....._ _ _t°_es the relation bet-_een the average back-lobe energy level in the
._.__ _p.'.ce contairA.ng the g_md and the equivalent temperature. In most ol_rating
poslt±ons of thee s.nter_ua_he average minor-lobe level due to the lobes intercepting
_'_.._........._ ,_,_._ half-space will be considerably less than the average minor-lobe level
=
:_r the cn_a__ ,a_ ,cal_ulated from, the pattern response excluding only the
scl_d _le contair.-;ng the r.ain bear. and all side-lobes within 30° of the main beam.
Ho:,cv_-_ to be as conservative as possible in rating the antenna performance from the
._.,_....... ,,._=......._._,_.o we_ ease values are taken assuming that all of the minor-
icbc energy in %he region greater than )0° from the main beam is considered as the
_n_r_r _ng averaged over _he gro'_ua .,aLl-space. The actual Lmprovement in the
_rfor_.,_nca due to _qis approxL_ation ;_hich maybe realistically ass_edfromthe
geo_.:c'_,:"y of _._ _ter, na co_iguration mud the normal operating mode of the antenna
i::&t_te_ an i_,p_vav_n_ of about four to ten db, and possibly more.
21_-_-e %-13 Is a secondar_/ respcnse plot for the KSK antenna at the same
opcrating ............_ _ _y of II.00c, but is _n E-Pls.ue pattern taken for horizontal polari-
:a_icn. Thi_ _i_:ath plane plot also. demonstrates an extremely low minor-lobe level
......"-_"_- _ ozientatior_ _reater than 30 degrees removed from the main beam. The
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_._ ..... d avarage r_inor-lobe level which is determined by measurements made fro_ __
th_ resiJcnse _t%er_._, a_p_ars to be about 19 db below the isotax_ic: level. - --_
El,vatlon plane pazt_rns for the KSK mutenna are shown in Figure 5-IJ4 and
5-15, fcr a frequency of ll.O Gc. The former is an E-plane pattern for vertical
polarization and the latter is an H-plane pattern for horizontal polarization. These
pa_t6:'ns in general have characteristics similar to the azimuth plebe patterns of
:-apldiy d_crea_ing mir_r-lobe energy, however, a spill-over lobe may be noted in
both patterns at abou_ +66 °. This spill-over'energy is apparently due to the para- :......
bclolcal _urface beir_ a few inches too short. It was found that this spill-over
ic'ze could be L_@roved by 6 to i0 db by covering the forward part of the hyperboloidal
_'_-faco. This indicates that a ray path from the feed phase center incident on the
fc':.:ardsurface of the ?c_perboloid would not be intercepted or reflected by the para-
bolc2d_l surface. Conversely it appears that the hyperboloidal surface provides an
eYf_c_ive raflecting region for an orientation somewhat removed from the main beam. _
This d_ficiency should be easily corrected by extendirg the length 9f the paraboloidal
su:-face. The average minor-lobe level for the Elplane pattern was found to be approxi-
r.c_ciy 15 db below isotropic level. The spill-over lobe in the H-plane pattern is
zc_'e p_onotuuced and is believed to be caused by the wider H-plane beamwidth of the
...... _ _e_ e.'.p.oyea. Agaln it was noted that absorber material placed in the
fcrw_d a_-ca of the h_e_ololdal surface decreased the spill-over energy consider-
abSy _W-_hout greatly effectlng the performance of the antenna in the other regions.
Ycr these raasons it is believed that a m_nor design modification extending the para-
ho i_ida! .........
_-..o s'a_<'_cewould overcome most of the elevation pl_ue spill-over effects.
Fi_ar, a 5-i6 _ud 5-b7 illustrates the operation of the KSK antenna at fro-
q_o.,c-e_ of 10.C _- and 12.0 gc. _nese response patterns are shown for frequencies
-198-
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m_._:,'."-.-._T__._t_!yi Gc above and below the previous patterns and are presented in both
cascs a_ H-plan_ patterns for vertical polarization. It might Be noted in these
p_,tte_-'nsthat the average mlnor-lobe level was found to be 20 db or more below iso-
_.op_c Ic_-e_ corre_pondir_ to a ground radiation noise temperature of approximately
-one d_gree X_Ivin or less.
_. 3._ Perfo-_anc_ Conoarisons
fl
C'he performance characteristics for the Cassegrainian adaptation of the
s_cto_al hozn-reflector system, the KSK antenna, appeared to be outstanding. Using
_:c performance criteria originally discussed of maintaining minor-lobe energy over
-X_ _,__...._ extent of _he antenna response which intercepted the ground energy of
b_t_r th_n I0 db below the isotropic level, the KSK antenna is found to present a
con,_,_,_o,e _:.pr_vement over other antenna systems.
For an a¥_ra_e _ro_ud radiation tezperat-_re of approximately 300°K the total
effective anter_.a noise te.._perature due to the ground radiation contribution for the
_ _r_p_c bevel _wuid be approximately 150°K. Taking into account
_.._oo_,_ _:nlch may reduce the equivalent black body radiating tempera-
_uz_ for Uha _'o-_ud - _• .co.on to a £igtu_e possibly as low as 120°K. it is apparent
%.._t _ i,_uly low noise anterma system should _,aintaln side-lobe energy of better
-_i-.an13 db belo_ Uhe i_c_opic Tevel which would correspond to a ground radiation ....
antc.-_:__-a-lvai_n_ noise temperature contribution of approximately 12°g. It r,._ght
_ ..._..-_-on__.._ few an_nnas are caoab:e of. zaintair_..ng this average m_nor-lobe
i_wl and h_-.ce have consld_rably ': '-_n_gn_, noise temperature contributions from the
grour.d radiation, in germral, only Ca_segrainian systems are competitive in this
r_c_c_ a_:d for conventional Cassegrainian configurations the ground spill-over lobes
a_-e sulop_essed at _ha expense of poor aperture efficiency, with consequent reduction
.2032 : '"-.-'
I£
z
£
i._ _:_ Ho_-ever, _he KSK anter_.a should provide good aperture efficiency, a
,.o_re._o.._n_ relatively high gain, and average min_r-lobe levels of approximately
i5 to 20 dh below isotro_ic level.
The z_nor-lcbe stracture characteristics of all of the presented KSK antenna
seccnda._ patterns should move in semen:nat closer to the main beam for an opera%iona.i
a;.tc:u_a. The average aperture di_.ension in terms of wavelength for the model ESK
ante_tua at the frequency range of interest is only approximately 2_. However, for
aper__re d_mensions co_.parable to the aperture area of the present _SA 85 foot
_....._bc__o_da."_ antennas, i. e., for a KSK antenna of roughly 75 feet square aperture,
_h_ _:_v.oercf .,_ve_engths contained in the nominal aperture d_ension would be in
tl.c o_d_r cf 33 to 330, for the operating frequencies between hoe mcs and h.1 Gc.
i:'o_-a _ical ooe_ating frequency, for example 1.7 Go, a large ESK antenna might
co;._ain i30 :_av,_iengths across "_apert_re. This indicates th_'_ the lobe st_ct_e_
;:hich z_y b_ s_r. on the six presented KSK s_utenna patterns, which now decrease
f_'o_.-_.en:_in beam to about -20 db bole',;isotroplc at 60 to 70 degrees away from
_e N,__n _ea., _hou!d nc_.zdecrease to about 20 db below isotropic within 12° of the
_:_in be_. In a:_ case, the degradation _ reasonably fast for normal operating
....._e...._ and even for t._o _00 mc operation it appears that most of the _nor lobe
_u_ ___._ 20 db below the isotropic_ level at approximately 30._. :,: _-
tc _; c_j_s _¢ay from the main b_,. For a KSK antenna of somewhat smaller size
:;h2c'-_;,._:_b_ _i_ practical dueto the improved aperture efficiency, resulting gain
2_::r_-az_n_, _:i i:,p_-ovedlow noise perfor_._ance, _'e_might assume an antenna size of
apl:roxL_,a_iy _hat utilized in the present BTL Telstar communication satellite track-
Lug _nse_.a. This _._ouldindicate an ape_ure dimension of approximately _0 feet
_or _,,._e two hi_er ra_ge_ of _A frequencies, a_' about 1.7 Go and h,1 Go,
............. : _-- --_i_i i _ +_. ......
' _.,_anterma would maintain essentially all of its minor-lobe energy associated:
...... _-ith Zhe _ain beaz to _thin an angular extent of approxlmately 20° from the main --:-:_
beau or _.ss. Cperatlon at bOO mc_ would have minor-lobe energy associated with
the _..rJ.n he_ cpread out essentially throughout the region within 90° of the main
_e_.... The a::te_ma therefore, _uld opt:_.ally perform at zenith and be degraded sM.ght2ky
far elevation angle_ departing slightly from the zenith, with increased ground radia-
clan noizo tezmperature degradation occurring as the antenna is oriented closer and
olose_- to _ne horizon, in which case the higher level minor-lobe components would
±n%ersect the groun@, Howe_er, it is felt that the KSK antenna even for a consider-
ably r..o-_ei_.zLted aperture dLmension, and operating at about the lowest range in
};hich it a_}ears feasible to operate from noise consideration, the KSK antenna
should Lmprove the perfo_ance characteristics considerably over any known antenna
of cor@argole aperturedimensions.
The gain characteristics for the KSK antenna were calculated from the aperture
cor_ide_atlor_ and also _easured by means of a standard gain horn. A check on
_ueze _e_hods was also perfo_.ed by measuring the antenna pattern beamwidths and
c_.c<.._.ing the equivalent gain for the antenna from the familiar expression re-
gating the E and H-plane bea_,wldths to the gain, The results of these measurements
and calcui_ti_:\s are s_wn in Figure 5-18 , for the range of frequencies from 10 ...... =_
*_ 12.5 Oc. _'"
._ ....e three ze_uods agreed quite closely indicating both reasormbly good
provisions %_re included in the priz..aryfeed.
nea_urements and fairly valid approxiv.atlons for the antenna aperture area and the
pr_y feed system ill,migration characteristics, which determins the ap#rture effi-
c±_ncy. An aperture efficiency of 55 percent was taken)since no special beam shaping
It is felt that the aperture efficiency
can ha improved above _hls level, probably to the 70 - 80 percent region by tht use
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...... :-::_--.ze_ozza_ison was r.aa_ of _he KSK a_nterm.a",_th the best information
I
av_!Lahle for the BTL sectoral horn-reflector system, or "sugar scoop" antenna, as
it -_ _opu_-_y know. ._o_t of the infor_.atlon available concerning the sectoral
horn-'_eflector systez radiation pattern in the longitudinal plane and for longitudinal
t
po _._ _._.-r_ .. on described was obtained froz a report by Crawford, Hogg and Hunt of the
Bell _e_ _ ....
_..o.._ Laboratories in their NASA Technical Note (D-If31) for the project
...._ nv_-_..-.__ an_ezza for space cozzunication. The extended radiation pattern
...._........ plane for longitudinal polarization indicates two spill-over
lobes, both of which are aoprox_tmately 6 %o 13 db above the isotropic level. The
BYL system iescribed in this report has a spill-over lobe at approximately 70° of
about O db alov_ the isotropic level and a spill-over lobe at 342 ° i. e., about
t
L_° frown uhe zaln be_n, of about 13 db above isotropic. It is also quite sur-
prising to note that the average minor-lobe level in the region for which the antenra
_c_lzcz_e pattern is available does not appear at any point to be greater than six
cr eight db below isotropic. The average level calculated by the same technique
in _hlch the KSK antenrm _nor-lobe levels were calculated appears to be only 3
_o 5 db ___'-._isotrcplc. However, it should be mentioned that the pattern informa-
tion is so._._'JnaUlL_A_ed in that only the one polarization condition is included
a::d pattc, r;.s a::-e ...... " " "
_,_ao_e in this polarization for only approximately hO° in one
di_'cc_icn and I!0 ° in the other, relative to the main beam. The BTL aperture size
for _hi_ antenna _'st_-. was approxizately 20 by 20 feet, the structure was about :
_ feet in !en_th _ud t_heweight was about 18 tons. The frequency of operation for
-2_i_ 2artlcu!ar sy_Lez _'as a_ 2.39 _u_. The aperture efficiency for the anterma was
culte oood, reachln Z a zeasured value of 76 percent. The KSK antenna from all per-
fo.n:.znceevaluation, appears to maintain considerably lower minor-lobe levels than
+.
--2%2 i--
• ..vr..-.c_lec_or antermas for which published data is available. This however,
Js not con_ide=-ed an ir.herent _dvantage of the ESK antenna; the conventional horn-
re=_ec-_or an_erma should perform in this respect equally as well. However, the
•c......._- co:ziderations usually involved in the fabrication and implementation of
,.=_hcrn-reflector system a_pears _ degrade the electrical performance to an extent.
The men_icned difficulty concerning diffraction around the large ring gear in the
3TL Telstar system is _u example.
The rcquirer.ent for operation of the BTL sectoral horn-reflector antenna with
a radons in ¢=-der to avoid wind loading is another serious problem. The most recent
_.-o ....._-on concerning the rado_ indicates that radome noise temperature degradation
i_ app=-o_.ately 19°K. This certainly presents a drastic limitation upon the noise
___ ........a of the a_uterma system and appears to make the massive size and expense
cf _._ "_a_ ° _ccop" _ype of horn-reflector configuration questionable. The much
!
L_._=_cvcdlikelihood and distinct possibility of operating the KSK antenna withou_
a ra_oz_ by =.oar_ of designing the mUch smaller structure to meet the necessary
.:und =_adi..g is one of the principal factors in favor of the Cassegrainian adapta-
tion cf the ._ctoral horn-reflector.
,_cc..._que
Tabi_ V-I lists the est_.a_ed total antenna noise temperatures for _
varlc'as low noise anter_ua systems. This ir!ormation has been compiled from the
best _ourcc ma%erlal available in the form of either measured data, performance re-
_-_ "_n_er=retea _rom 1L_ited zeasured data, or verified values contained in t_he
l__e.__ _. Tae syste_ which have been considered are the conventional paraboloidal
rcfzectc=- ..2Ch a fccal point feed, a Cassegrainian system employing a hyperboloidal
s-b-r_flec_or, a sec_oral horn-reflector system, or "sugar scoop,, antenna, and the
• 7
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"_'AT'-+ ;'OCAL PG.[4T ;:-r_D
C .... C._....,.
};':,-E.._._-O'D,._. _,,%_3-_EFLECTOR
K3_4 - _:FL._CTOR
*'C,.,G._R _,GOOP" _mT_NNA1
_,,,3 ....... ,_[AN HORi_I - R F.PL E,CTOR
/+ /° /
/+4_/o;:'°"L
,V//..:.o./.o:
3.o o,(
3.5 OK
.T,.6OK
3.5°K
29 °K
3.0
• . °
_,5 OK
1.5_X
)40OK
._. 9.5°K
Table V-i.
Estimated Antenna Noise Temperatures
For Various Low Noise Antenna Systems.
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Ca_seg_'aini_u sector al horn-reflector, the KSK antenna.
The principal degradi_ influence of paraboloidal reflectors with focal point
f_ds _s the spill-ever erergy which intercepts relatively high temperature ground
_..... o,,. Table V-I shows a breakdown of the noise temperature contributions from
the various regions, and it can be noticed that the most significant contributions
are -'reinthe ground thermal radiation noise entering the antennas through the minor
icbes. A frequency of approximately 1,000 race was assumed for this table in order
to place the antennas on a similar basis.
The sky noise contribution at this frequency is a combination of galactic noise
_nd a&_,_spheric absorption losses and is taken as approximately 3.5°K for the point-
ing direction of the antennas_ which in all cases was assu_ed to be at the Zenith.
The scattering and absorption losses due to the feed supports are an additional im-
pc'_ta_n_contributing factor to the parabo!oidal reflector system effective noise
_rature and may be considerably higher than the value which is presented. As
_uat_d earlier, these values include the best results obtainablep but it appears
_'_=_tcertain techniques are available for reducing the scatteri_ and absorption
*I
noise due to feed supports to the range which is shown.
_ue typical total equivalent antenna noise temperature for the paraboloidal
r_fi_ctor e_ploylng the focal point feed is seen to be approximately 35° Kelvin. Th_
b_st Oas_egrair/an systems available utilizing a paraboloidal surface of revolution
"_.t_ha P_Tperboloidal sub-reflector offer a considerable improvement in the low noise
perfon_uce for an equivalent aperture. The principal reason for this improvement
D. C. Hogg _ R. A. Semplak, "Characteristics of a Protot0rpe Near-Field
Ca_segrain_an Antenna._ ]_emo for Record_ Bell Telephone _abs._ INC._
!7 January, 1962.
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is the transfer of the main spill-over energy from the ground region into the
relatively quiet sky region. _ J_
.... _i _
Figure 5-19 illustrates the quite interesting fact that feed spill-over
considerations m_y often govern the choice of antenna for operation at a parti-
cuiar frcquency rs_nge of interest. The principal design criteria is the achieve-
::.cntof a _,ax_mal antenna gain to noise temperature ratio. This infers that for
si.uilar antermas, optimal performance may be achieved if the spill-over energy
is directed to the minimal noise distribution, whether this is toward the region
of t_he ground or the s_y. Referring to the figure it is apparent that the region
of Cassegrainlan advantage appears to have an upper level bound due to atmospheric
absorption effects and definitely has a lower bound at about 150 Mc, which m_v
va_/ from approximately I00 Mc to 500 Nc. Conversely, the regions defined by
c]qose bounds as the bower and upper bounds respectively are the regions in which
conventional feed-reflector antennas have the operating advantage. This is Simply
stati._g that in _he frequency ranges above about 30 Gc and below 150 Mc the ground
L_:_.perat_a'eis less than the sky temperature 3 hence, the conventional feed-reflector
syste_ advantage, and that from about 150 Mc to 35 Gc the sky temperature is less
than the ground temperature, hence the Cassegrainian system advantage. For the
frequencies of principal current operational interest to NASA of 136 Me to _.I Gc,
i_ is significant to note that from spill-over considerations and neglecting the
increased probability of Solar degradation through the minor lobes, the Cassegrainian
i
antenna system has a rather clear operating advantage at all bands of operation ex-
• !
cept the lowest. '
The Cassegrainian system discussed is one of an advanced type developed by
Po_ter and Rusch of J2L *l
, and has a total equivalent antenna noise temperature
l
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of approximately 9.5°K, the components being broken down as shown in the table.
This Cassegrainian system is quite good and should be considered somewhat superior
to o_her Cassegrainian systems operationally available at _this time.
_he sectoral horn-reflector system or "sugar scoop" antenna has no feed supports
t
and therefore holds this loss to sere. The minor-lobe noise due to contributions from
the grotuud radiation are taken _from the best information quoted by BTL and is not for
the measured s_ctoral horn-reflector patterns, which appear generally somewhat worse
than the corresponding operational values. It appears that an effective antenna noise
temperature of about 6° Kelvin is attainable by the sectoral horn-reflector system.
If it is realized that the limiting value beyond which no further improvement is
_ossible corresponds to the noise power density contained in the main beam of about
3.5 ° Kelvin, it is apparent that the "sugar scoop" horn-reflector system is an ex-
ceedlngly low noise antenna.
The KSK antenna, however, appears in certain respects to out perform the sectoral
horn-reflector system. Measured values indicate that minor-lobe levels for the KSK
antenna are significantly below those of the sectoral horn-reflector system enabling
an i_mprovement in the contribution to the antenna noise temperature from the ground
radiation. In all other favorable respects, the KSK antenna performance matches
the sectoral horn-reflector. But this factor allows an improved equivalent antenna
noise temperature by about a degree Kelvin. The KSK antenna, rated at about 50 Kelvin,
_ns a low noise performance equivalent to less than 2° Kelvin from the theoretical
r_niJn_n_.
hbt included in the low noise antenna evaluation table_ but a very significant
contributing factor, is the equivalent antenna noise contribution due to the radome
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st'__t'_:-e_,h!_h has been previously estimated at approximately 19° Kelvin. However,
assu_ng eperation without the radome, the most optimistic equivalent antenna noise
_e._@erature performance figures for the sectoral horn-reflector system are as shown
in the table.
The Cassegrainian sectoral horn-reflector system, the KSK antenna, from all in-
dications appears somewhat better in minor-lobe content and is indicated as such in
_he table. It is therefore apparent that effective antenna noise temperatures ex-.
clusive of additional transmission line losses, receiver system noise, and certain
other factors not associated directly with antenna performance, of approximately 5o
are obtainable by means of either the Cassegrainian sectoral horn configuration, de-
signated the KSK antenna, or the sectoral horn-reflector "sugar scoop, antenna as
employed by BTL.
i5 is 1_11_V_d _at" _he _ficmnt operational advantage gained by the KSK
s.nL_nna design is in the simplification of the antenna structure eliminating certain
dlffrac_ion and wind loading problems present in the considerably more massive sectoral
hcrn-reflector design. It is also important to recognize the feasibility of the KSK
deoign in possibly enabling operation of the antenna without a radome.
i5 appears that conventional Cassegrainian systems may attain a noise temperature
o:" approxL_._ately IOOK _th a sacrifice in aperture efficiency and resulting gain loss.
vo_v_.o_v.a, paraboioidal feed-reflector systems appear to be capable of attaining
cpcra_±or, in the range of noise temperatures of 30 to 50° Kelvin utilizing conven-
oional feed systems. It should be pointed out that utilizing appropriate feed shaping
5ech=_q'aes such as those investigated during this program, the effective antenna noise
tc_.perature of paraboloidal reflector systems may be improved consider.ably with an
at:e:;dant increased aperture efficiency and gain ir@rovement.
The Casse_rainian principal appears to offer considerable merit in low noise
_ystems, and application of this principle to the conventional sectoral horn-re-
flector _u_enna appears to provide a compact_ mechanically simple antenna configura-
tion of outstanding electrical characteristics and minimal effective antenna noise
temperature. The principal advantages of the KSK antenna arm presented in •,Table
V-2 in _am_ary form.
TABLE V-2
ADVANTAGES OF THE KSK ANTENNA.
I. Exceptionally low noiss with high effeciency.
2. Physically compact.
3. Mechanically simple.
4. Negligible aperture blocking.
5. May operate without radome.
6. Easily adaptable to monopulse operation.
7. Economically practical.
!
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VI SUMMARY AND OONCLUSIONS
"6.1 Desi_n•_Ouides
The ge'naral background Informatinn presented in th'isreport provides both
considerable data and a comprehensive discussion concerning the principal
factors influen2ing the performance characteristics of low noise antenna systems.
Information has been p_esented relating the galactic and atmospheric noise con-
•trlbutions @s a function of frequency, antenna pointing direction, and certain
other factors. The influence of aperture efficiency, aperture energy distribution
a_ minor-lobe levels have been discussed and quantitativel_ evaluated. A
straightforward technique has been derived and presented for the evaluation of
antenna primary feed systems by a pattern integration method which should prove
a valuable tool in the design, development, and selection of low noise antenna
feeds.. A method for evaluating the performance of low noise antenna systems from
considerations concernirg their feed properties or from certain characteristics
of their measured secondary patterns has also been presented. The influence upon
t_e total effective antenna noise temperature of the average minor-lobe levels has
been derived, discussed, and plotted.
The evolution of practicable feed shaping techniques by several approaches
has been presented. One very desirable surface wave beam shaping technique was
developed which offers many advantages and enables a considerable performance
i_pzove_,ent over conventional horn feeds. This feed system appears to provide a
feasible means for improving significantly the antenna noise temperature
characteristics of passive paraboloidal reflectors. The fluted feed surface
wave structure was fabricated and tested during the program and the experimental
information, as well as other design guides utillzed, have been included to allow
!
°
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the design of similar feed structures to particular NASArequirements. The
d_sign approaches utilized i_ the development of the Caesegralniam adaptation of the
sectoral horn-reflector system have also beeu included with measured pattern data
and other information concerning a particular design of this type which has been
evaluated.
6.2 __aJor A ccozpllshments
I
A su_ry of the major accomplishments during the study program is presented
as Table VI-I.
The two most important areas in which worthwhile contributions were made are
believed to be in the development of the high efficiency low noise fluted feed
surface wave structure and in the development of the Cassegralnian sectoral horn_
raflector configuration, the KSK antenna.
I
..,e development of the fluted feed is significant in that it may be adapted
for use with existing pa_abololdal reflectors, thereby improving their gain
characteristics and decreasing considerably the antenna noise temperature. Adapt-
ations of the_f_t_d_fee_ _er _Iti-band use appear practical, in that the fluted
feed is inherently a wide band device. Monopulse configurations utilizing the fluted
feed geometry also appear practical and certain suggested configurations for opera-
tion in this manner have been suggested.
The KSK antenna is a practical Cassegrainian adaptation of the sectoral
horn-reflector confi_aratlon and it has been experimentally verified to have
outstanding electrical characteristics. The KSK antenna appears in nearly all
respects to out-perform in low noise and other characteristics all known antennas
of comparable aperture.
°_17-
TABLE VI-i
o; mJOR AC.CO Sm ns
_ , ,, , ,
I. DE_LOI_ENT OF THE KSK ANTENNA
- an entirely new, exceptionally low noise antenna system.
2. DEVEIDI_NT OF _{E FLUTED FEED
-a broad beamwidth, uniform illumination, all-polarization primary feed
system lah±ch greatly improves the efficiency and low noise performance
of conventional paraboloidal reflector antennas.
3. DERIVATION AhD EXPERL-MEhTAL VERIFICATION OF I_SIGN CRITERIA
- for several classes of low noise primary feed systemsp including
dielectric lens and surface wave feed configurations.
4. DEVEID_f OF LOW NOISE ANTENNA EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
- for determining the low noise characteristics and relative merit of a
feed design, reflector configuration, or antenna system from the measured
or estimated pattern characteristics.
5. INVESTIGATION OF THE ELLIPSOIDAL SUB-REFLECTOR CASSEGRAIN
- a novel low noise _tenr.a configuration.
6. CONSOLIDATION AAD ORGANIZATION OF FUNDAMENTAL Ih_ORMATION
- concerning the origin, distribution and analysis of noise sources
influencing low noise antenna performance.
C" -
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sThe development of primary and secondary pattern evaluation techniques
was accomplished during the program. The primary pattern integration technique
provides a powerful tool for determining the merit of a particular feed system
or a feed system combination of feed and sub-reflector. The simplification of
this technique for the evaluation of secondary patterns by the use of the average
r_nor-lobe level provides a direct, reasonably accurate method for secondary
pattern evaluation.
An investigation of the ellipsoidal sub-reflector for use with Cassegrainian
antenna systems was performed during the program. The ellipsoid-paraboloid con-
figuration was presented as an example of a class of typical Cassegrainian con-
z_ra_ions which may have considerable merit. Since there are a large number of
surface co_oinatlons which may be utilized in the design of a Cassegrainian antenna,
the ellipsoidal sub-reflector was utilized as a familiar surface which appears to
have certain advantages when used in a rather unorthodox Cassegrainian configuration.
Possibly one of the most important functions of the program was the con-
solidation, organization, and evaluation of a considerable amount of fundamental
information relating to the low noise antenna field. A large number of plotted
data, figures, tables, and antenna patterns have been presented in order to place
in convenient and readily interpretable form the fundamental information necessary
to an intelligent analysis of low noise antenna systems.
6.3 Prcc._!sin_Developzents
_aring the course of the study a number of promising areas in which further
developmental work appears worthwhile were encountered. However, two developments
in particular appeared to be especially promising, the fluted feed surface structure
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and the KSK antenna. A brief discussion of these areas follows.
6.3.1 Fluted Feed for Existin_ Antennas
The fluted feed Surface wave structure was the culmination of a considerable
effort in the development of shaped Meam primary feed techniques and is believed
Q
to provide an optimal illumination by means for many antenna systems, and in
particular the paraboloidal reflector. The circular symmetry of the polarization
characteristics of the feed system coupled with its combined nearly uniform
illumination over a large bea_idth and reasonably rapid taper towards the outer
region of its bea_idth affords a feed structure presenting many excellent char-
ac_eristlcs. The high aperture efficiency attainable with this feed indicates that
improvements of approximately onedb may be expected in the gain characteristics of
antennas utilizing the fluted feed system over that possible by conventional horn
feed illum,inations. Suppression of minor-lobe energy due to the rapid taper'of
_he primary beam in the region of the secondary aperture edge and the resulting low
spill-over and small values of diffraction lobes appears to be another significant
feature of the feed system. For a conventional paraboloidal reflector antenna
SYStem it is significant to note that the fluted feed advantages of combined higher
_ain, decreased spillover and reduced minor-lobe levels affords an improvement of
about _Ix to te_ _iln _e gai_ to antenna equivalent noise temperature ratio. The
corresponding im_r_e_ in the com_mnication system sensitivity for a given signal-
_o-,,o_se ratio will be determined by the noise temperature characteristics of the
r_ceiving system and will always be less but generally comparable to the gain to
antenna noise temperature improvement. This improvement is based upon operating
cozdltions for which the antenna noise and the receiver noise are the principal
Systez limitations. The stated results appear reasonable and valid far system
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!e_,ploying modern low no.lse receiver techniques.
Lmprovement are plainly significant in that the low noise feed shaping techniques
applied to existing antenna systems may improve their range tracking capabilities
by a factor of two or more ; or put in another way, the transmitter power required
from a satellite or space probe may be decreased by a factor of four to eight while
m_intalning the same information .transfer rate and signal-t0-nolse ratio.
6.3.2 KSK Antennas as a New Technique
The Cassegralnian adaptation of the sectoral horn-reflector system appears
For operational advantages of this
!i_
to offer a new antenna technique of significant electrical and mechanical advantages.
The KSK antenna design provides a compact structure, an extremely low antenna noise
temperature, feasibilltyof operating without a radome, and high aperture efficiency,
coupled With broadband capability. Experimental measurements obtained for this
i
antenna and comparable information evaluated from other sources indicate that the
KSK antenna establishes a practical operational antenna system which if implemented
appears reasonably certain of becoming the low noise antenna state-of-the-art.
Evaluation of the operating features and limiting factors indicate performance
superiority for the ESK antenna to all other antennas of comparable aperture in
nearly all low noise respects.
Reco,-J_,.endedAreas for F_ture Effort
The principal areas which are recommended for f_ture effort may be su_uarized
as follows:
)
(I) The KSK Antenna _
(2) _ne Fluted Feed.
(3) Development of a Cassegrainian modification for existing paraboloids.
(_) A further s.tudy of advanced low noise
-221-
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6oh°l The KSK Antenna
i ,
The model test experimental results on the KSK antenna indicate the
feasibility of the Cassegralnlan adaptation of the secteral horn-reflector system
as an antenna design of extreme low noise characteristics and a mechanically high
gain co_iguration. It appears'advantageous to proceed further with this novel,
corn.pactlow noise antenna system by possibly optimizing the design somewhat further
and by fabrication of a larger model or an operational full scale antenna system
of moderate size. The antenna system certainly has a great deal of merit and
possibly could provide an optimum antenna system of compact configuration for
future utilization in the space tracking and comm,_nication fields.
• 6.h.2 The Fluted Feed
The optimization of the nois_ characteristics of an arbitrary secondary
reflecting surface by means of beam shaping of the illumination energy incident to
the surface is an essential for combined antenna low noise performance and optimal
gain per:'ormance. The fluted feed structure is a means by which these requirements
have been successfully met.
• The novel manner in which the fluted feed surface wave structure obtains a
constant beamwldth independent of the applied polarization appears to be of definite
benefit in many applications. The immediate application of the fluted feed appears
to be in the retrofit of existing paraboloidal reflector antenna feed systems with
fluted feeds in order to improve their aperture efficiency and reduce their effective
antenna noise temperatures.
,_ The fluted feed structure may also be used in any application requiring
effective illumination of an aperture in a uniform manner and requiring minimization
of the energy contained in the region not subtended by the secondary surface. The
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. fluted feed principle c_Id very well be utilized as an effective primary feed for
Cassegrainian systems, especially since Cassegrainian systems often suffer from
poor aperture efficiency. Use of the fluted feed as a primary element with the
K_K antenr_ rmy prove to advantage. It is felt that further investigation of the
fluted feed principle in the development of wide band and monopulse high efficiency
uniform illumination feed systems would be of considerable benefit to NASA's effort
in providing excellent low noise antenna systems with but a moderate effort in
I
system re-design.
6.h.3 Cassegrainian Modification of Existin_ Paraboloids
The Cassegrainian method of operation has certain inherent advantages over
feed'reflector systems which are often quite' important in achieving low noise system
performance. A distinct advantage of the Cassegrainian system is its ability to
place the spillover energy from the primary feed in the relatively low noise
temperature sky region instead of in the relatively high noise temperature ground
region. There are also many operational advantages to be found in locating the
receiving equipment, such as maser, parametric, and other low noise amplifiers
and similar equipment behind the secondary surface, instead of at the focal point
of the paraboloidal surface.
Many difficulties arise from the location of maser and other low-noise
receivers at the feed point. Included among these is the necessity for using more
sturdy feed supports to hold the equipment stable with attendant noise degradation
due to absorption or reflection from these supports; the cooling difficulties
encountered _ operating the maser amplifier at some distance from a source of
cooling media; the remote adjustment, alignment and optimizing problems associated
i with the amplifiers and feed system; and various other factors associated with
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I,
furnishing power or other services to the sensitive receiver equipmen_ at the feed
point. Since many of the existing NASA large paraboloidal reflector tracking
stations are planned for conversion to maser and other low noise receiving systems,
ib appears desirable to optimize the antenna configuration so that maximum per-
formance compatabilitywith the planned receiver system may be achieved. For
these reasons it is believed that a worthwhile area for rather immediate future
effort is in the Cassegrainian modification of existing parabololdal reflectors
• !
for use_with low noise receiver systems. An investigation of the optimum technique
by which this may be accomplished should possibly consider sub-reflectors other _han
t_e oonventional _psrbolQid. The choice of a satisfactory sub-reflector and a
desirable high efficiency illuminating feed containing the desired _iti-band
monopulse feed elements presents a reasonabl_ complex problem but one which is
believed amenable to solution by techniques similar to those developed during
this program...
6._._ Stud# ef Advanced Low Noise Techni_,es
Further study into the basic optimization criteria involved in the
development of advanced low noise antenna system appears to be of considerable
value.
• i_-
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A _STUDY OF TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING THE NOISE
TEMPERATURE OF PASSIVE PARABALOIDAL REFLECTORS
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